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Proprioception (noun) —
Perception governed by
physiological receptors,
such as muscles, tendons
and joints, as awareness of
the position of one’s body.

N

e’ll start with John
McIntyre, and
won’t he be surprised when he
finds out. John McIntyre,
once of Tipp, later of Galway,
eternally of Lorrha.
We’ll start with Mr McIntyre not because he has a foot
in both camps but because,
understandably for the week
that was in it, he popped up in
the papers the other day with
a couple of interesting comments.
One of them made reference
to the “media obsession” with
Joe Canning.
It’s a fair cop, guv. Canning
Scores Wonder Goal in
Leinster final: news. Canning
Hits Eight Wides in All-Ireland quarter-final: news. Canning bites canine/is bitten by
canine: news.

Why, he even popped up in
my friend’s Word of the Day
thingie the week after the Kilkenny match. (Word of the
Day thingie? A daily mailout
that supplies, well, a word of
the day for people who wish to
enlarge their vocabulary.
Obviously your lettered correspondent doesn’t subscribe).
‘Proprioception’ was the word
one particular morning that
week. “As in Joe Canning,”
my man declared.
Proprioception. A neat if
polysyllabic way of describing
the audacious yet utterly controlled manner in which Canning, the amazing bendy man,
contorted himself to receive
that long ball from Andy
Smith, turn and blaze it past
Eoin Murphy. If he’s ever
stuck for a job there’s surely a
circus somewhere needing an
acrobat.

GAMEZone

Galway v Tipperary
C Callanan 1 Darren Gleeson
J Coen 2 Cathal Barrett
J Hanbury 3 James Barry
P Mannion 4 Conor O’Brien
A Harte 5 Ronan Maher
I Tannian 6 Padraic Maher
Daithi Burke 7 Kieran Bergin
A Smith 8 James Woodlock
David Burke 9 Shane McGrath
C Whelan 10 Jason Forde
C Donnellan 11 Brendan Maher (c)
J Glynn 12 Patrick Maher
J Flynn 13 John O’Dwyer
J Canning 14 Seamus Callanan
C Mannion 15 Niall O’Meara
= Galway

= Tipperary

Enda
McEvoy

But there was a caveat.
Canning managed only a point
thereafter the same afternoon.
An immortal goal, a mortal’s
performance.
Our pal didn’t receive a
Word of the Day that encapsulated Canning’s performance
in the quarter-final. If you
wanted to be generous, ‘imprecise’ would have been a
suitable one in view of the
eight wides. If you wanted to
be critical, ‘self-indulgent’
might have been another.
By half-time against Cork,
the Portumna man had
recorded four wides. It can
happen, even to the very best.
But there was a strategic decision to be made there and
then. Right, this clearly isn’t
my day, so from now on I’ll
play the percentages, pass the
ball a bit more instead of taking it on myself, let the other
lads do the scoring and pull
my weight that way. Something along those lines.
No such decision was made
and within five minutes of the
restart, Canning had registered another two wides, both
from improbable positions on
either wing.
Not the remotest imperative
existed to go for either. Would
Shefﬂin have gone for them in
similar circumstances? Absolutely not. Would Cody have

stood for it if he had? Even
more absolutely not.
Granted, invoking Cody and
Shefﬂin at the drop of a hat is a
reductive exercise that should
be employed only in moments
of acute need. In this instance,
however, it’s perfectly legitimate. They’re the yardstick,
stratospheric as it may be, and
Joe Canning is one of the few
contemporary players — the
only contemporary player? —
w h o h a ve t h r e a t e n e d t o
approach that yardstick.
Against Cork, he came
nowhere near it, less because
of his accuracy and more because of his decision-making.
That said, at least he was
getting into the right places to
drive wides. Nor was his
work-rate to be faulted; after
picking up a yellow card, he
was momentarily in danger of
picking up a second one for a
foul on Aidan Walsh. The
notable aspect of the latter,
which James Owens correctly
deemed to be accidental, was
its location: deep in the Galway half. Whatever about
his malfunctioning radar,
Canning did not stint when it
came to covering the ground.
Tomorrow’s prescription is
straightforward, then. Continued work-rate. Refrigerated shot selection. Improved
accuracy. He can do it and he

probably will.
Maybe Galway, who enter
the fray on the back of five
outings this summer, have
arrived at a stage where
they’re less in need of
Canning’s rainmaking abilities than usual. Maybe.
With Galway, there is never
anything other than maybes.
Three of those performances were highly professional, the other two immensely mediocre. The zigzags in the graph notwithstanding, this volume of
match practice should conduce to a measure of coherence, a level of confidence,
some degree of pattern and a
threshold below which the
underdogs won’t fall. But that
in itself won’t suffice. Mediocrity wasn’t enough to beat
Kilkenny in the Leinster final
and it won’t be enough to beat
Tipp.
While Conor Whelan

shouldn’t be expected to do a
lot, he possesses the kind of
frame that suggests he’ll hold
his own in the physical exchanges and is therefore likelier to last the course than any
products of the county’s assembly line of identikit handy
little forwards from the past
decade.
And if the teenager really is
5’11, as per the quarter-final
programme, this leaves Galway with an attack standing
5’11, 6’0, 6’4, 6’4, 6’2 and 6’1.
That isn’t so much a forward line as a casting call of
candidates to play the Schwarzenegger role in the next Terminator film.
T h e y wo n ’ t s t r i ve f o r
subtlety and they shouldn’t
dream of trying. Straight lines
to goal. Rotating forwards.
Puck-outs on top of Jonathan
Glynn. All hands descending
on Padraic Maher when he’s
in possession. This is an after-

Gi\d`\in`cck\jkKi`Y\jd\eËjd\kkc\
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Tomorrow’s All-Ireland semifinal is all about belief. Not
that of the players of Tipperary or Galway, but yours.
Who do you trust? Galway
shredded Cork the last day in
Thurles but do you believe,
really, that they can do that
again to a better, more experienced team?
Tipperary have been efficient but both Limerick and

Waterford have rocked them
for significant periods in both
of their championship games:
what happens if Joe Canning
asks those questions?
Specifics. For Tipperary,
take the way Galway by-passed Cork’s sweeper in their previous outing. Padraic Maher
has excelled in that free role
for the blue and gold, and if his
effectiveness is reduced - say,
by having to keep an eye on
Canning, ﬂoating between the
goal and the 45 - then Tipper-

ary will be under pressure.
Yet how much of that comprehensive win for Galway
was down to Cork’s lack of
workrate? Seeing Jonathan
Glynn et al up close is to be
reminded that a good big ‘un
always beats a good little ‘un,
but Tipperary will surely
work harder and pressurise
the ball-carrier more than
Cork.
The key for Tipperary is at
the other end, where Iarla
Tannian’s muscular bustling

is not synonymous with classical centre-back play. Tipperary’s engine is Patrick
‘Bonner’ Maher and his
driving directness: Galway
will need to stem Maher’s
charges through the middle,
but is Tannian the man to do
it?
We can expect fewer wides
from Joe Canning, surely,
than his eight the last day, but
Galway will hardly get a goal
as easily as Glynn did. One
balances the other.
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noon for booting the door in.
Arnie would approve.
Talking of boots and doors,
Tipperary did precisely the
opposite in the Munster final.
They were patient. They kept
knocking, politely but insistently, until the door swung inwards. It was mature, it was
poised and it was pleasing. It
also demonstrated Tipp’s ability to hurl in different registers. Having wiped out Limerick at the Gaelic Grounds
they saw off Waterford on
very different terrain. They’re
not Kilkenny but they’ve got
to a place where they resemble them in many ways.
And to return to a point
made here in the past: under
Eamon O’Shea, Tipp have
been a Croke Park team, more
ﬂuid and dangerous there in
August than at Semple Stadium in June. No secret why.
Sustained practice conduces
to lubricate the wheels and

levers of their complex attacking machinery.
Some other observations.

K

en years have passed
since Niall Healy’s
hat-trick against
Kilkenny in an AllIreland semi-final. He was
Galway’s second sub for the
forwards against Cork.
With 12 minutes remaining,
Galway led by only four
points. Um, how? They’ll probably post a winning total
tomorrow. They’ll probably
also concede a losing total. If
they’re to survive, it’ll be their
defence that sees them
through.
Galway were opened up
without difficulty for TJ
Reid’s goal in the Leinster
final, after which Kilkenny
were content to pop their
points from distance.
The Tipperary of Seamus
Callanan are likelier to go for

the jugular when the opportunity arises. Galway need
John Hanbury to be good.
They also need him to be
lucky.
A slight doubt exists over
how Tipp will source goals if
Callanan isn’t sending the
green ﬂag ﬂying. But they do
possess a spread of pointscorers in Jason Forde, Niall
O’Meara and above all John
O’Dwyer, who’s edging ever
closer to being their most
important forward. And elsewhere Brendan Maher, Kieran Bergin and James Woodlock supply the type of ballast
that Cork lacked.
This blend of ingredients
should swing it for Tipperary.
We started with John McIntyre so we’ll finish with him.
He reckons, having been in
Croke Park last Sunday, that
the MacCarthy Cup will remain on Noreside irrespective
of the outcome here. Kilken-
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ny’s experience, their relentlessness, their ability to work
an eight-hour day whatever
the weather.
Sounds eminently reasonable. Yet tomorrow’s winners
will not be deploying two
forwards next month.
They’ll be going six-on-six
against a Kilkenny without
Shefﬂin and JJ and Brian
Hogan, a Kilkenny stripped of
decades of corporate bigoccasion memory, a Kilkenny
who cannot be expected to win
this All-Ireland off the bench
the way they won last year’s.
Tipp and Galway may be
playing for more than silver
medals.

DZ>iXk_YXZbfeY\eZ_]fiK`gg
3DXO.HDQH
Noel McGrath will make an
emotional return to match day
activity when he takes his
place on Tipperary’s bench for
tomorrow’s All-Ireland hurling semi-final clash with Galway.
The All-Ireland medallist
and former Young Hurler of
the Year has made a speedy recovery from testicular cancer
surgery which took place in
April.

Boss Eamon O’Shea conf irmed last week that the
Loughmore-Castleiney super
star was ‘in the mix’ to feature
and has included him in his 26man matchday panel.
It remains to be seen if
McGrath sees any game time
at Croke Park though his introduction would prompt a
huge response from Tipp’s fan
base.
O’Shea has made just one
change to his starting line-up
with corner-back Conor

O’Brien coming into the team
for Michael Breen.
O’Brien last started for Tipp
in the Munster semi-final win
o ve r L i m e r i c k b u t a f t e r
appearing as a sub in the final
defeat of Waterford has held
onto the jersey.
B re e n wa s k n o w n t o b e
under pressure to stay in the
team after being replaced at
half-time in the 0-21 to 0-16 win
over Waterford.
Lar Corbett came on for
Breen that afternoon and

scored a point but has been
held in reserve once again.
Corner-backs Paddy Stapleton and Michael Cahill were
not considered.
Stapleton is understood to
have suffered a rib injury on a
training camp last weekend
while has been struggling to
regain full fitness.
Opponents Galway have
named an unchanged line-up
from the side that outplayed
Cork in the quarter-finals.

was impressed by how
comfortable Tipperary
were against Waterford in
the Munster final. They
brought to mind a boxer with
a longer reach scoring with
long jabs and rolling with the
opponent’s punches, secure in
t h e k n o w l e d g e t h at t h e i r
defensive strategy would
block any knockout attempt.
Tipp’s defensive strategy is
built around the positioning of
Brendan Maher. Nominally
centre-forward but operating
as a third midfielder, he
shields Padraic Maher, the
centre-half-back. Dropping
deep in his defence, virtually
free of any marking duties,
Padraic Maher operates as a
deep-lying sweeper protecting
full-back James Barry.
The other defenders engage
in specific man-marking roles.
Corner forward Niall O’Meara
plays a roving role at centreforward, moving to his right
and leaving the left side to be
patrolled by Patrick ‘Bonner’
Maher, who is Tipp’s barometer. Tipp perform when he
p e r fo r m s . T h e d a n g e ro u s
Seamus Callanan and John
O’Dwyer play in a two-man inside line. Tipp play diagonal
balls to get these two on the
ball as often as possible.
Galway manager Anthony
Cunningham got his matchups spot on against Cork. The
same is required tomorrow.
John O’Dwyer has the capabilities to travel. Padraig Mannion would seem the ideal candidate to man-mark him with
John Hanbury tight on Tipp
full-forward while Johnny
Coen, a sweeping corner-back,
operates just in front.
The half-back line will
require adjustments as well. I
would have Iarla Tannian
moving to the wing marking
Jason Forde while Daithi
Burke, more of a man-marker
than Tannian, could police the
mobile Niall O’Meara.
In their game with Limerick, Tipp keeper Darren Gleeson hit the first seven puckouts short, finding his target
each time. Against Waterford,
eight out of the first nine were
won by Tipp, with two going to
the right-corner-back and
four going to the left.
Tipp then moved it short,
keeping possession through
the lines. It was obvious that
Tipp had practised this tactic
and they may attempt it again.
Galway should be aware of
this and have plans to disrupt
it. Pushing up on defenders is
one method to force Gleeson to
go long but a downside is the
space this leaves around midfield. Another ploy is to allow
primary possession to the fullback and close down his passing options by tightly marking his support outlets.This

forces him to hit long up the
pitch, under pressure, giving
the advantage to the opposing
defenders.They can then
counter-attack, with the fullback out of position.
Galway inside-forwards Cathal Mannion and Jason
Flynn moved cleverly against
Cork, particularly in the first
half. They brought an unstructured format through
constant movement and motoring out the pitch regularly,
creating space for others to
run into, pace and positioning
confused their markers.
This works better when the
midfield and half-back areas
are controlled. A similar tactic
is needed from these two tomorrow, but the middle third
may be more of a battleground. Tipp will be aware of
Galway’s strengths from the
Cork “contest”, when they
moved the ball up the wings.
Tipp forewarned will surely
mean forearmed.
As per usual, negating the
influence of Joe Canning will
top the agenda. Tipp manager
Eamon O’Shea will worry that
Canning, poor the last day,
will go all out to display his
undoubted artistry. Marking
him tightly with discipline is a
given but denying him supply
is always the best method of
negating his influence. This
requires fierce work-rate and
discipline from the Tipp midfielders and half-forwards, a
team objective in 2015.
Canning is impatient at
times at the fring e of the
square when supply proves irregular. He moves out looking
to be involved.The further out
he goes, the better for Tipp.
Another concern for O’Shea
is the form of Johnny Glynn,
phenomenal against Cork.
O’Shea will hope lightning
fails to strike twice. Strong
under puck-outs, Glynn is also
a serious option at the edge of
the square. Denying him possession under puck-outs is the
best option. Kieran Bergin
may be handed this role.
Against Glynn, many defenders make the mistake of
attempting to field the ball, a
contest they’ll seldom win.
Concentrating on preventing
him catching ball by legitimate spoiling is a much
better option.This has to be
practiced of course and it’s no
use asking a player to play
that role on the day.
The other area O’Shea will
consider carefully is the role
of his third midfielder, captain
Brendan Maher. Tipp would
like to see Iarla Tannian follow Maher outfield, leaving
five on five at the back — disastrous for any defence. Cyril
Donnellan will most likely
drop into midfield to take up
the slack for Galway and his
d i re c t r u n n i n g c a n c a u s e
headaches for Tipp’s defence.
Tactically, creatively and
skill-wise, both set-ups are
similar so greater determination in the middle third and
use of the ball will be key. But
a stroke of genius or a mistake
might be required to decide it.
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our brother’s a
keeper, you’ll likely
see a number-one
jersey yourself.
Darren Gleeson found that out
with his club, Portroe, and
now the big man is the
Tipperary netminder.
Replacing an icon like
Brendan Cummins had to be a
challenge, but Gleeson
articulates his own attitude
well: “When you go in to wear
the Tipperary number 1
jersey, there’s an expectation,
what’s gone before you and
you’re conscious of that. You
want to give it the respect it’s
due. The big thing was getting
used to the responsibility of it.
Before, when you’re playing a
League match here and there
and challenge matches,
internal matches, you’re
trying your best to get there
but when you step up to it,
there’s a new responsibility
and it’s getting used to that.
“How you do it is let
everyone know that you’re
there, you’re in charge, being
vocal and assertive. That gives
the men outside you the
confidence that they need as
well in the goalie behind
them.” He inspired plenty of
confidence
last
year.
Gleeson’s superb puck-outs in
last year’s All-Ireland semifinal were lauded by Dónal Óg
Cusack, but while the
Tipperary man himself notes
how influential Stephen
Cluxton has become in
starting attacks for Dublin, he
emphasises a different part of
the game.
“I’d put more emphasis on
breaking ball, guys winning
breaks more than puck-outs.
“There’s a lot more
breaking balls in a match than
puck-outs: you might have 80
or 90 breaking balls, you
might have 50 puck-outs. So
there’s more of an emphasis
on that. It’s just a trend when
you have a sweeper that
you’ve more room to hit short

b a l l a n d p e o p l e a re m o re
conscious of successful
percentages. So I’d analyse
the success rate in a different
area more than puck-outs.”
Those restarts can be a
challenge, though: the keeper
gets the credit — and the
blame — but he depends on
movement out the field.
“Great point, the movement
has to be there. You can’t hit a
statue the way the game has
gone — the ball may cover the
g r o u n d i n t wo o r t h r e e
seconds, and a lad could have
15, 20 yards covered in that
time, wouldn’t he? “There has
to be movement from the lad
receiving the ball, you can’t
hit a statue. I don’t take the
advice of the crowd, we know
what we’re doing and if the
right ball is on, it’ll be hit.
That’s my job and the halfbacks, the midfielders, the
forwards, know that. They
know if they move they’ll
receive it, that’s the trust we
have.” He suggests a ‘keeper
has always been able to
influence a g ame: “If you
analyse it, a goalkeeper has
the ball in his hands 30 or 35
times in a game. If your key
forward had it in his hand 30
or 35 times, you’d be happy.
It’s always been the way but
people are now looking more
at how you’re using it, or the
s p a c e y o u h a ve t o u s e .
Obviously if there’s seven or
eight back at the other end of
the field, there has to be an
opening somewhere.” That
confidence has driven his
game up a level, surely.
“Levels are relative, you
might feel you’ve been at a
different level at different
stages, there’s always peaks
and troughs. I’d say
enjoyment is the thing, when
you’re coming over in the car
and overthinking the game —
then you can switch off when
you come in here. When you
come in after work or from
family, you can just switch off

N<<B<E;
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TODAY
Electric Ireland All-Ireland MBHC
semi-finals: Down v Kerry, Newbridge
(J Heffernan, Wexford), 2pm)
Verdict: Kerry
Wicklow v Roscommon, Arklow (G
Quilty, Kilkenny), 2pm.
Verdict: Roscommon
Liberty Insurance All-Ireland camogie
semi-final: Galway v Wexford, Nowlan
Park (C Egan, Cork), 3.30pm
The Tribeswomen had eight-points to
spare (1-11 to 0-6) in their round-robin
meeting at Wexford Park last month.
Tony Ward’s charges are unbeaten in
2015 and forwards Molly Dunne, Niamh
McGrath and Ailish O’Reilly have shone
in their four championship victories.
Wexford have struggled to regain their

1(70,1'(5ɧ:KHQ\RXJRLQWRZHDUWKH7LSSHUDU\QXPEHUMHUVH\WKHUHɨVDQH[SHFWDWLRQZKDWɨVJRQHEHIRUH\RXDQG\RXɨUHFRQVFLRXVRIWKDW,’
VD\V'DUUHQ*OHHVRQ
3LFWXUH,13+20RUJDQ7UHDF\
and enjoy what you’re doing.
It’s like Eamon (O’Shea) says,
we’re coming here to enjoy
ourselves, to be successful but
definitely to enjoy ourselves
too.” That helps a player to
stay focused. To enjoy the
game. “There’s moments,
you’d see an opposition
defender doing something
outrageous at the other end of
the field and you’d take it in.
Yo u h a ve t o k n o w w h at ’ s
happening in the game,
because if there’s an opposi-

form of old, owing largely to the injuries
which have kept Karen Atkinson, Ursula
Jacob, Mags D’Arcy and Una Leacy out of
this summer’s championship. Kate Kelly’s
brilliance alone won’t save them.
Verdict: Galway
TG4 All-Ireland ladies football
championship quarter-finals: Kerry v
Mayo, Gaelic Grounds (M Farrelly,
Cavan), 4.15pm
It is hard to see Mayo stalwart Cora Staunton replicating the 1-15 haul she produced
in the Connacht final against the Munster
champions. Kerry were hugely impressive
defeating Cork in the provincial final and
that win will be a massive confidence
booster in their quest for All-Ireland honours. The combined class of Bernie Breen,
Patrice Dennehy, Louise Ní Mhuirceartaigh
and Sarah Houlihan will see Kerry through.
Verdict: Kerry
Cork v Galway, Gaelic Grounds (G Corrigan, Down), 6pm.
The fourth meeting of these two teams in
2015. Cork won their opening league tie by

tion defender going well that’ll
inﬂuence your next decision
(in terms of a puck-out), it
might relate to that.
Some of our players are a
joy to watch when they’re in
full ﬂow, and Galway have
those players too, you’d be
aware of the magical
moments.” Gleeson doesn’t
scrutinise ‘keepers in other
codes on his evenings off,
though Cork’s Ger Cunningh a m wo u l d h a ve b e e n a
c h i l d h o o d h e r o ( “ H e wa s

a point, the league final ended in a draw
with the Rebels edging the replay by the
minimum.
Rena Buckley, having missed the Meath
Qualifier win, renews her midfield partnership with Briege Corkery. Experienced duo
Annette Clarke and Edel Concannon have
been left on the bench for Galway. For the
westerners, keep an eye out for teenage
sisters Nicola and Louise Ward. The curtain may well fall this evening on an incredible 11-year journey for one of the
most dominant sides in Ladies Football
history.
Verdict: Galway
TOMORROW
Electric Ireland All-Ireland MHC semifinals: Galway v Kilkenny, Croke Park (C
Lyons, Cork), 12pm.
Kilkenny’s resolve and character was
again evident last Sunday as they landed
two points late in the second period of
extra-time to force a replay. Just as they
had done against both Wexford and Dublin

facilitating the Cork forwards
for years when they were
successful,”). He didn’t go out
of his way to watch Galway in
the Leinster final either —
he’d played a club game — but
having faced Joe Canning at
the Kilmacud Sevens, he’s
well aware of the Galway
man’s ability.
And of his teammates’
ability. He’s delighted Noel
McGrath is back training after
treatment for testicular
cancer. “Eamon has had him

in the Leinster championship, Pat Hoban’s
side refused to accept their fate. Their opponents twice looked a beaten docket last
weekend only to somehow resurrect their
cause with a never-say-die approach. Now
with two games under their belts, Jeffrey
Lynskey’s western charges won’t be fazed
by a second meeting with the champions.
Verdict: Galway
Tipperary v Dublin, Croke Park (P
O’Dwyer, Carlow), 2pm.
Tipperary are coming in off the back of a
five-week lay-off, but the long gap was
broken up by the county’s All-Ireland
minor football quarter-final win, with nine
players from that panel also on Liam Cahill’s hurling squad.
Dublin have shown an over-reliance on
Matthew Oliver with the Na Fianna midfielder hitting 0-21 in their last two outings.
The Munster champions have no such
problems in this department with nine
players on the mark in the win over Limerick. Their Croke Park inexperience, however, may count against them.

involved all along. It was
important for the group he
was there the whole way
through.It was important for
Noel as well because a lot of
his best friends are in there as
well so he had a good support
network and he was always
involved. It’s not like he’s just
back in and we are seeing him
for the first time, he’s been
through it with us and vice
versa. It’s been handled very
well and we get a great boost of
seeing him back on the field.”

Verdict: Dublin
Liberty Insurance All-Ireland senior
camogie semi-final: Cork v Kilkenny,
Walsh Park (R Kelly, Kildare), 4pm
A repeat of last year’s All-Ireland final
and the two teams who at the outset of
this year would have been expected to
dominate the 2015 championship.
That was until both were hit with a raft of
departures, retirements and injuries.
Cork have lost Anna Geary, Joanne
O’Callaghan, Angela Walsh, Julia White
and Jennifer O’Leary. Kilkenny, meanwhile, are without Elaine Aylward,
Leanne Fennelly, Mairead Power and
Kate McDonald.
The Cats have been the form team,
racking up 21-72 in their four group
games, and while their defence is
weakened by the loss of Power and
McDonald through injury, they should
carry out a successful revenge mission
here.
Verdict: Kilkenny
Eoghan Cormican
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Andy Smith is a Galway
veteran with 11 seasons of
senior service under his belt .
But his experience of Croke
Park playing days offers a
perfect snapshot of where the
county reside in the hurling
hierarchy.
An unused substitute in
Galway’s epic 2005 All-Ireland
semi-final win over Kilkenny,
tomor row will mark only
Smith’s second semi-f inal
appearance at headquarters.
Indeed, he holds the
unusual distinction of having
played in more All-Ireland
finals than semis, featuring as
he did in both the 2012 drawn
and replayed contests.
When your debut season
ends
in
September,
expectations are raised.
“ A f t e r 2 0 0 5 , y o u wo u l d
expect you’d get to a good few
semi-finals. You’d hope every
year that you’d be at the top
table, but that wasn’t the
case,” reflects the Portumna
forward ahead of the county’s
third penultimate round
fixture in 11-years.
“It’s not good enough for a
hurling county like Galway,
and with our underage
success. Since 2012, things
didn’t go according to plan.
It’s great to be hurling again in
August. I mean, it’s not a
luxury we’re used to in
Galway.”

Mind you, there was little
expectation Galway would be
involved beyond race week
this summer following
the“disjointed”
league
quarter-final exit to Waterford. The criticism that ensued still stings.
“It was hurtful alright,”
Smith admits. “But I suppose
you just take what was written
on the chin and use it as a
motivational thing.
“We were in a bad place. But
we just had to get down and
work harder and start grafting again. “That day down in
Walsh Park, nobody seemed to
perform — and that just
showed, Waterford steamrolled us. But we knew we
were a better team than that,
and we just had to work on it.”
Central to their return to
August action, the half-forward believes, has been the
blooding of Pádraig Mannion,
John Hanbury and Conor
Whelan this summer.
“Pádraig Mannion, in
fairness, this is his first year
and he was nearly thrown in
at the deep end. He’s proving a
very good corner-back and a
very good stickman. It’s great
to see the likes of him expressing himself on championship
days. Conor [Whelan] only
came into the squad I’d say six
weeks ago. He’s not even two
months in the squad and, in
fairness, he showed very good
attitude in training and very
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good form. He’s been
rewarded on that.
“I suppose we’ve a more mature squad this year. We’ve a
good mix — some of the old,
more experienced boys but a
lot of youth coming through.
And, in fairness, those boys
are really proving it this year.
“They’re stepping up to the
p l at e , t h e l i ke s o f C at h a l
Mannion and Jason Flynn.
These lads are putting great
enthusiasm into the squad.
And you need that; you need a
good healthy mix. We’ve a
better squad this year,
def initely. There’s a good
collectivity there within the
squad, and a good unity with
the squad.”
An unused sub in the 2005
quarter-final win over Tipperary, the four-time All-Ireland

club medal-winner has never
been present inside the whitewash for a championship victory over their neighbours.
2010 was tough. Last July
was galling. “We were sixp o i n t s u p w i t h n e a rl y 1 8
minutes to go and we just
crumbled. We just lost all
shape. I don’t know if it was
nightmares looking at it there
only a few weeks ago… we lost
complete shape in the halfforward line and midfield, and
Tipperary just outworked us
that day. We were competitive
up to a certain point and then
we just seemed to collapse.
“It was very soul-destroying
to watch it again. It was just
demoralising to look back at
it. We watched the game as
preparation for Sunday and
obviously will try not let that
happen again. You’d have to
be looking at clips anyway.
With the way the g ame is
gone, you get e-mailed your
clips from previous games and
your opponents going
forward. You’ll get clips of
them and you have to do a lot
of research on that too.”
So what had Andy Smith to
work on for tomorrow?
“I’ve to work on an awful
lot, every day! Your work-rate
is never up to where it should
be, your striking ability and
your feeding of the boys inside
— they’re all stuff you have to
work on. Look it, every day is
a school day.”

Their graph was expected to
dip. After successive All-Ireland final defeats, managerial
resignations and the departure of two of their most experienced players, Kilkenny
camogie was set to return to
the chasing pack in 2015.
When the draws for the AllIreland camogie championship were made earlier this
year, it was Group 1 that
turned heads. The last three
counties to lift the O’Duffy
Cup — Cork (2014), Galway
(2013) and Wexford (2012) —
had been pitted together, with
only the group winners
guaranteed an All-Ireland
semi-final place.
But Kilkenny didn’t just
simply bounce back from successive September losses, the
resignation of joint-managers
Niall Williams and Graham
Dillon and departure from the
squad of Leanne Fennelly and
Elaine Aylward.
Instead, they began issuing
statement after statement of
their intent to bridge the county’s 21-year gap to a last AllIreland success.
Their results made for
pretty incredible reading.
Fintan Deegan’s charges hit
3-13 against Dublin on the
opening weekend in June,
notched 2-22 the following
Saturday against Clare. Their
game against Derry finished:
8-22 to 2-10.
In early July, they entertained Tipperary at Freshford
to decide top spot. Kilkenny
limited the visitors to 0-4.
They tallied 8-15.
Little wonder, then, that
Kilkenny
boss Deegan
says
his
charges don’t
fear cham-
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pions Cork ahead of tomorrow’s All-Ireland semi-final.
“We are not afraid of them,
we don’t fear them,” he said.
“We are ready and the belief
among the players is that if we
get it right, we are good
enough to win.”
Paudie Murray’s side
limited the Kilkenny attack to
1-9 in last year’s decider, Anna
Geary holding key forward
Katie Power to a point.
The Piltown club woman
has tallied 5-12 en route to the
semi-final and Geary is no
longer around to operate a
tight least at Walsh Park.
More ominous for the Cork
defence is that Power doesn’t
even sit as the team’s topscorer, that accolade currently held by Denise Gaule —
the half-forward hitting 7-18 in
their four games.
“The forwards really are on
form, they are pulling together very well,” continued
Deegan. “Katie Power, in my
opinion, is the best camogie
player in the country at present. Her brains, her intelligence as well as her ability is
frightening at times. It is a
team effort and the defence
aren’t getting credit for the
a m o u n t o f wo r k t h e y a re
d o i n g . We ’ re ke e p i n g t h e
s c o r e l i n e s t i g h t ( t h e y ’ ve
conceded on average 0-10 per
game).”
Deegan, a Laois native who
is married and living in Urlingford, took charge in January. His first priority was to
ensure the current campaign
wouldn’t be dictated by how
previous ones ended.
“Obviously the goal is to
win the All-Ireland. But we
said at the start of the year we
weren’t going down the route
of trying to avenge what happened in the last two years.
The last two years are gone.
There is new management
now and around 10 or 12 new
faces on the panel as well. At
the start of the year we sat
down and we discussed the
very real possibility that we
might not even get out of the
group. You can’t link one year
with the year previous, you
can’t solely focus on revenge
for the last two years or use
that as motivation.”
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Damien Hayes, in reflecting
on Portumna’s journey to the
2014 All-Ireland club hurling
decider, cited their county
quarter-final fixture against
Ardrahan as the most troublesome hurdle.
On the second last Sunday
of the previous September,
Portumna had fallen over the
finishing line – 1-15 to 1-14
they edged out the South Galway outfit.
At the root of their problems
on a particularly wintry afternoon at St Brendan’s Park,
Loughrea was a 20-year old
Jonathan Glynn.
Time and time again did the
6’4” half-forward pull possession from the sky. Indeed,
such was his aerial dominance
that as the contest progressed
the Portumna defenders
simply stopped competing
under the dropping ball. Instead, when Glynn’s two feet
returned to earth was he swallowed up a by a swarm of blue
and gold jerseys.
The favourites notched 1-2
in the final six-minutes to win
out by the minimum.
Vincent Mullins turns the
page to 2014, the first round of
the county championship.
Galway’s two-time All-Ireland winning U21 manager
(2005 and ’07) was on the sideline at Kenny Park, Athenry
for Ardrahan’s championship

opener. Pearses provided the
opposition and devoid of the
services of the injured Iarla
Tannian, Ardrahan were expected to struggle.
They won by seven, Glynn
the hero.
“He gave an outstanding
display of fielding,” recalls
Mullins.
“They couldn’t do anything
with him. They tried several
different lads on him, they
even put two on him for a
while, but it made no use.
“Johnny was under pressure to perform in Iarla’s absence. The team required a
leader and Johnny made a
statement that day.”
The Mullins’ live one house
down from the Glynns in the
South Galway village. The
latter has become a hive of activity in recent days with both
of Jonathan’s siblings returning home from foreign shores
to watch their brother line out
at Croke Park.
His sister Laura made the
journey from Australia, while
Brian arrived in from New
York on Thursday - the AllIreland semi-final coinciding
with the 2015 Rose of Tralee in
which Brian’s girlfriend Sophie Colgan is representing
New York.
“They came from football
stock,” continues Mullins.
“Their father Martin was a
Garda from Caherlistrane.
“Johnny simply propped up
at around the age of 14. He just
mushroomed in height.
“You could see he had a very
good hand and wasn’t afraid to
use it. When you have a young
fella like that and he is bigger
than the opposition, they can
dominate. He did.”

Centre-forward on the Galway team to claim the 2011 AllIreland minor title, the following September he was sprung
from the bench for the halfthree event. His swift progression surprised few in the club.
“Management were looking
for a big mobile guy who could
catch a ball under pressure.
Johnny topped the bill.”
Intercepting a stray Tommy
Walsh pass with five-minutes
remaining in the replayed
final, Glynn stepped inside the
challenge of Paul Murphy and
nailed the top left corner of the
Kilkenny goal. At 19-years
young, he certainly didn’t
look out of place.
“I’d meet Johnny at the
house or down at the pitch
when he’d be training or helping with the younger kids and
the one thing I always tell him
is that he should be taking his
own scores.”
Galway hit 9-64 in their
opening three championship
games this summer, the 22year old Medtronic employee
didn’t contribute a single
point.
“He is a confidence player
who tends to be very unselfish
with the ball. Since he was a
young lad, he always tries to
bring as many players into the
play as possible.
“Grafting isn’t a trait you
would typically associate with
a Galway hurler. We’ve always been known for producing more skilful hurlers. The
guy that does the grafting,
d o e s t h e h a r d wo r k , h e
deserves credit.
“That is why it was so brilliant to see him take off 30 seco n d s i n t o t h e A l l - I re l a n d
quarter-final and watch as he
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parted the Red Sea.
“He didn’t get the credit for
the control when he threw the
ball over the head of Mark

Ellis. He really controlled the
ball superbly and put it away.
“He should do that more
often for I’ve seen him take off

too many times where he
hasn’t’ been stopped. In full
ﬂight, he’s impossible to bring
down.”
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There’s a more robust hue to
the maroon jersey this year
thanks in no small part to the
appointment of former Mayo
coach Kevin Reidy, to the
Galway helm.
Today will be his biggest
challenge yet, an All-Ireland
quarter-final against reigning
nine-time champions Cork in
Gaelic Park, Limerick (6pm,
live on TG4).
For veteran forward Edel
Concannon, however, it’s a
challenge the Tribeswomen
are ready for - mentally, and
physically. “In the past you
might have doubts about one
thing or another, but not this
year. Kevin and the management team have left no stone
unturned,” the 12-year senior
intercounty veteran admitted.
K e y t o G a l wa y ’ s t r a n s formation too, says Concan-

non, has been the addition of
impressive strength and conditioning coach Ann Caffrey.
Less than 24 hours after the
squad’s drawn game against
Cork in the Division 1 NFL
final, Caffrey had the players
doing a recovery session at
Silverstrand Beach in Baltic
conditions. A tough match she
s a i d , d e s e r ve d a t o u g h
recovery.
Mentally, they’re stronger
too. Three times the sides
have met this year, and twice
Cork only came out with a win
by the skin of their teeth. Galway pushed them all the way,
and despite losing the league
final replay by a point in May,
Concannon believes it was a
defeat that galvanised them.
“It was a hard loss to take,
but the league for us was more
of a learning curve. It would
have been a bonus to have a
medal in our back pockets, but

we always had one eye on the
championship. We knew that
we should have, and could
have, beaten them so we took a
lot from that,” admitted the 28year-old secondary school
teacher, based in Athlone
Community College.
Like Concannon, her
teammates have the smarts
for football, but now they’ve
belief with it. Wing-forward
Louise Ward received 580
points in her Leaving Cert
mid-week, but her focus will
be on today, and a chance of
securing a place in the semifinal on August 29 against the
winners of Mayo and Kerry
(Gaelic Grounds, 4pm).
A one-point win over Mayo
in the Connacht final a month
ago came as a surprise to
many however. On the day,
Cora Staunton kicked 1-15.
“It was the best game I’ve
seen Cora play in my life! She
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was untouchable, absolutely
unmarkable,”
says
Concannon. It was a big
wake-up call. They should
have beaten us, but we robbed
them and realised that after. It

put things into perspective
and we knew we were very
lucky.”
A number of challenge
matches, including one
against Ulster finalists

Monaghan, has kept Reidy’s
players on their toes, and
despite the four-week g ap
since the Connacht final, for
Tuam-born Concannon, the
barren spell hasn’t overly affected their preparations.
“The gap between games
isn’t ideal, but the competition
for places at training is
ridiculous. We’re hungry, but
you have to be hungry when
f acing Cork. They’ll have
Tracey (Leonard) noted and
we relied on her too much in
the league final, so getting a
better spread of scorers will be
key, as well as maintaining
our discipline, because Cork
will punish you.”
Meanwhile, Mayo face
Kerry in the curtain-raiser in
G a e l i c P a r k at 4 p m , w i t h
Staunton looking to add to her
3-25 championship tally
to-date. Both games will be
televised live on TG4.
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n the way home from
Dublin last week,
Niall Gilligan stopped
off to break the journey in Francis Loughnane’s
old pub in Roscrea, which is
now run by John Carroll.
We were rekindling old
stories from past battles between Clare and Tipp. Old soldiers stoking old embers in
our collective souls trying to
generate the heat again.
Niall and myself ran into
John a couple of times against
Tipp at the end of the 1990s.
When Tipp finally took us
down in 2000, he got an AllStar that season. John was the
main man the night Tipp beat
Clare in the 1999 Munster U21
final in Ennis when all hell
broke loose afterwards. He
was more inclined to talk
about the year he spent with
Gilly in Tralee IT in ‘99 when
they had a star-studded and
stacked Fitzgibbon team
which lost to UCC. Carroll had
a great game. According to
John, Gilly didn’t. Tipp lads
still trying to get one over on
us Clare fellas!
The banter was great and
the local punters were mad for
hurling talk. The word was
that Noel McGrath might start
in the half-forward line tomorrow with Brendan Maher returning to the half-back line to
mark Johnny Glynn. It might
have only been Monday morning speculation but if Noel is
capable of doing himself justice, it would be some feat, and
something all hurling people
would rejoice in.
Can you imagine him
coming off the bench? Croke
Park would go bananas.
I don’t know what Tipp will
do but Brendan has a good
hand and he would have the
athleticism for Johnny. I did
three sessions with Ardrahan
last year and I got to see
Johnny up close. It’s only
when you see him beside
everyone else in a circle that
you realise how much of a
man-mountain he is. As David
Collins said during the week,
it’s like trying to take down a
crane. It’s even harder to
throw a chain around Johnny
because he is so ﬂexible and
adaptable. Most counties
would have him at 11
or
14 but Galway’s
options are so
wide that they
can afford to
leave him on
the wing, with
Cyril Donnellan at centre-forward and Joe
Canning on
the edge of
the
square.
Even
bringing
in young
Conor
Whelan
the last
day
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Anthony
Daly

shows the depth they have up
front. It was nearly a Codyesque move. Nobody had
heard of him but Anthony
Cunningham and his management trusted his trainingground form and he delivered.
They have shown faith all
year too in John Hanbury and Pádraig Mannion and their
growth is testament to the
job management
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have done this season.
It’s only tomorrow that
we’ll really find out how good
some of these Galway fellas
are. Seamus Callanan will
hardly be as subdued as he
was in the Munster final. Patrick ‘Bonner’ Maher has had
a quiet season but I expect him
to ignite once he hits Croke
Park. Bonner brings that steel
and drive to Tipp and if they
can click around the middle,
they will have a great platform
to build from.
There also seems to be a
huge buy-in with Tipp for
Eamon O’Shea’s last year in
charge. I know the players are
very fond of him but the
danger with that situation is
that you can strangle yourself
with emotion if you’re not

careful with how you control
it. On these big days, you need
to suspend that kind of emotion. As Munster used to say
in their heyday , ‘Fire in the
belly, ice in the veins’.
I saw that with Galway myself in 2011 when they played
Dublin in a Leinster semifinal in Tullamore. A host of
past Galway players came
rolling out in an interview the
day of the game and had a go
at the manhood of the Galway
players.
Clearly stung by the comments and the hurt caused,
Galway came out fired up but
they forgot to hurl. John
McIntyre, then manager,
came into the dressing-room
afterwards and one of the first
thing he said to the Dubs was,
‘We realise now that these big
games are not won on emotion’.
The danger is heightened
for Tipperary with Galway
being in such a good place. It’s
been a long time Galway have
gone into such a big match
with five big games already
under their belts. Tipp will
really need to produce their

very best to get over the line in
this one.
I was really impressed with
Galway against Cork.
If they had nailed half of
their 23 wides, it would have
been a total massacre. Joe
Canning hit eight wides,
which is never going to
happen again, but I was impressed too with how Galway
managed so well without Joe

We’re still
“
waiting for an
explosive
game to really
kick-start the
championship

3LFWXUH%UHQGDQ0RUDQ
lighting up the scoreboard.
It says something when Cathal Mannion got seven points
from play and still didn’t get
man-of-the-match.
We’re still waiting for an explosive game to really kickstart the championship and
this has the potential with all
the firepower on both sides.
Galway like to use the space
with runners. I don’t think
there will be out-and-out
sweepers but it will be tactical. Galway rotate very
heavily up front because most
of their players are comfortable in most positions.
When Joe comes out to hit a
free, he stays outside for a
while. Donnellan or Glynn
will sit inside in his place.
Jason Flynn could turn up
anywhere and they seem very
comfortable with their system.
Galway have shown great
unity this year but I’ve gone
with Tipperary all year and
I’m not going to change now.
I don’t see anything more
than a score between the
teams but I fancy Callinan,
Bubbles and Tipp to shade it.
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t
some
point
tomorrow John
McIntyre will look
down from the press
box high in the
Hogan Stand and
monitor a sideline
that he has patrolled
himself, a place he
knows well that’s
more unforgiving than any critic.
Below he’ll see two men that he’s
followed one way or the other for decades
now, and who in some ways are now
following him.
One will be Eamon O’Shea.
How long or well does he know Eamon
O’Shea? Well, two days into McIntyre’s
marriage to Pauline he was up close and
personal with O’Shea as well, marking
him in the North Tipperary final of 1987.
The previous night, McIntyre had taken
leave from his and Pauline’s room in the
West Park Hotel in nearby Portumna to
attend an eve-of-match team meeting. It
did Lorrha only so much good; the following day, Kilruane beat them, “2-15 to 0-13”
McIntyre can recall, the way only a player
who has doubled as a journalist can.
O’Shea won their individual battle well.
McIntyre never marked a faster player.
After the game instead of heading straight
back to Portumna to his bride, his bride
joined him and his teammates for their
lengthy, tipsy post-mortem in the
Portland House Hotel, located right at the
bottom of McIntyre’s own father’s land. By
the time McIntyre and Pauline made it
back to their honeymoon hotel in
Portumna they found it was closed. They
tried tapping on doors, car lights were
shone into reception: no joy.
“So what did we have to do, this our
third night after getting married?” he
winces over a coffee in a cafe across the
street from the Connacht Tribune’s
offices.
“I had to go back to the Portland, at the
bottom of our land, and ask the owner to
give us a room.” So after that, yeah, how
could he forget his link to Eamon O’Shea?
Anthony Cunningham is someone he’s
covered too, just in other ways. He’s
written regularly about him for the
Tribune: first when Cunningham was a
player, then later as a coach. He’d like to
think there’s a mutual respect and civility
between them but he’s conscious that
occasionally through the years he may
have written things Cunningham would
not have liked, and McIntyre is too honest
and direct to say otherwise: sometimes the
sight of Cunningham on that sideline has
stirred some mixed emotions in him too.
Cunningham’s first year as Galway
manager was McIntyre’s first as a former
Galway manager. That same year, Galway

won their first Leinster championship and
reached the All-Ireland final.
“You wouldn’t be human if you didn’t
have some envy and wish that you were
still there or think about people saying Anthony had done in one year what I couldn’t
do in three. Most people won’t admit that
but if they’re honest that’s there.
“That same summer [of 2012] my mother
[Mary] passed away unexpectedly from a
brain haemorrhage. I remember then
when Galway won the All-Ireland semifinal against Cork it was definitely odd. I
was willing Galway to win the All-Ireland
because of the great time I’d have had for
the Galway players but you did have
mixed emotions. But the following
morning I just had to get into sports
editor’s mode and org anise the pen
pictures and everything else.”
In a way he’s brought this on himself: all
these conﬂicting emotions, the constant
challenge of somehow circumnavigating
any conﬂict of interest. Because every role
he’s ever gotten is pretty much what he’s
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wished for at some point.
It all started back in Lorrha, on his
father’s home. As a kid he’d always an
interest in being a sports commentator.
“We had a dairy herd and every cow had
the name of a racehorse. I’m sure the
neighbours used to think I was half-mad,
this young fella calling cows Red Rum and
Gay Trip.” That interest prompted him to
write away his Leaving Cert year to
provincial newspapers across the country,
enquiring if they had any work, especially
in sport. The only paper to write back was
the Connacht Tribune to say they’d keep
his application on file. A year later when
he was f inished his f irst year at
agricultural college, he was called up to
Galway for an interview as a trainee
reporter. He started the same day John
Lennon was shot: December 8, 1980.
He was a complete greenhorn, covering
the courts, inquests: what sustained him
was covering games at the weekend. But
even that was a tricky affair. He had no car
so he had to thumb, beg, charm his way.
On Friday evenings, transport was even
more mandatory. That’s when Lorrha
trained.
“As a kid there was no sanctuary too
precious for my hurley. Myself and my
brothers, we’d take it to bed with us, Mass
with us, we’d drive the cows with it. At
times I look back and think that I’m sorry I
was so one-dimensional but on the other
hand I wouldn’t have wanted it any other
way.” McIntyre’s father played for the
club in the 1956 county final. In 1966 his
uncle played in another. Then in 1984
McIntyre and two of his brothers played in
another.
That was the same year he was voted
T i p p e r a r y H u rl e r o f t h e Ye a r , wa s
probably the county’s best player in the
classic Munster final against Cork. What
did he do within minutes of such a sterling
display and agonising defeat? Hop into a
c a r h e a d i n g t o H o l y c ro s s t o p l a y a
tournament game for Lorrha.
The week before the county semi-final
against Drom-Inch he got a knee in the
back playing football. “It was the first time
I’d ever had to leave the field of play. I
drove up to Nenagh Hospital the following
morning, stumbled into the car and out of
it and I remember this doctor coming into
me with the x-rays saying ‘You’ve broken
two side vertebrae. You’re going to have to
lie on your back for six weeks.” By the
Wednesday McIntyre was walking around
the corridor. By the Thursday he was
jogging. On the Friday he discharged
himself. On the Sunday he played.
Ten minutes into the game he broke his
hand in two places. He strapped his hand
to his hurley. After he and Lorrha got
through that game, his hand would be
wrapped up in Paris plaster which he’d

duly, prematurely, break off. As he says
himself, “I defied all medical opinion to
play the county final of ’84.” Looking back,
playing that day took so much out of him,
mentally and physically, he wasn’t right
for two years after. So would he risk it
again?
“Yeah,” he says instantly. “No regrets.
The only regret is that we didn’t win the
bloody match.
“It would still be a void in my life that
Lorrha haven’t won a senior championship. It still torments me. Especially when
you’d be driving on your own. I’d love to
turn back the clock and play one more
time for Lorrha. I played my last game for
them when I was 41. I’m 54 now but I keep
myself relatively fit and there have been
times over the last five or six years that
I’ve seriously considered playing again.”
Then he smiles. “But then I remember I’d
have to wear a helmet. I’d have to get a
court injunction not to wear a helmet. And
that just sounds like a lot of hassle.”
He always has a lot on the go though. His
first stint with Offaly back in ’97, there was
one weekend where he played for Lorrha
on the Saturday evening, then on the
Sunday oversaw Offaly’s Leinster championship win over Meath before shooting
back to Kenny Park in Athenry to cover a
local championship game. Crazy, or at
least crazy busy, but he’s found that the
busier it is, the better he works.
He was still playing for Tipp when he
was appointed sports editor of the paper in
1986. Within a year though he was out of
favour with new manager Babs Keating
while a fierce rivalry was about to take off
between his native county and his adopted
one. At the height of that rivalry Galway
manag er Cyril Far rell sugg ested to
McIntyre he move to a Galway club so he
could join their county panel. For
McIntyre it was a non-runner.
“I would never have shifted Tony Keady
from centre back. I was a bit of a dreamer
as a hurler but I was also an utter realist.”
Besides, it would have meant leaving
Lorrha. Again, never.
So, instead he wrote about that Galway
team and all sport in the county. His copy
had an edge to it. At the time he would see
the spor ts pag es of most provincial
newspapers as something more fitting for
a parish newsletter.
“I’m not God’s gift to the English
language,” he says, “but I suppose I
quickly got a reputation in Galway for not
sparing what I considered substandard
performances. And it got me in a lot of
trouble through the years.” In hindsight
h e o ve r s t e p p e d t h e m a r k a t t i m e s ,
especially with players. “I wrote some
stuff that I’d nearly cringe at now,” he
says.
He remembers a young fella called
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Jimmy Burke from Turloughmore. Played
centre-back in an All-Ireland U21 final one
evening in Ennis back in ’87. McIntyre
can’t remember exactly what he wrote
about him, only that he went too far, that
he wasn’t fair.
But as for administrators? It was his
duty to monitor how they were doing in
theirs. “I wouldn’t have been ﬂavour of the
month with them, that’s for sure. I have no
doubt that if I hadn’t been a journalist I
would have had a much better chance of
being Galway manager a lot earlier than I
was.” He’d like to think he didn’t make it
personal. He remembers making a point of
going to visit Phelim Murphy in hospital
when the long-serving county secretary
was having his hip replaced. “At the time
we had fallen out for the umpteenth time.
So I looked at this as an opportunity to
have our latest peace accord. So I went
along with my black grapes and bottle of
Lucozade but I also had my two young
fellas in front of me, the rationale being
that he was hardly going to eff me out of it
in front of them!
“It worked. I didn’t give him a relapse
anyway. I’m sure Phelim and a lot of his
colleagues would have been thinking after
an article ‘that fecker from Tipperary is at
it again.’ But at the same time I think a
part of him would have seen that I was a
hurling man, going up and down from
Lorrha, helping out a lot of Galway clubs,
and the paper was giving the GAA a lot of
publicity.” McIntyre’s track record on the
Galway club scene meant he was
invariably linked with the county management any time the position became vacant.
He’d won county championships with
S a r s f i e l d s a n d C l a r i n b r i d g e , t a ke n
Carnmore to a final. Throw in his stints
with Kinvara and Loughrea and every
club he’d coached in the county had
reached a county semi-final at least. Only
for an exceptional Athenry team being

around, he’d probably have won a county
with every one of them.
In the autumn of 2008, 17 years after first
applying for the post, McIntyre finally got
the chance to become Galway manager.
“I think possibly looking back on it now
the achievement was getting the job. That
it had taken me so long to become Galway
manager it disarmed me slightly.
Sometimes I think ‘Maybe I should have
done more.’” Then at times he wonders
how could he? He think of his selectors:
John Hardiman, Joe Connolly, John
Moylan: they put their heart and soul into
it. They brought in two of the most recognised mental performance coaches in the
country in Enda McNulty and Gerry Hussey. And the team would have some great
days: each season they beat Cork in either
a qualifier or in a league final as was the
case in 2010. But each year they crashed
out at the All Ireland quarter-final stage.
The 2010 single-point defeat to
Tipperary in Croker saw a devastated
McIntyre choke up with emotion in the
post-match interview but on reﬂection the
previous year’s defeat to Waterford in
Thurles was even worse.
“We were 18 points to 14 up and I
remember looking at my stopwatch and
there was 68 minutes and 14 seconds gone
and we were in possession. And within
four minutes of that we were gone. There
was a turnover in that attack, long ball
downfield, Shane Walsh stuck it in the net.
Then Waterford got another point and
then [John] Mullane fired over the winner.
The Tipp game was touch and go right
through but that Waterford game we were
in control.” Exactly two years on, the same
two counties met and this time there was
no need for any injury-time Mullane
heroics or a stopwatch. Waterford
trounced them by 10 points.
And yet the previous month the Galway
boat was powering smoothly along. They’d
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hammered Clare by 17 points; then drilled
Cork by a dozen.
“I remember after the Cork game being
with the rest of the management having
some downtime when this absent-minded
thought came along: ‘This could be all over
in a fortnight.’ Supporters were coming
up, shaking my hand, but I knew that if I
didn’t get Galway to a semi-final in my
third year in charge I was bollixed. And we
didn’t front up against Waterford. I remember being on the sideline with 20 minutes to go and knowing in my heart of
hearts that I would never stand on the
sideline as Galway manager again.” He’d
later consult with players who’d suggest
they maybe trained too hard the week
after the Cork game. And maybe they did.
“But,” he says, “it’s like everything. When
you lose is everything is wrong. It’s all
about the result. I’ve had good days on the
sideline where teams have lost and I’ve
been absolutely demonised, and I’ve had
bad days on the sideline when we’ve won
and people don’t care.” He still strides a
sideline; these days with Castlegar. It’s his
third year with them; could be his last
with them or anyone else for a while after
decades of constantly being on the go. All
the more reason so to savour what’s left.
“Some of the greatest days in my life
have been out on a hurling field, as a
player, as a manager. Unfortunately there
were more days when I woke up on a
Monday with a sporting depression. But I
always viewed myself as being like a
rubber ball: after maybe a word from and
with Pauline I’d bounce back
“I was involved with a horse called
Rigour Back Bob. He finished fifth in the
Ladbrokes World Hurdle at Cheltenham in
2 0 1 1 . I ’ ve wat ch e d t h e r a c e v i d e o a
thousand times and I’m convinced if he
hadn’t been interfered with at the top of
the hill the worst he’d have finished would
have been second and that we might even
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have won. I was crushed afterwards, but
that horse won seven races for us. And
they were magic days.
“I’ve often quoted in dressing rooms
what JP McManus said after Istrabraq
won the second of his Champion Hurdles.
‘These are magic moments.’ It’s different
for Kilkenny; they win virtually all the
time. For the most of the rest of us, the
balance sheet suggests there are more bad
days than good. So that’s why when you do
win you’ve got to cherish the moments.”
Tomorrow in Croke Park a team will get
to experience one, even if it will be with the
eye towards an even greater moment in
September. McIntyre will head down from
the press box to outside the Galway dressing room. On one hand it’s a great opportunity to get quotes from former players of
his that no other journalist would have
that connection with. There’s an awareness that almost 35 years on from Lennon’s death he’s still scrambling for
quotes. And he’s mindful that in the eyes
of the younger players he could be something of a yesterday’s man, if they can
place him at all. That’s fine with him.
“It’s all about the here and now. It’s
funny. I remember being on Up for the
Match for the 2012 final. Stephen Molumphy was on the panel with me and we were
having a drink in the green room after and
up until then he thought I was a Galway
man! And I didn’t realise it until later but
it kind of irked me! Like if I had a euro for
every time I drove through Killimor.... But
then sure Stephen was only born the same
year I played in that Munster final in ’84!
“My wife is a Galway woman. My two
children are from Galway.
“I’d love to see Galway win the All-Ireland. But I still consider myself a Tipperary man and that will always be the case.”
For once he can’t lose. Or maybe he can’t
win. Either way he’ll once mor e get on
with it and around it.
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Tonight’s SHC fourth round
clash between Midleton and St
Finbarr’s in Páirc Uí Rinn
(7.45pm) is just the clubs’ second meeting since 2005, but for
older spectators it is sure to
recall memories of an epic rivalry in the 1980s.
Midleton won the county
IHC in 1978 and, seeking to
break the triopoly of Blackrock, Glen Rovers and St Finbarr’s, lost at the semi-final
stage to the Barrs in each of
the next four years.
When they made it to the ’83
final, the Togher outfit were
again the opposition but the
Magpies finally broke through
the glass ceiling. Former Cork
captain Ger Fitzgerald, who
h a d j u s t b ro ke n o n t o t h e
Midleton team, recalls how
much of a psychological barrier it had been. “It was a big
thing really for Midleton to get
over the Barrs,” he says.
“To be fair, the first year or
two, it was a new experience
and there was huge enthusiasm. I remember it well
because Paddy Fitz, my
father, was the trainer.
“Then it became a little bit
frustrating because we
couldn’t get over them but
there was huge, huge effort

put in. In a way, it was like the
club was serving an apprenticeship to be winning the
county.”
Midleton’s win was the first
time since UCC’s win in 1970
that none of the traditional
‘big three’ had claimed the
Seán Óg Murphy Cup, while
Sarsfields in 1957 were the last
club to triumph before the
M a g p i e s . T h e re wo u l d b e
further wins for Midleton in
1986, ’87 and ’91, with the
Rockies, Glen and Barrs having only won seven between
them in the 32 years since ’83.
“It was an important time
for Cork hurling,” Fitzgerald
says, “it opened the door for
clubs that would have been
regarded as being of lesser
standard to go on and win
counties.
“In the years the Barrs were
beating us, we were always
lacking a forward or two, but
Colm O’Neill and myself came
in and we augmented what
was there.
“We were both 19, just a
year out of minor, and there
was a bit of a changing of the
guard. Stalwar ts like Jim
O’Brien, Paddy O’Sullivan,
Dessie Hurley and Séamus
O’Farrell had moved on and it
was younger sort of a team in
’83.
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SHC fourth round St Finbarr’s v
Midleton, Páirc Uí Rinn, 7.45pm
Having lost their first two games, the
Barr’s showed good form in seeing off
city rivals Bishopstown in the third
round.
Corner-forward Philip Kelleher was excellent in that game and he will be aided
by former Kilkenny underage star Bill
Beckeet and Colm Keane. Damien Cahalane, Eoin Keane and Glenn O’Connor will provide leadership around the
middle.
Midleton were convincing winners over
Killeagh in the first round and the 2013
champions will be at full-strength here.
The availability of Conor Lehane, Luke
O’Farrell and Brian Hartnett in attack
means that the Barr’s can’t focus on
shutting down just one player while Paul
Haughney and Cormac Walsh combine
well at midfield and Aidan Ryan is a
calming presence at centre-back.
Verdict: Midleton
Did You Know? The sides played out a
draw when they met in Togher in the
RedFM SHL a month ago.
PIHC quarter-final Castlelyons v Ballinhassig, Páirc Uí Rinn, 6pm
Tom Carroll and Alan Fenton, key men in
Castlelyons’ first-round win over Kanturk, are carrying knocks but should be
available. However, Ciarán McGann remains out with a cruciate ligament injury. Along with Fenton, Anthony Spillane and Aidan O’Sullivan can get on
the scoresheet, with Colm Barry and
Colm Spillane manning the key defensive slots.
Ballinhassig came out on top in their
high-scoring south-east derby with Carrigaline in their opening game. Teenager
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“It was a huge occasion for
us as players, for the club and
for the town, the band playing
in Páirc Uí Chaoimh on the

Richard Lombard, Fintan O’Leary and
Colin Reynolds all got goals that day, and
goalkeeper Martin Coleman, Edward Finn,
Mark Collins and Brendan Lombard serve
to give the 2012 champions a well-balanced look.
Verdict: Ballinhassig
Did You Know? Castlelyons have lost to
either the champions or defeated finalists
in each of the last four years.
Mallow v Watergrasshill, Killavullen,
7pm
Mallow came out on top after extra time in
a shootout against Inniscarra in the first
round, with Seán Hayes finishing with 213. Aaron Sheehan, Pa Herlihy and Donal
Relihan can help to share his scoring
burden with Fionn O’Neill at centre-back
and Cork’s Cormac Murphy capable of
heavily influencing the game too.
Watergrasshil beat Cloyne in the first
round. Shane O’Regan and Paudie Cahill
were the scorers-in-chief on that occasion
and other big players are likely to be
Paddy O’Regan, Kevin O’Neill and Anthony Cronin.
Verdict: Mallow
Did You Know? Watergrasshill triumphed
by 3-17 to 2-9 when the sides met in the
2013 fourth round.
SFC fourth round St Nicholas v
Dohenys, Bandon, 7pm
St Nick’s had a morale-boosting win over
Clonakilty in the third round after earlier
losses to Douglas and Ilen Rovers. Evan
Kearney and Robert Brosnan are injury
doubts.
The northsiders will look to the central
spine of Donal Óg O’Donovan, Niall Horgan, Paul O’Brien and Dean Brosnan for
leadership, with Robert McCarthy-Coade’s
free-taking important. Pat Collins (in America) and Niall Hurley (injured) are missing
for Dohenys but otherwise they will be
picking from the same panel which beat
Aghada in the first round, a game in which

day of the final was even from
Midleton, so that added to the
carnival atmosphere.” Midleton and the Barrs continued to
tussle throughout the mid-80s.
“In the ’84 quarter-final, in
fairness they beat us well,”
Fitzgerald says. “When you
win a county, it’s tough the following year and we didn’t
adapt all that well, I suppose.
There were certainly incidents in that match that were
dirty, the rivalry was pretty
intense at that time. I’ve heard

Daniel O’Donovan’s second-half goal was
key. Mark Quinn, Denis Healy and Eoin
Lavers will all have big roles to play for the
Dunmanway side, while Darren Kelly is a
fine goalkeeper.
Verdict: Dohenys
Did You Know? The sides’ last meeting
was in the third round two years ago, with
Dohenys winning by six points.
PIFC fourth round Éire Óg v Grenagh,
Ballanly, 7.15pm
Having lost in the hurling a fortnight ago,
Éire Óg’s full focus is now on football. They
are without the suspended Ronan Dennehy and injured pair Alan O’Mahony and
Fionn O’Rourke, but the return of Kevin
Hallissey is a big boost for the Ovens operation. Daniel Goulding and John Dineen
are likely to lead the scoring charts with the
playmaking of Liam Sheehan key. Grenagh lost to Naomh Abán and Newmarket
before seeing off Ballinora in the third
round. Midfielders Gerry Russel and Seán
Bourke will try to turn things in their favour
in the hope that Diarmuid Dorgan, Ultan
Duggan and John Russell can profit while
Tom Kenny will lead from centre-back.
Verdict: Éire Óg
Did You Know? The clubs met in the 1958
Mid-Cork JHC final, with Grenagh claiming
victory.
PIFC quarter-final St Vincent’s v Carrigaline, Ballygarvan, 7pm
A first outing since May 1 (Vincent’s) and
May 2 (Carrigaline) after low-scoring firstround wins against Na Piarsaigh and Castletownbere respectively. Attacking options
abound for Vincent’s, with John Paul
Murphy, Anthony Harte, Derek O’Connor
and Anthony Buckley all capable of scoring. Darren O’Regan and Wayne Long are
important defensive figures and goalkeeper Patrick O’Shea is arguably the best
in the grade. Carrigaline are without their
netminder Seán Mellett, who is on holidays, but otherwise have a full squad. The

stories of lads in the Barrs
who wouldn’t eat eggs that
came from Midleton!
“In the ’86 quarter-final
then, Frank Murphy was ref
and he kept it under control,
he was the best referee at the
time. We had lost to Blackrock
in the ’85 final and as a team
we really needed to stamp our
authority on the thing. We
were really sharp and ready
for it.
“We went on to win the
county then and beat them on

Carrigdhoun side don’t want for quality forwards either, with David Drake, Simon
O’Brien, Killian McIntyre and Brian Coakley
in their ranks. Kevin Kavanagh and Nicholas Murphy will be important in terms of
gaining primary possession.
Verdict: Carrigaline
Did You Know? Both of these sides have
players named Cian Barry, a Carrigaline
defender and a Vincent’s forward.
IFC fourth round Youghal v Kanturk,
Ballyhooly, 7.15pm
Rockchapel and Glanmire beat Youghal
before they managed to see off Adrigole to
book their place at this juncture. Paul Moylan got the two important goals in that
game and he, Danny Walsh, Alan FrahillO’Connor and Andrew Joyce will be
among those they look to. Kanturk beat
Ballydesmond in the first round, Ian
Walsh’s goal crucial. Aidan Walsh, Lorcán
McLoughlin, Kyrle Holland, Alan Sheehan
and James Fitzpatrck will be important in
their quest to reach the quarter-finals.
Verdict: Kanturk
Did You Know? Kanturk won by a point
when they clashed with Youghal in the
2013 first round.
7202552:
SFC fourth round Newcestown v Duhallow, Carrigadrohid, 3.30pm
Newcestown beat Clonakilty by eight
points in their opening game. Brothers
Daniel and Tadhg Twomey were prominent
on the scoring front in that game while
James Desmond chipped in with important frees. Carthach Keane and Luke
Meade will also look to contribute while
Fionn Keane and Mark Kelly will dictate a
lot from midfield. Donncha O’Connor is
rated as only a 50-50 chance to start for
Duhallow and they must also manage without Kevin Crowley, Lorcán McLoughlin and
Kevin Cremin while Aidan Walsh isn’t playing football this year. Gerry O’Connor and

the way to winning in ’87 too.”
With Cork winning All-Irelands in 1984 and ’86 as the rivalry caught the imagination,
Fitzgerald has no doubt that
the county benefited too.
“We had four or five players
on the Cork team, and so did
the Barrs,” he says. “There
were never any problems once
we put on the red jersey, the
club rivalry was always left on
the pitch. The most important
thing that it did was that it hothoused a bit of talent, really.”

Anthony O’Connor will need to pick up
the scoring slack if Donncha is unavailable while AJ O’Connor, Séamus O’Sullivan and John Corkery will be key in
terms of ball-winning ability around the
middle.
Verdict: Duhallow
Did You Know? Since losing the 2011
final to Castlehaven, 2012 was the only
year before this one that Duhallow
reached the last 16.
IHC quarter-final Charleville v Kilbrittain, Páirc Uí Rinn, 3pm
Charleville had a comprehensive win
over Argideen Rangers in the first round.
Andrew Cagney scored 2-8 on that occasion with Jack Barry and Derry
Murphy also impressing while Danny
O’Flynn was imperious at midfield.
Kilbrittain a will need big performances
from Ross Cashman, Maurice Sexton
(scorer of 1-10 against Ballincollig), captain David Desmond and John Murphy.
Ve r d i c t :
Charleville
Did You Know? Charleville won by 1-16
to 0-11 when the sides met in the IHL
Division 2 in June.
IFC fourth round Kildorrery v Fermoy,
Mitchelstown, 3.30pm
Luke Ó Baoill is Kidorrery’s only injury
absentee and they will seek to draw on
the scoring powers of Peter O’Brien,
Tom Monaghan, Andrew O’Brien and
James O’Sullivan. Fermoy won the
opening round, beating Cill na Martra.
Ronan O’Callaghan’s goal was crucial
on that occasion, and Ruairí O’Hagan
and Pádraig de Róiste can also shine in
attack. Goalkeeper Liam Coleman is
likely to convert a few frees as well as
carrying out his primary duties.
Verdict: Kildorrery
Did You Know? Fermoy have lost to
eventual champions Grenagh and Éire
Óg in each of the last two years.
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Nemo Rangers have made a
speciality of winning Cork
County U21 A titles, being the
dominant force with 13 wins,
including a couple in the last
three years.
Amongst their victims have
been Valley Rovers, whom
they knocked off a lone championship perch (2013 winners)
in last year’s semi-final.
In last night’s decider at
Páirc Ui Rinn, it was a chance
f o r t h e Va l l e y s t o g a i n
revenge. Victory was not to be
for either side though and a
pulsating contest ended with
both sides level in what was
probably a fair result.
F ro m t h e o f f t h e re wa s
plenty of excitement, and
Nemo got the opening scores,
a couple of points from Kevin

and Alan O’Donovan. Valley
Rovers hit back with points
from Jack Murphy and Eoin
O’Reilly but Nemo’s Chiedozie
Ogbene made all the
difference with a smashing
goal as he f inished Conor
Gould’s through ball.
Billy Crowley might have
h a d c l a i m s f o r a Va l l e y s
penalty as he bore down on
goal. Seconds later, Nemo saw
Valley keeper David Lynch
make a brilliant save but
Conor Horgan knocked over
the rebound for a point. O’Reilly got his second point to
again leave a goal between the
sides. Nemo lived dangerously
in the 16th minute when Jack
Murphy’s shot was saved by
Michael Aodh Martin. Two
minutes later Conor Horgan
a n d D a n n y O ’ S u l l i va n
exchanged points.
Nemo defenders got in the
way of goalward shots four
times in quick succession and
Valley had to be happy with a
point from Jack Murphy to

reduce the Nemo lead to just
two points. Tadgh O’Brien cut
the deficit further and then
Murphy set pulses racing with
a brilliant individual goal to
give his side the lead for the
first time with 24 minutes on
the clock.The sides had a
further point apiece with Valley holding the initiative at the
break, 1-8 to 1-6.
T wo e a rl y p o i n t s f r o m
Conor Horgan brought the
sides level and it took Valleys
10 minutes of the second-half
to register their first score, a
pointed free from Murphy,
before O’Reilly got another
immediately afterwards to
restore the two-point lead.
A third point, this time from
Darragh Murphy, had Valley
Rovers three points to the
good by the middle of that
second period and Nemo’s
luck was out in the 46th
minute when their attempt on
goal was repelled by a determined Valley Rovers defence.
Man of the match Ogbene
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sparked a Nemo revival when
he struck for two points and
substitute Ian Dorney had
another to draw the sides level
again. There were thrills from
there to the finish, with both
sides threatening to get the
winner but neither had quite
the composure to see this
game out

1-2, C Horgan 0-5 (0-2 frees), K O’Donovan 0-2, I Dorney, A O’Donovan 0-1
each.

Scorers for Nemo Rangers: C Ogbene

Subs. T O’Sullivan for B O’Connor (half

Scorers for Valley Rovers: J Murphy 13, E O’Reilly 0-3, D Murphy 0-2, D O’Sullivan, B Crowley, T O’Brien 0-1 each
Nemo: M Martin, D Barrett, C Madden, N
Murphy, R McCarthy, D Kerins, B O’Connor, A O’Donovan, J Donovan, D Buckley, B Madden, C Ogbene, K O’Donovan, C Horgan, C Goold.

time), I Dorney for B Madden (42), P
O’Keeffe for C Goold (48), D O’Mahony
for B McCarthy (57), I Casey for D Buckley (60)
Valley Rovers: D Lynch, I Crowley, B
Murphy, T O’Brien, D Lordan, J Lyons, J
Kiely, D O’Sullivan, D Murphy, E Fallon, J
Murphy, T O’Brien, E O’Reilly, B Crowley,
D Looney.
Subs. D Cantry for D O’Sullivan (55, injured), P Hurley for B Crowley (57)
Referee. A Long (Argideen Rangers).
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Cork U21 B FC ﬁnal
%DUU\&RXJKODQ
A thrilling Cork County U21 B
Football Championship final
ended with victory by the narrowest of margins for Cill na
Martra at sunny Páirc Uí Rinn
last night.
Tadgh Corkery’s secondhalf goal proved the difference
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Today: SFC: St Nick’s v Dohenys,
Bandon, 7pm; Premier IFC:
Carrigaline v St Vincent’s, Ballygarvan, 7pm; Éire Óg v Grenagh, Ballyanley, 7.15pm; IFC: Youghal v
Kanturk, Ballyhooly, 7.15pm.
SHC: Midleton v St Finbarr’s, Pairc
Ui Rinn, 7.45pm; Premier IHC: Ballinhassig v Castlelyons, Páirc Uí
Rínn, 6pm; Mallow v Watergrasshill, Killavullen, 7pm.
Rochestown Park Hotel Division
1 FL: Nemo Rangers v Bishopstown, Nemo Rangers, 5pm; JAFL
Group 1: Kilshannig v Tadgh Mac
Carthaigh, Aughaville, 7pm; JBFL:
Beal Athan Ghaorthaidh v Grange,
Beal Athan Ghaorthaidh,3pm; Division 2 HL: Watergrasshill v Mallow,
Killavullen, 7pm; Division 3 HL:
Dripsey v Blackrock, Dripsey, 6pm;
JBHL: Shanballymore v Laochra
Óg, Shanballymore , 7pm.
Tomorrow: SFC: Newcestown v
Duhallow, Carrigadrohid, 3.30pm;
IFC: Fermoy v Kildorrery, Mitchelstown, 3.30pm; IHC: Charleville v
Kilbrittain, Pairc Ui Rinn, 3pm.
Tuesday: Division 1 HL: Fermoy v
Courcey Rovers, Fermoy, 7.30pm.
Wednesday: Division 2 FL : Kis-

b e t w e e n t wo d e t e r m i n e d
sides.
First blood went to Kilmeen
with a point from Damian
O’Gormon inside two minutes, but they were pegged
b a ck a n d o ve r t a ke n w i t h
points from Damian Harrington and Darren Furey in the
fourth and fifth minutes.
Kilmeen equalised through
Shane Scannell after nine
minutes and then, with a second free from O’Gormon, they
regained the lead before Ogie

Scannell tacked on another
point immediately.
Cill na Mar tra keeper
James Aynsley was deemed to
have handled a shot from
Liam Daly behind the line as
Kilmeen led 1-3 to 0-2 before
Michal Desmond pulled a
point back and then Gearoid O
Faolain grabbed a sensational
goal to leave just one score between the sides.
Daire MacLochlainn continued the resurgence for Cill
na Martra with a 19th minute

equalising point. All to play
for again even after Aynsley’s
great save from Shane O’Donovan, the goalbound shot instead bouncing over the bar.
That lead was forged in the
21st minute and was retained
right to the half-time break as
Kilmeen led 1-7 to 1-6.
There was a dramatic opening to the second half, with Damian O’Gormon knocking
over a point for Kilmeen but
Cill Na Martra kicked on with
two points to add to another

from Daire MacLachlainn.
After 37 minutes, the West
Cork side went in front for the
first time and were four points
ahead when Corkery hammered home his side’s second
goal after 39 minutes. A James
Clancy point hauled them
back to just a goal advantage.
It was all to play for in the
closing minutes but Kilmeen
came up just short.

keam v Naomh Abán, Kiskeam,
7.30pm.

Nemo Rangers v St.Vincent’s, Ballinlough, 7pm; JHL(1): Brian Dillons v Bishopstown, Pairc Diolunaigh, 7pm; JFL(2): Mayfield v Ballyphehane, Mayfield, 7pm.
Tuesday: JHL(2A): Glen Rovers v
Whites Cross, Glen Field, 6.45pm;
Rathpeacon v St. Finbarr’s, Kilcully, 6.45pm; Brian Dillons v St.
Vincent’s, Pairc Diolunaigh,
6.45pm.
Wednesday: JFL(1): Passage v St.
Finbarr’s, Passage, 7pm; Nemo
Rangers v St.Nicholas, Trabeg,
7pm.
Thursday: JBHC quarter-final:
Blackrock v Nemo Rangers, Ballinlough, 6.45pm; JFL(1): Bishopstown v Na Piarsaigh, Bishopstown
6.45pm.

($67&25.
Today: JCHC: Cobh v Killeagh,Castlemartyr, 6.30pm;
U21BHC: Cloyne v Erins Own,
Rostellan, 6pm; Bride Rovers v
Russell Rovers, Lisgoold, 6pm.
Tomorrow: JAHC: Carraig na
bhFear v St Itas, Ballinacurra, 2pm;
JBHC: Castlelyons v Sarsfields,
Rathcormac, 12pm; JAHC: Midleton v Dungourney, Ballynoe, 6pm.
Monday: JHL Div 3: Erins Own v
Carraig na bhFear, Caherlag, 7pm.
Monday: JHL Div 1: Russell
Rovers v Sarsfields, Shanagarry,
7.15pm.
Tuesday: U21BHC: Castlegoold v
Watergrasshill, Ballynoe, 7.30pm.

6287+($67
Tomorrow: JAHC semi-finals: Ballinhassig v Shamrocks, Ballygarvan, 12pm; Ballymartle v Courcey
Rovers, Kinsale, 7pm Tuesday:
JBFC: Carrigaline v Tracton,
Crosshaven, 7pm Wednesday:
JAFC semi-final: Ballinhassig v Ballymartle, Minane Bridge, 7pm.

$921'+8
Today: JAFC semi-final: Buttevant
v Ballyclough, Charleville, 7pm.
Monday: JBHC: Araglin v Killavullen, Glanworth, 7pm.
Tuesday: U21AHC semi-final:
Shandrum v Fermoy, Mourneabbey, 6.45pm.
Friday: JBHC: Araglin v Shanballymore, Kildorrery, 7pm.
&$5%(5<
Today: JAFC Round 3: Barryroe v
St.Colums, Ballinacarriga, 7pm;
JBHC semi-final: Bantry Blues v
Carbery Rangers, Skibbereen,
7pm; Carbery JCHL: Ballinascarty
v Argideen Rangers, Ballinascarty,
7pm.
Tomorrow: JAFC quarter-final:
Muintir Bhaire v Kilmacabea, Ballydehob, 3.30pm; JCFC Round 1:
St.Colums v Kilmacabea, Kealkil,
6.30pm; Carbery-Beara FL Division
6: Illen Rovers v St.Oliver Plunketts, Rath,12pm.
Monday: U21BHC quarter-final:
Clonakilty v Dohenys, Ahiohill,
7pm.
&,7<
Today: U21BHC semi-final:
Bishopstown v Whitechurch, Ballinlough, 7pm.
Monday: U21BHC quarter-final:

'8+$//2:
Today: Nevin Cup: St. John’s v
Lyre, Station Road, 7.30pm.
Tomorrow: JBHC: Newmarket v
Dromtariffe, Lismire, 12pm; Nevin
Cup: Glenlara v Millstreet, Glash,
1pm; JAHC: Freemount v Kanturk,
Tullylease, 7pm.
Monday: JBHC: Meelin v Lismire,
Newmarket, 7pm.
Tuesday: JAHC: Castlemagner v
Newmarket, Lismire 7.15pm;
U21HC: Millstreet v Dromtariffe,
Millstreet, 7.30pm; Singleton Cup:
Freemount v Kilbrin, Freemount,
7.30pm; Duhallow Cup: Kiskeam v
Knocknagree, Kiskeam, 8pm.

086.(55<
Today: JAHC: Inniscarra v Blarney,
Donoughmore, 6.30pm.
Tomorrow: JAHC semi-final:
Cloughduv v Ballinora, Ovens,
6.30pm; JBHC: Grenagh v Donoughmore, Blarney, 12pm.
Monday: JFL Division 2: Cill Na
Martra v Kilmurry 2, Cill Na Martra,
7.15pm.
Tuesday: U21AHC semi-final: Éire
Óg v Blarney, Ballincollig, 6.45pm.
Thursday: JFL Division 4: Clondrohid v Cill Na Martra, Clondrohid, 7pm.
Friday: JAFC: Canovee v Inniscarra, Coachford, 6.30pm; JFL Division 4: Dripsey v Aghinagh, Dripsey, 7.15pm.

Scorers for Cill na Martra: G O Faolain,
T Corkery 1-0, M Desmond 0-7 (0-3f), D
MacLachlainn 0-2, D Harrington, D

5(%(/* &(175$/
Tomorrow: Premier P2 MFC: Castlehaven v Mallow, Macroom, 7pm.
P1 U16FC: Douglas v Beara, Castlehaven, 3pm: Na Piarsaigh v Eire
Og, Na Piarsaigh, 7pm.
Monday: P1 U16FC: Fermoy v Mitchelstown, Fermoy, 7pm; P2
U16FC: Ballincollig v Douglas 2,
Ballincollig, 7pm: Valley Rovers v
St. Nicholas, Glen Field, 7pm; Carrigaline 2 v St. Michaels, Carrigaline, 7.30pm Tuesday: P1 MFC
semi-final: Carrigaline v Douglas,
The Mardyke, 8pm.
Wednesday: P2 MFC: Fr. O’Neills
v Ahan Gaels, TBC, 7pm; Bantry
Blues v Valley Rovers, Rosscarbery, 7.15pm; Clonakilty v Ilen
Rovers, Castlehaven, 7pm.
KERRY
Today (7pm unless stated, first
team has home advantage) SFL
Division One: Dingle v Milltown/
Castlemaine; Division Two: Tarbert
v Rathmore, St Patrick’s Blennerville v Keel; Division Three: Annas-

Furey 0-1 each.
Scorers for Kilmeen: L Daly 1-0, D
O’Gormon 0-4 (0-3f), S O’Donovan 0-3,
J Clancy, S Scannell, D Santry 0-2 each.
Cill na Martra: J Aynsley, D O Riordain,
G O Goilli, F O Faoilain, E O Loingsigh, A
O Cuana, P O Criodain, T O Corcora, M
O Deasuna, G O Faoilain, D O hUrdail, D
MacLochlainn, S O Foirreidh, D O Foirreidh, S O Croinin.
Kilmeen: W Tyner, S Deasy, L O’Brien, B
Keohane, O Scannell, J Deasy, K Keohane, L Daly, S Scannell, C McCarthy, S
O’Donovan, F Deasy, D O’Gormon, J
O’Donovan, J Clancy. Subs. D Santry for
S Deasy (ht), C O’Donovan for F Barrett
(45). Referee. B Walsh (Aghada).

caul v Listry, Ballymacelligott v
Skelligs Rangers, Na Gaeil v An
Ghaeltacht; Division Four: Castlegregory v St Senan’s, Fossa v
Cordal; Division Five: Renard v
Knocknagoshel, 6pm, Asdee v
Duagh, Valentia v Ballylongford.
Tomorrow (2pm unless stated):
Kerry SHC: Abbeydorney v Ballyduff, Lixnaw, 2pm; Causeway v St
Brendan’s, Kilmoyley, 6.30pm.
SFL Division One: Killarney
Legion v Kilcummin; GlenbeighGlencar v Castleisland Desmonds;
Division Two: John Mitchel’s v
Gneeveguilla, Templenoe v Currow, St Mary’s v Laune Rangers;
Division Three: Beaufort v Brosna,
Lispole v Cromane; Division Four:
Churchill v Scartaglin, Ballydonoghue v Firies, Dromid Pearses v Dr
Crokes; Division Five: Moyvane v
Sneem/Derrynane.
Wednesday: U21 Club Football
(prelim) 6.30pm unless stated:
Laune Rangers v Templenoe, Listowel Emmets v Dr Crokes, Moyvane/Tarbert v Ballymac/Churchill ,
Keel/Listry v Annascaul/Lispole/
Castlegregory, Waterville/Dromid v
Killarney Legion, Castleisland Desmonds v Glenflesk, Knocknagoshel/Brosna v Ballydonoghue, Austin Stacks v Spa Killarney, 7pm.
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Scotland may be the opposition as Ireland continue their
World Cup preparations in
this the second of four rehearsals, but the standout performances of so many of their
colleagues in Cardiff last week
will serve as just a useful
barometer for many of those
wearing green today.
So, like, no pressure guys.
Yet, if we have come to learn
anything about Joe Schmidt’s
Ireland it is the side’s consistent ability to hit their straps.
They did so last November
when all the talk was of the
volume of players missing and
most recently against Warren
Gatland’s crew to kick off the
countdown to The Big One.
The almost shambolic state
of the Welsh last week stood in
stark comparison to a smooth
and slick Ireland which

eschewed the need for the
usual pre- and early-season
excuses to do with rust, excessive gym time and lack of
ball work.It was the ultimate
expression of how Schmidt’s
Ireland is about the collective
and not the individuals and
yet it is the latter matter that
jumps to the fore here with 14
changes made and given the
rush for places to make the
final squad come August 31.
Twelve of Joe Schmidt’s latest 23 played no part in that
impressive display in Cardiff
seven days ago and at least
two-thirds of those will suit
up later this afternoon
knowing that what they
do here will play a central role in determining
how they spend the
early autumn.
That holds
for Gordon
D’Arcy who
will earn his
82nd cap 16
years after
his first
every bit as
much as it
does for
Jack
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Conan who will make his
debut. And the likelihood is
that Schmidt will look to filter
far more of his front-liners
into the fray in a fortnight’s
time when Wales come to
town. So, this is the Last
Chance Saloon for some,
though defence coach Les Kiss
seemed to be speaking about
the expectations on everybody
when asked specifically about
D’Arcy and what it is the veteran centre needs to do today
alongside the loaded and locked Jared Payne.
“Darce knows how he
works. He knows what
h e h a s t o d e l i ve r . I t
hasn’t stopped him in
any way being able to
work with the younger
guys and the group
around him. He’s
been contributing
ve r y
strongly in that
a re a , w h i ch
reflects on
the fact that
he knows
this is a
team
game. If he
is to shine he
has to be able to deliver in the systems
and that wisdom,
I think, will
s e r ve
him
well. That
experience
that he
does

bring, it’s only relevant if it’s
not just for him and he’s wise
enough to know that.”
D’Arcy and everyone else
will be looking to Ian Madigan
to navigate the side smoothly
through the swells of a Scottish challenge that Schmidt,

Kiss & Co. will hope is more on
message than Wales a week
ago or, indeed, than Scotland
were themselves when losing
40-10 to Ireland last March.
It has been interesting this
week to note Schmidt’s observations about the laxity of the

Welsh challenge and Kiss was
singing a similar tune yesterday when observing that a repeat of that defensive performance against a “switched on
side” would cost them the
game.
For Payne, this will be all
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IRFU chief executive Philip
Browne confirmed the union
has agreed a deal with a new
main sponsor which will kick
in next summer, but poured
cold water on the size and
span of the deal which is
reportedly with Vodafone.
Reports last month claimed
the union had agreed a €50m,
ten-year agreement with the
mobile phone operator, one
that would kick in once the
current deal with O2 expires
in May. Not the case, claimed
Browne, who refused to
identify the backer’s identity.
“The situation in relation to
sponsorship is we have an

excellent sponsorship with
Three which runs until the
end of the current season.
We’re working with their
people in relation to the Rugby
World Cup and in relation to
the Six Nations.
“In relation to sponsorship,
yes we have another sponsor
in place lined up to take over.
I’m not at liberty to say who,
but one thing I can say is the
figures bandied about in the
media of €50m are so totally
off the wall that I don’t know
where they came from.” The
new deal will, nonetheless,
improve further an encouraging set of union accounts
revealed at last night’s Annual
Council meeting.

So confident are the IRFU
with the figures, both now and
in the years to come, they
have announced an extra
€3.2m per annum of funding
for the provinces and €800,000
more for the domestic game.
The €3.2m is a huge boost to
the provincial sides in light of
the vast resources available to
their English and French
counterpar ts and Browne
admitted a significant chuck
of the additional money will
go towards salaries aimed at
keeping and attracting the
best players.
“ Ye a h , t h a t i s a f a i r
comment,” he said. “The
reality is we are not going to
be able to match France. If any

of the French clubs go on a
shopping spree then they go
on a shopping spree. We can’t
match them.
“All we can do is do our
damnedest to keep the key
players that make our
provinces competitive and the
key players in the national
team we want to protect as
well because, if we don’t, and
have our key international
players playing abroad, then
we can’t control their game
management.”
Union treasurer Tom Grace
also acknowledged the
increased financial might of
clubs in England and France
and the difficulties these are
creating for the likes of

Munster, Leinster and Ulster
and remarked: “We’ve got to
do our best to compete with
this.” Overall, the union’s
annual report and accounts
reported a surplus of €8.7m
due to strong ticket sales, new
broadcast and sponsorship
agreements and prize-monies.
The latest sale of ten-year
Aviva Stadium tickets netted
o ve r € 9 m , s i g n i f i c a n t l y
greater than expected, and
comes just two years since a
major shor tf all in uptake
prompted the union to reveal
they would need to borrow to
fund that cash deficit over the
next six years. Overall, the
surplus of 8.7m resulted in a
net cash operating surplus for

the IRFU of €1.2m (against a
€1m deficit in 2013/14) after
amortised non-cash income
and expenditure were
accounted for. The good news
was all the more notable in
other ways. Expenditure for
the 2014/15 period had risen
from €62.5m to €65.5m.
M a r t i n O ’ S u l l i va n , U L
Bohemian,was enrolled the
IRFU’s 128th president at the
same Council meeting.
Browne also confirmed Joe
Schmidt’s squad had agreed
graded bonuses based on
World Cup performances and
the union has insured itself
against the financial hit that
would involve should they win
the tournament.
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about maintaining a steady
pace. Everyone else in the
back line will be looking to
gain ground: whether it be
To m m y B o we i n o r d e r t o

further his claim for a starting
berth or D’Arcy, Luke Fitzgerald et al who simply need to
book their ﬂights.
The pack offers its own sub-

plots with Dave Kilcoyne all
too aware of the carrot in front
of him given the ongoing concerns over Cian Healy’s fitness, Dan Tuohy at second
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row and even Conan who is
surely playing to put down a
marker for 2016 more than
anything else.
Amid all the back-slapping
after Cardiff, it is worth noting
that Ireland fell away towards
the end as replacements came
and went: all of which means
the second wave’s contribution will be examined more
c l o s e l y t h a n e ve r h e r e .
In these scenarios, tackles in
the 80th minute will merit as
much reward or punishment
as those made from the off
as, though a second victory
would be welcomed on the
road to the World Cup, Kiss
and Schmidt will be looking
much further under the hood
than that.
“It’s always good to have a
win, it’s also good to have a
performance,” said Kiss.
“ There were some aspects
we were really pleased with
(against Wales).
However, there is some
areas we need to be better in.
The results don’t guarantee
anything next week and the
week after.
“To write Wales off would be
folly and to make us the world
champions would be folly. We
understand where we sit and
we’ll let other teams look after
themselves, but ultimately
we’re backing what we have
done.”
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For Gordon D’Arcy today
could mark the end, for Jack
Conan it is a beginning and for
Sean O’Brien it is merely
another peak in a remarkable
international career.
O’Brien will don the
armband for the first time
against Scotland, though he
was coy about declaring his
candidacy for the permanent
gig once Paul O’Connell
m o ve s o n t o To u l o n a n d
dismissive enough about the
extra duties that will come
with the new layer of
responsibility.
He’s probably right to play
it all down because a man
could wreck his own head in
thinking about the individual
wants and needs of the team
he leads today what with
players aiming to make their
own marks ahead of the final
selection meeting for the
World Cup.
“It’s done during the week,”
said O’Brien of the peculiar
difficulties in harnessing a
collective mentality at times
l i ke t h e s e . “ I d o n ’ t t h i n k
anyone is on an individual
battle or trying to go out and
win the game on their own.
“It’s a collective game plan
that we have to implement and
if lads are going off on their
own it won’t work out in their
f a vo u r o r t h e t e a m ’ s . We
realise that as a group.It is
about backing each other up
and making sure we execute
as a group.”
His selection at eight, like
that of Simon Zebo’s at 15,
shows the line of thought
being pursued by Joe Schmidt
who is looking for versatility,
even in his best and brightest,
b u t i t a l s o a l l o w s fo r t h e
selection of Conan on the
blindside. O’Brien isn’t
surprised to see him move up
the rails this quickly and, in
keeping with his light touch
c a p t a i n c y s t y l e , wo n ’ t b e
seeking his clubmate out for a
last-minute pep talk before
they make for the Aviva pitch.
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“Jack knows the deal now.
He knows what is expected.
He is in the environment he
knows there is nothing I can
say to him only go out and
enjoy it. It is his first cap so he
should certainly go out and
enjoy it.
“I won’t be saying a whole
lot to him, just letting him go
out and play his own game.
“When I first saw Jack
coming into Leinster, he had a
great attitude and a lot of skill.
Since he was thrown out there
he has been playing well and
has been very consistent. It is
no surprise that someone who
is that consistent and doing
their drills well comes to
notice (of the national team).”
For all of them, even O’Brien
who will surely hold private
hopes of emulating the
standout effort of last week’s
captain Jamie Heaslip, the
standard has been set.
Anything less than the
sleek levels of individual and
collective excellence of Cardiff
will be a let-down.
“Looking at it, it was
obviously good that lads
looked fit and they got a good
blow-out. They executed some
of the stuff we had done during the week very well and it
was just good to give lads their
first game and first taste of
rugby this year. That’s what
we want to do as a group now.”
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Andy Far rell insists Sam
Burgess is ready for his Test
debut as the cross-code
convert targets the performance against France at
Twickenham that will secure
him a place in England’s
World Cup squad.
Burgess wins his first cap in
union just 10 months after
leaving league and has been
selected at inside centre
alongside Henry Slade despite
producing his best rugby for
Bath last season as a blindside
ﬂanker.
With head coach Stuar t
Lancaster indicating at the
start of the week that Burgess
and Slade are highly unlikely

to both feature among the
final 31 destined for England
2015, today’s warm-up fixture
has become a shoot-out for
selection between the
team-mates.
Farrell, who was also an
international in both codes of
the sport, has played down the
significance of the match in
the first of two Tests against
Six Nations rivals France, but
is expecting Burgess to shine.
“What makes me believe
Sam is ready is that I have
seen the fact he has got
himself to the situation he is at
now,” backs coach Farrell
said.
“He’s in a squad of 38
players and that means he has
done the work required to get

himself a chance to play in the
first warm-up game. Everyone
would like to put this out as a
trial match and a do-or-die
situation for some players, but
we don’t see it like that.
“They’ve been together for
seven or eight weeks now and
they’re concerned about
performing and doing their
job for the team and that’s
what I expect of Sam as well.”
England visit Paris next Saturday in what will be their last
opportunity to examine fringe
contenders before naming
their 31-strong World Cup
squad, which must be
submitted by August 31.
Lancaster is likely to have
inked in the names of as many
as 28 players, leaving the

identity of the last remaining
prop, hooker and centre to be
decided by the two clashes
with France.
“Everyone wants to have an
opinion on all sorts of
permutations but we’ll keep
our powder dry and just let it
unfold in front of us,” Farrell
said.
England open the World
Cup against Fiji on September
18 and Far rell insists the
excitement is already
beginning to build on the eve
of a match that is expected to
draw a crowd of 60,000.
“The boys want to put in a
good performance because
they get the excitement of the
competition almost starting
now,” Farrell said.

“We have been away behind
closed doors for quite some
time and the hype is going to
start building.
“It’s our first showing at
home, at Twickenham, where
the first game is going to be
against Fiji and we want to get
the crowd behind us straight
away.”
Farrell said England are
u n c o n c e r n e d by F r a n c e ’ s
decision to announce their
team on the eve of the match
in breach of World Rugby
regulations that state their
line-up should have been
named 72 hours before kickoff. World Rugby has stated it
will only seek to sanction
France if England lodge an
official complaint.
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MUNSTER ...........................29
GRENOBLE ............................38

Charlie Mulqueen
Thomond Park
A thoroughly convincing 30minute debut in the red jersey
by T y l e r B l e y e n d a a l c o n vinced onlookers at Thomond
Park that Munster may have
come up with a priceless
nugget in the New Zealand
number 10.
Having been sidelined by a
serious neck injury since he
arrived on these shores more
than 12 months ago, Bleyendaal performed with pace,
precision and purpose to help
Munster into a 19-7 lead over
French side Grenoble before
being called ashore by Anthony Foley because of a ‘tight
groin’.
The head coach subsequently attempted to dampen
any sense of over-expectation
while admitting that he was
very pleased with what he had
seen up to this point from the
former Canterbury star.
Otherwise, Munster produced a powerful maul with
three of their five tries coming
from this fruitful area and
there was widespread satisfaction with the squad’s performance even if they eventually
went down on a 38-29 scoreline. Robin Copeland, who
missed much of last season because of a shoulder injury, left
the field after about 40 min-

utes, but that was purely as a
precaution.
Munster fans were a little
apprehensive before the game
g i ve n m a n a g e m e n t h a d
chosen a side composed
mainly of academy members
and players returning from
long term injuries whereas
Grenoble, who begin their
French Top 14 campaign next
weekend against Agen, were
close to full-strength. The
Munster backroom team was
reported to be a little taken
aback by this and in the circumstances Foley admitted to
being heartened by what he
had seen from his inexperienced squad, especially in the
opening 50 minutes or so.
The first quarter ended in
an unlikely 12-7 lead for the
home side. Grenoble looked
sharper early on and went in
front after seven minutes with
a try by hooker Laurent Bouchet after a line-out maul. Jonathan Wisniewski converted
from far out.
Munster settled quickly,
however, and skipper Cathal
Sheridan rounded off a superb
attack in which Bleyendall
played a prominent role. The
N ew Z e a l a n d e r n a r ro w l y
missed the conversion but was
on the target from the lefthand touchline after Shane
Buckley got over after another
line-out maul.
The second quarter proceeded even more brightly
with Bleyendaal again displaying delightful footwork to
make the crucial incision and
send Matt D’Arcy (the tall,
rangy Clontarf centre on a
short term contract with the
province) over for a wellworked try that the Kiwi again
converted. The sparse attend-
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ance gave Bleyendaal a warm
reception as he trotted off on
the half-hour to be replaced by
Bill Johnston, the highly impressive out-half in Rockwell’s Munster Schools Cup
triumph last season. The
opening half concluded with a
Grenoble try by former Harlequins second-row James Percival, converted by Wisniewski to leave the score 19-14 in
Munster’s favour.
Two much changed sides
came out for the third of the
four twenty-minute periods
with the floodgates predictably opening at both ends.
Grenoble tries flowed from
former Springbok Gio Aplin,
Denis Coulson (2) and Arnaud
Hegay. Wisniewski and Christophe Loustalot each landed a

conversion. The fleet-footed
Dar ren Sweetnam got a
beauty for Munster and the ind u s t r i o u s S h a n e B u ck l e y
touched down for his second.
MUNSTER: D Johnston; D Sweetnam,
C Bohane, M D’Arcy, G Van den HeevM
D’Arcy, G Van den Heever; T Bleyendaal, C Sheridan capt; J Ryan, N Scannell, BJ Botha, D Foley, J Madigan, J
Coghlan, S Buckley, R Copeland.
Replacements (all used)– K O’Byrne, P
McCabe, R Burke, D O’Callaghan, S
McCarthy, R Foley, B Johnston, D
McCarthy, C Oliver, S McMahon.
GRENOBLE: F Gengenbacher; X Mignot, F Estebanez, N Hunt, D Kilioni; J
Wisniewski, C McLeod; F Barcella, L
Bouchet, W Desmaison, B Hand, J Percival, J Best, M Diaby, R Grice.
Replacements (all used) – A Heguy, D
Coulson, M Marie, P Kimlin, C Loustalot,
C Gelin, C Farrell, D Edwards, F Alexandre, J Willison, A Batlle, G Alpin.
Referee: Gary Conway (IRFU).
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Rodney Ah You got Connacht’s only try in a good
workout against Castres in
Saint-Affrique last night.
Castres led 12-0 at the
break thanks to tries from
Roman Martial and Geoffrey
Palis,
Connacht hit back after
the restart when Ah You finished off a good Connacht
move to reduce the margin.
However, Castres, who

open their Top 14 campaign
away to Bordeaux Begles
next weekend, had the last
say as Florian Vialelle crossed six minutes from time.
Castres scorers: R Martial, G Palis, F
Vialelle, tris; B Urdapilleta, J Dumora,
cons.
Connacht scorers: R Ah You, try
Connacht: D Leader; T O’Halloran, R
Parata, B Aki, D Poolman; S O’Leary, J
Cooney; F Bealham, D Heffernan, R Ah
You; B Marshall, D Qualter; E McKeon,
N Fox-Matamua, E Masterson. Rep l a c e m e n t s u s e d : D B u c k l e y, T
McCartney, S Delahunt, R Ah You, Q
Roux, U Dillane, A Browne, J Muldoon,
J Connolly Fionn Carr, Matt Healy, Api
Pewharangi, J Carty, C Ronaldson, K
Marmion. Referee: C Marchat.
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Munster kick off their European Champions Cup campaign at home to Pool 4 minnows Benetton Treviso at Thomond Park on Saturday, November 14, but Leinster have a
more difficult task at home to
Wasps the following day.
M u n s t e r h a ve g a m e s
against Stade Francais and
Leicester Tigers after that
opener while Leinster are
away to Bath and Toulon in
the second and third rounds.
Ulster open their European

challenge on Saturday
November 14 away to Oyannax.
ROUND 1, Nov 13: Pool 4: Leicester v
Stade Francais, Welford Road, 7.45pm
(BT Sport). Nov 14: Pool 1: Oyannax v
Ulster, Stade Charles Mathon, 1pm, (Sky
Sports); Saracens v Toulouse, Allianz
Park, 5.15pm; Pool 3; Racing Metro v
G l a s g o w, S t a d e Y v e s d u - M a n i o r,
3.15pm; Northampton v Scarlets, Franklin’s Gardens, 7.45pm; Pool 4: Munster v
Benetton, Thomond Park, 5.15pm, (Sky
Sports). Nov 15: Pool 2: Bordeaux
Begles v Clermot, Stade Chaban-Delmas,1pm; Ospreys v Exeter, Liberty Stadium, 5.15pm; Pool 5: Leinster v Wasps,
RDS, 1pm, (BT Sport), Toulon v Bath,
Stade Felix Mayol, 3.15pm.

ROUND 2, Nov 20: Pool 1: Ulster v
Saracens, Kingspan Stadium, 7.45pm,
(BT Sports); Nov 21: Pool 1: Toulouse v
Oyannax, Stade Ernest Wallon, 3.15pm;
Pool 2: Exeter v Bordeaux Begles,
Sandy Park, 7.45pm; Pool 3: Scarlets v
Racing Metro, Parc Y Scarlets, 5.15pm;
Glasgow v Northampton, Scotstoun,
5.15pm; Pool 4: Treviso v Leicester, Stadio Comunale di Monigo,1pm; Pool 5:
Bath v Leinster, Recreation Ground,
3.15pm; Nov 22: Pool 2: Clermont Auvergne v Ospreys, Stade Marcel-Michelin, 1pm; Pool 4: Stade Francais v
Munster, Stade Jean Bouin, 3.15pm,
(Sky Sports); Pool 5: Wasps v Toulon,
Ricoh Arena, 5.15pm.
ROUND 3, Dec 11: Pool 1: Ulster v Toulouse, Kingspan Stadium, 7.45pm, (BT
Sport); Dec 12: Pool 2: Ospreys v Bor-

deaux Begles, Liberty Stadium, 5.15pm;
Exeter v Clermont, Sandy Stadium,
5.15pm; Pool 3: Glasgow Warriors v
Scarlets, Scotstoun, 1pm; Racing Metro
v Northampton, Stade Yves-du-manoir,
3.15pm; Pool 4: Munster v Leicester,
Thomond Park, 7.45pm, (BT Sport);
Treviso v Stade Francais, Stadio comunale di Monigo, 3.15pm; Dec 13: Pool 1:
Oyannax v Saracens, Stade Charles Mathon, 1pm; Pool 5: Toulon v Leinster,
TBA, 3.15pm (Sky Sports); Wasps v
Bath, Ricoh, 5.15pm.
ROUND 4, Jan 18: Pool 3: Northampton
Saints v Racing 92, Franklin’s Gardens,
7.45pm. Jan 19: Pool 1: Saracens v
Oyonnax, Allianz Park, 1pm; Pool 5:
Bath v Wasps, Recreation Groun,
3.15pm; Pool 4: Stade Francais Paris v
Benetton Treviso, Stade Jean Bouin,

3.15pm; Pool 5: Leinster v Toulon, Aviva
Stadium, 5.15pm (Sky Sports); Pool 2:
Bordeaux-Begles v Ospreys, Stade Chaban-Delmas, 5.15pm; Pool 3: Scarlets v
Glasgow Warriors, Parc y Scarlets,
7.45pm. Jan 20: Pool 1: Toulouse v
Ulster, Stade Ernest Wallon, 1pm, (Sky
Sports); Pool 2: ASM Clermont Auvergne v Exeter Chiefs, Stade MarcelMichelin, 3.15pm; Pool 4: Leicester
Tigers v Munster, Welford Road, 5.15pm,
(BT Sport).
ROUND 5 (Jan 15-17): Pool 1: Oyonnax
v Toulouse, Stade Charles Mathon;
Saracens v Ulster, Allianz Park; Pool 2:
Bordeaux-Begles v Exeter Chiefs, Stade
Chaban-Delmas; Ospreys v ASM Clermont Auvergne, Liberty Stadium; Pool 3:
Northampton Saints v Glasgow Warriors, Franklin’s Gardens; Racing 92 v

Scarlets, Stade Yves-Du-Manoir; Pool 4:
Leicester Tigers v Benetton Treviso, Welford Road; Munster v Stade Francais
Paris, Thomond Park; Pool 5: Leinster v
Bath, RDS Arena; RC Toulon v Wasps,
Stade Félix Mayol.
ROUND 6 (Jan 22-24): Pool 1: Toulouse
v Saracens, Le Stadium; Ulster v Oyonnax, Kingspan Stadium; Pool 2: ASM
Clermont Auvergne v Bordeaux-Begles,
Stade Marcel-Michelin; Exeter Chiefs v
Ospreys, Sandy Park Stadium; Pool 3:
Glasgow Warriors v Racing 92, Scotstoun Stadium; Scarlets v Northampton
Saints, Parc y Scarlets; Pool 4: Benetton
Treviso v Munster, Stadio Comunale di
M o n i g o ; S t a d e F r a n c a i s Pa r i s v
Leicester Tigers, Stade Jean Bouin; Pool
5: Bath v Toulon, Recreation Ground,
Wasps v Leinster, Ricoh Arena.
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Answering Ireland’s call
CM: Congratulations on your
appointment Sully — although it will have to be Mr
P re s i d e n t fo r t h e n e x t 1 2
months! I suppose it is fair to
say that rugby football has
been central to almost everything you have done since you
first kicked an oval ball?
MOS: My dad Tom loved the
game. He was originally involved with Cobh Pirates and
was involved in getting the
Bulls Paddock which ended up
being the Cobh home ground
back in the 40s. He was with
the ESB and moved to Sligo
where I was born and he used
to bring me by the hand to
watch the matches. I came to
Limerick at 11 and went to St
Munchin’s across the road
from home. I was a sub on the
first team to win the Munster
Schools Junior Cup in 1970.
After school, I joined the Bank
of Ireland and went on to play
with Dolphin and Bohemians.
I became coach of Dolphin before being appointed captain
and later coached Clanwilliam
and Bohs.
CM: You were later heavily involved with Munster’s great
Heineken Cup years.
MOS: Yes, I was chairman
of the management committee
when we won the two Heinekens. In 2009, I was on the
IRFU committee and became
chairman of the PRCG (Professional Contracting Review
Group). It became quite controversial and there was a lot
of talk and stuff written about
us “blazers” and being “amateurs” and so on. I suppose I
drove the limits on non-eligible Irish players coming in.
We had too many of them.
When we looked at the
national situation, we were
very limited for choice. We
wanted to be like New Zealand
by h a v i n g t h r e e o r f o u r
players for each position,
which we have ef fectively
achieved. To do that, we had to
reduce the number of foreign
players clogging up positions.
The guideline was one player
in each position. We met some
resistance there from the
provinces because their main
concern was their own success, whereas we had to be
concerned with the bigger picture. I took a bit of stick at the
time, which I felt for a volunteer was a bit ironic, when I
was trying to do my best for
Irish rugby.
I soldiered on in that position until this year when
David Nucifora came in as
Performance Director. I was
also chairman of the national
team review group, meaning I
was responsible for the Irish
team, with the coach reporting to me and Philip Browne.
We wo n t wo S i x N a t i o n s
Championships in that time.
As a volunteer, I could see all
the challenges in managing
professional rugby and that it
couldn’t be done by a volunteer and we needed to professionalise it and appoint a performance director.
CM: Obviously the union’s ~
finances are in a very healthy
condition, as revealed at last
night’s meeting.
MOS: It is cur rently a
healthy situation. The
national team is responsible
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for generating over 80% of the
revenue. The more successful
it is, as we saw this year, the
more revenues we get in. That
has allowed us to free up
money back into the professional game in the knowledge
that we have to assist the provinces in being competitive,
with the big bucks outside the
country and in France in particular.
What we have been hugely
successful in doing is holding
on to our own players without
breaking the bank. We have
had only two players who left
in the last six years, Johnny
Sexton and Tommy Bowe, and
they have both come back.
I believe if we really got our
game right here that we could
end up fully financing our

own four provincial teams
from our own resources, with
all of them competitive, with
some marquee players coming
in for marketing or other reasons. And after that if we had a
surplus of quality players,
then they could go abroad and
we could end up having five
teams, a team abroad if you
like, along with the four provinces, and that would require
us doing our business really
well here. The money freed up
by the success of the national
team, a lot of that would go
into the elite player pathway
which is the development of
younger players and turning
them into elite players.
CM: Is funding the game and
paying for the modern stadia
around the country about to

become easier because of the
improved financial situation?
MOS: What people don’t
realise is that there is an uncertainty out there in terms of
the balance of power between
the rugby nations. The free-toair argument for instance.
The reality is that in the Six
Nations, all the television
money from the six countries
is pooled and we get an equal
share out of that. And yet the
amount of money that comes
in from Irish terrestrial television is miniscule. We put in a
small amount and take a big
bit out. The big television companies in France and England
put in all the money and we
get the same out of it as those
two countries. If that ever
changes; if they say, you guys

are bringing nothing to the
party and are taking a whole
load out ... you come up with a
box of smarties and go home
with three boxes of Milk
Tray...
You would have to say that
things look OK at the moment,
with TV values going up.
That’s where the bulk of the
money comes from. Gate
money and sponsorship are
reasonably substantial but
t h e y a r e d w a r f e d by T V
money.
What could happen is that
when the next TV deal comes
up - whether it be for Six
Nations, the World Cup or
other internationals — only
one company bids for it and
nobody takes them on... it’s
the competition within the TV
sector that drives the values
up and it’s the same in soccer
and golf.
CM: How much can the IRFU
expect to make from the World
Cup?
MOS: Ultimately, all the
money from the World Cup
goes back into World Rugby
(formerly the IRB). We get a
small payment for playing in
the competition but there is no
prize money, even if you win
the title. All you’d get is
bonuses from your sponsors.
As for Ireland actually winning the World Cup; the last
time, we lost our warm-up
matches and won our pool.

3LFWXUH%ULDQ*DYLQ3UHVV
The big challenge is to reach
the semi-finals which, barring
Italy, all the other Six Nations
teams have done and we have
yet to do, so we must not get
ahead of ourselves. The good
news is that we have held Joe
Schmidt, probably the best
coach in the world, until 2017.
He is doing a fantastic job
for us on and off the field in
terms of the PR stuff he does
and the amount of time he
gives to rugby in Ireland and
people in Ireland. He’s a credit
to himself and to the game.
Joe’s priority, rightly so,
is to his family and time will
tell, but as things stand at
present, we’d like to keep him
forever.
CM: Finally, being President
of the IRFU is a great personal
honour for you and a great
year to look forward to.
MOS: It’s not something
that was ever on my radar. It’s
a huge honour for me, my
f a m i l y , m y re l at i o n s , m y
friends, my club, my province.
My attitude has been to do my
best for rugby and hopefully I
can add some more value to it
this year and enjoy it as well.
It’s important to do that
because you only get one shot
at it. The aspect I am most
looking forward to is
t r a ve l l i n g a l l a ro u n d t h e
country and meeting rugby
people and hearing their
views on things.
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rustrated Rory
McIlroy failed to make
inroads into the PGA
Championship lead
but marvelled at the way his
rival Jordan Spieth negotiated
Whistling Straits to move
right into the mix heading into
today’s third round.
World number one McIlroy
continued his comeback from
a ruptured ankle ligament in
solid if unspectacular style in
Wisconsin yesterday, carding
a second consecutive oneunder-par 71 as playing
partner Spieth beat the Irishman by four strokes to move to
a shot back from clubhouse
leader David Lingmerth of
Sweden.
It was a day which also saw
Japan’s Hiroshi Iwata fire a
nine-under par 63 featuring an
eagle three at the par-five
11th, eight birdies and a single
bogey. That matched the
major championship record low round
of 24 others,
including
McIlroy,
whose round
had come at St
Andrews in
2010.
Five years
on and with
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temperatures reaching above
30 degrees on the Lake Michigan shoreline, McIlroy did not
struggle but his putter misfired and he admitted his iron
game lacked the sharpness of
round one. This was compounded by his proximity to
the man who can replace him
at the top of the rankings making steady progress towards a
third major title of the year.
Spieth, 22, had six birdies
and one bogey in his fiveunder 67 to get to six-under for
the tournament after Lingmerth posted a 70 to reach
seven-under with overnight
leader Dustin Johnson among
the late starters from sixunder.
McIlroy lies five behind
Lingmerth, still in the hunt to
retain the title he won last
year at Valhalla, but more impressed with Spieth than his
own putting.
“I always thought this
course... suited the longer
hitters, and it does to some degree,” McIlroy said. “But I feel
like there’s a lot of ways to get
around this golf course.
“Jordan showed that over
the last couple of days. He
hasn’t hit the ball miles, he
hits it far enough, he’s definitely above
average in
terms of
length.
“But he’s
the prime
example of
someone
whose game
is very efficient, when
he gives himself chances.
Especially
today he took
them, and
then when he
got out of
position he
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137: David Lingmerth (Swe) 67 70
138: Scott Piercy (USA) 68 70, Jordan
Spieth (USA) 71 67
139: George Coetzee (Rsa) 74 65
140: Marcel Siem (Ger) 70 70, Billy
Horschel (USA) 72 68, Hiroshi Iwata
(Jpn) 77 63
141: Kevin Chappell (USA) 73 68
142: Brooks Koepka (USA) 73 69, Webb
Simpson (USA) 71 71, Cameron Smith
(Aus) 74 68, Justin Thomas (USA) 72 70,
Rory McIlroy (Irl) 71 71, Yong-eun Yang
(Kor) 70 72, Luke Donald (Eng) 72 70,
Henrik Stenson (Swe) 76 66
143: Steve Stricker (USA) 71 72,
Brendon De Jonge 72 71, Emiliano Grillo
(Arg) 70 73, Sean O’Hair (USA) 75 68,
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was able to get it up and down.
“I felt like I played good in
parts. Drove the ball pretty
well again. Maybe my iron
play wasn’t quite as good as it
was yesterday and the greens
that I did miss I wasn’t very
sharp around the greens.
“You’re going to do that,
you’re going to miss greens
around here. You’re going to
have to have more of a short
game to be able to salvage par
sometimes. I wasn’t quite able
to do that today at points. But
there’s still enough good stuff
to give me encouragement and
make me feel that I can shoot a
low one tomorrow and get my-

Sang-moon Bae (Kor) 71 72
144: Kiradech Aphibarnrat (Tha) 72 72,
Danny Willett (Eng) 74 70, Troy Merritt
(USA) 74 70, Patrick Reed (USA) 75 69,
Kevin Streelman (USA) 73 71
145: Phil Mickelson (USA) 72 73, Jason
Bohn (USA) 74 71
146: Nick Watney (USA) 78 68, Koumei
Oda (Jpn) 79 67, Jason Dufner (USA) 71
75, Nick Taylor (Can) 73 73
147: Zach Johnson (USA) 75 72, John
Senden (Aus) 71 76, Shaun Micheel
(USA) 74 73, Marc Leishman (Aus) 79
68, Shane Lowry (Irl) 78 69, Kevin
Kisner (USA) 75 72, Bernd Wiesberger
(Aut) 72 75, Padraig Harrington (Irl)
76 71
148: Richie Ramsay (Sco) 81 67,
Graeme McDowell (Irl) 73 75, Daniel
Berger (USA) 74 74, Kevin Na (USA) 74

self back into it.”
McIlroy, 26, reported no
discomfort from his left ankle
after his second competitive
round back following a football injury suffered on July 4.
Yet the R word did rear its
head.
“I don’t know if it’s rust or I
just didn’t putt well. I don’t
really want to blame it on rust.
But I didn’t putt as well as I
would have liked.
“So, yeah, maybe just work
on that a little bit before I tee
off tomorrow and it would be
great to hole a few more putts,
because I feel like I’m giving
myself plenty of chances.

74, George McNeill (USA) 71 77, Jimmy
Walker (USA) 75 73, Rafael
Cabrera-Bello (Spa) 73 75, Russell Knox
(Sco) 77 71, Tim Clark (Rsa) 75 73
149: Shawn Stefani (USA) 74 75, Tommy
Fleetwood (Eng) 77 72, Steven Bowditch
(Aus) 74 75
150: Soren Kjeldsen (Den) 72 78, Andy
Sullivan (Eng) 78 72, Miguel Angel
Jimenez (Spa) 76 74, Ian Poulter (Eng)
75 75, Camilo Villegas (Col) 75 75
151: Chris Wood (Eng) 76 75, Adam
Scott (Aus) 76 75, Bob Sowards (USA)
75 76, Pablo Larrazabal (Spa) 79 72
152: Ben Polland (USA) 76 76, Joost
Luiten (Ned) 80 72, Davis Love III (USA)
79 73, Cameron Tringale (USA) 78 74
153: Ben Martin (USA) 76 77, Alexander
Levy (Fra) 77 76, Brett Jones (Aus) 75
78, Eddie Pepperell (Eng) 78 75

“That was probably one of
the most surprising things
about yesterday, how quickly
I got back into the mindset of
tournament golf and being aggressive. So that was a nice
surprise in some ways. That
hasn’t really been an issue, it’s
just being a bit more efficient,
whenever you give yourself
chances, take them, and be
able to get it up and down
when you put yourself out of
position.
“I felt like I played better
than what the score reﬂected.
I felt like I should have got that
ball up and down on seven.
And then I had a great chance

Online
extra
Visit www.irishexaminer.com
for close of play news and
scores from the US PGA.
154: Rich Beem (USA) 76 78
159: Omar Uresti (USA) 77 82, Darren
Clarke (Irl) 78 81, Charles Frost (USA)
76 83
160: Sean Dougherty (USA) 79 81
165: Daniel Venezio (USA) 89 76
169: Alan Morin (USA) 87 82, Ryan
Kennedy (USA) 79 90

on eight for birdie and didn’t
take that. A couple of days in a
row where I haven’t finished
the round of golf the way I
wanted to. I’m not annoyed, I
don’t feel that I should be annoyed, but just a little more
disappointed with how I finished.”
Lingmerth was sitting
pretty in the clubhouse on
seven-under, a shot ahead of
Spieth and Scott Piercy (70),
but the Swede did not expect
that to last too long and Dustin
Johnson was not the only
American giving chase last
night, with Harris English,
Russell Henley and Matt Ku-
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char also circling. So too Australia’s Matt Jones while
George Coetzee carded a 65 to
lift the South African to fiveunder-par.
“A very good feeling,” Lingmerth said, “but there’s some
scores to be had out there and
I think my lead will probably

not last too long.
“I feel like someone will
probably outdo me by a couple
shots here today, at least. But
obviously I’ll hopefully be
within reach after today and
really looking forward to the
next few days.”
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Perhaps it’s stretching the
storyline a bit to focus on the
proceedings that happened at
about the same time yesterday
morning on different parts of
the Whistling Straits golf
course. But literary license
shall be exercised given the intriguing relationship between
Jordan Spieth and Justin Thomas.
Battling just to manag e
themselves in sweltering heat,
let alone while taking on the
challenge of the 97th PGA
Championship at a beguiling
golf course, there were Spieth
and Thomas jockeying for
leaderboard position. But at
about the same time Spieth
was making birdie at the par-4
first, his 10th, to go to 4-under,
Thomas was chopping up the
par-5 fifth in double-bogey
fashion to drop to 3-under.
Call it a microcosm of the
current PGA Tour landscape,
if you will, because while
S p i e t h a n d T h o m a s h a ve
travelled parallel routes —
junior golf stars, polished collegians, highly-touted pro talents — it is “the kid” who has
taken off and left “the older
guy” in his dust.
Spieth being “the kid” since
he was born in July of 1993,
three months after Thomas.
“I remind him all the time
that I’m older,” Thomas loves
to joke, and let the record
show that while these lads are
engaged in serious athletic endeavors and blessed to have
exorbitant riches at their disposal, they embrace a youthful playfulness.
Consider, for example, that

slice of our world that is so hip
for these kids. Twitter. Spieth
loves it. So does Thomas. And
so earlier this year when
Spieth was out on the Monterey Peninsula in California
and wanted to let the world
know about the thrill of playing “CYPRUS” Point, his gaffe
was jumped upon by Thomas.
“It’s what you get with a
U n i ve r s i t y o f Te x a s e d u cation,” Thomas quipped, and
Spieth was humiliated. “It’s
only my favorite golf course in
the world,” Spieth said of Cypress Point, and while it was
clear it was a harmless mistake, it was good fun for all.
It was also fun stuff this past
Tuesday when the 22-yearolds teamed to beat Phil Mickelson and Rickie Fowler in a
practice-round match at
Whistlin Straits, a five-hour
walk that served two purposes: To give them a good feel
for the PGA Championship
venue, but also to toughen
them up competitively, because there were dollars on
the line.
Now gambling may be
frowned upon by PGA Tour officials but it sure adds spice to
those mundane practice
rounds. What’s more, it provides Thomas with a better
perspective of how his longtime friend has roared to impressive heights.
H a r d t o b e l i e ve t h a t i t
wasn’t too long ago that Spieth
and Thomas were on equal
footing, freshmen at the Unviersity of Texas and University of Alabama, respectively.
But Spieth chose to leave college after one year, Thomas
stayed for two years and that
one-year headstart has
opened doors faster and taken
Spieth further in a hurry.
Already in his third PGA
Tour season, Spieth owns five
victories, though it’s the
Masters and US Open

triumphs this season that has
made him the rage. Compared
to that, Thomas is barely on
the radar, but step back, take a
look at the big picture, and absorb this reality: Thomas is
having a superb rookie season, having piled up $1.8m in
prize money on the strength of
seven top 10s.
Having roared to 82nd in the
Official World Golf Ranking,
Thomas for a brief moment in
yesterday’s stifling humidity
was stealing some of the spotlight from Spieth, birdies at
the first, second, and fourth
holes pushing him to 5-under.
Only two off the lead, Thomas
was ahead of Spieth by one.
Ah, but golf being golf and
Spieth being Spieth, the picture changed in a hurry. Thomas played the last six holes
in 3-over to shoot 70, Spieth
played his final holes in 2under for 67 and the picture
we have through 36 will look
familiar. Spieth at 6-under 138
is in contention, Thomas at 2under 142 is fighting for the
sort of break-through performance he’s been hinting at.
“I expect to win every event
I play in now,” Thomas said.
He knows it sounds bold,
given he’s a rookie and hasn’t
won, “but I’ve had a lot of opportunities to win this year
and although I haven’t done it,
it’s probably for the better.
I’ve learned from it and I’m
more conf ident than ever
going into this tournament”.
True, Spieth’s brilliant season has pushed these two
young men further apart in
golf terms, but as friends, they
‘re as close as ever. The week
after Spieth won the Masters?
He was on Hilton Head Island,
shaving a rental home with
Thomas for the RBC Heritage
tournament.
They split the rental cost, of
course. It’s just the spotlight
that Spieth refuses to share.
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If ever there was a week Shane
Lowry could feel not so
disappointed at missing a cut
in the majors, it was this one.
The Irishman looked set to
miss out on a weekend by just
a shot for the third time this
year following early exits at
the Masters and Open Championship, but this time around
his exit from the PGA Championship has been cushioned
by the knowledge he can now
start celebrating the biggest
win of his career, last Sunday’s triumph at the WGCBridgestone Invitational.
The damage was done on
Thursday when the adrenaline of victory at Firestone
Country Club in Akron
evaporated into downright
fatigue and the 28-year-old
Irishman slumped to a six-

over-par 78. Yesterday was
about making amends if not
the cut but Lowry gave both a
good shot, posting a secondround, three-under 69 that left
him at three-over-par after 36
holes, one shy of the projected
cut-line and with no sign on
the horizon of more testing
conditions blowing in off Lake
M i c h i g a n t o i m p r o ve h i s
prospects.
“It is a bit disappointing,
going to miss again,” Lowry
said. “I played good and I got
out there and I redeemed
myself. I wanted to go out and
shoot a good score, something
in the 60s and that’s what I did.
“I am going to go home now
and I am going to enjoy my
win and look forward to
seeing everyone at home.”
Lowry, now world number 19,
was still holding on to the slim
possibility of making the cut

and said he was heading south
to Chicago to await news of his
final fate but he added: “It’s
hard to take stuf f out of a
missed cut after what’s gone
on over the last week but the
performance today... if I’d
have gone out today and shot
75 I would have been quite
disappointed.
“But to go out and shoot a
decent score is always nice. It
doesn’t get any world ranking
points or any Race To Dubai
points but listen, if you’d have
told me coming over on this
trip you’d be given second
place twice, I’d have taken it
but give me one win and I’ll
take that even quicker.
“I have a win in the bag and
that was my goal set out for
the end of the season and I’ve
done it. So the next one is to
try and get another one.” The
chance to do that will not arise

until at least October when he
will return to competition at
t h e A l f re d D u n h i l l L i n k s
Championship. In the
meantime, Lowry will take
two weeks’ holiday and is also
lining up trips to the AllI r e l a n d h u rl i n g f i n a l o n
September 6 and Ireland’s
R u g by Wo rl d C u p o p e n e r
against Canada in Cardiff on
September 19, keeping his feet
on the ground despite a potentially life-changing event.
“I don’t feel any different to
be honest,” he said. “The
crowds definitely know me
more anyway. You’d get good
recognition this week but
that’s only because I won last
week. But I’m the same. I’m
looking forward to getting
home and doing all my usual
stuff.” The Offaly man’s exit
was not the only Irish disappointment at Whistling

6KDQH/RZU\7KHGDPDJHZDV
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S t r a i t s , w h e re o n l y R o r y
McIlroy was sure of the halfway cut. Like Lowry, Padraig
H a r r i n g t o n i m p ro ve d h i s
standing following an opening

76, but his one-under 71 got
him only to three over par.
There was more woe for
Graeme McDowell, who
looked to be cruising into the
weekend only to fall away on
the front nine having begun
his round at level par and
birdied his opening hole, the
10th. McDowell parred the
next 11 holes but then bogeyed
the par-four fourth, his 13th,
and finished bogey-double
bogey-bogey for a 76 that left
him adrift at five-over.
At least Darren Clarke had
a birthday to celebrate on an
otherwise tough day at the
office. Europe’s Ryder Cup
captain turned 47 yesterday as
he followed up a 78 with an 81
to finish on 15-over.
“It’s my birthday today so
after that effort I might go out
tonight and get hammered,”
Clarke said with a grin.”
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Jordan Spieth put some daylight between himself and Rory McIlroy to
inch closer to a third major win and
fifth title of the year and then warned
his rivals there was no sign of him
fading at the PGA Championship.
The 22-year-old continued a
groundbreaking season in which he
has rarely been out of contention,
with 13 top-10 finishes in 20 PGA
Tour starts this season, winning the
Valspar Championship in March and
the John Deere Open in July in addition to his Masters and US Open
triumphs.

A second-round, five-under 67 at
Whistling Straits yesterday moved
Spieth up the leaderboard to six
under par and ready to vault further
with the business end of the year’s
final major approaching this
weekend.
Yet as mentally gruelling as that
competitive grind can be, the Texan
insisted last night: “I feel good. I got a
chance to win a major championship.
Just thinking about that gets you
enough adrenaline to that there
won’t be any issues.
“I noticed last year for the first
time I felt fatigue and felt like I had
overworked and kind of burned out

the end of the year... I felt like by the
Tour Championship, I had kind of
worn myself out.
“This year I’ve done a better job of
when I take time off, when you limit
the practice coming back, how to prepare.
“But as far as mentally in this position, the way the year’s gone, I approach each event as if it’s the only
event of the year when I stand on the
first tee.
So, that gets me through it. And
that, just looking at the board, grinding it out, I don’t feel any fatigue.”
Spieth, playing alongside Rory
McIlroy, whose number one ranking

he can take if he finishes in the top
two tomorrow, depending on the
Irishman’s finishing position, had
got off to a steady start to his second
round from the 10th tee, before igniting his day with some sparkling play
around the turn.
He birdied 16 and then chipped in
from a greenside bunker on 18 for another. Three more followed on his inward nine for his lowest round in his
three PGA Championships to date.
Yet he indicated there was still
room for improvement.
“I’m still not pleased with the way
I’m driving the ball at all. I’m hitting
some quick draws when I’m
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Great athletes are a curious breed.
For those who don’t know them in
many circumstances, they appear
single-minded, aloof and even obnoxious.
The world of professional golf is no
different. Names like Faldo, Montgomerie and Woods are as famous for
their brash demeanour as they are
for their great golfing skills.
Their skills have earned them
wealth beyond belief but more and
more in today’s world of intrusion,
especially with social media we want
more. We want them to be nice people
too, people who conform to our
everyday standards. Sometimes, that
is just not possible.
The revelation of Tiger Woods’ offthe-course activities is a case in
point, but does that make his golfing
achievements any less impressive?
After all, he was feted as a genius
in 2008 when he won his last major
championship, long before his spec-
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The race to make the European
Ryder Cup team does not start until
next month but captain Darren
Clarke is already champing at the
bit for qualifying to begin.
This week at the PGA Championship is probably the last tournament Clarke will experience as a
player without the burdens of his
office, and his scoring at Whistling
Straits meant it would be over by
the weekend.
Nevertheless, Clarke has a hectic
year ahead as he monitors the po-

tacular fall from grace, so why
should his achievements be viewed
any differently now? Sure he lived a
strange life but many of the greatest
sportmen that I have ever met are
weird. They are not my cup of tea but
that doesn’t stop me marvelling at
their achievements.
This past week, I have been reading and listening with fascination to
the shenanegans with the GAA and
how a Tyrone player’s actions have
supposedly brought the organisation
into disrepute. What a load of rubbish. Sportsmen and women in every
code will take every opportunity to
get one up on their opponent.
Great athletes and great teams will
always find a way to win. Sure it
might be unconventional, but every
new achievement or record is also
unconventional because it has never
been done before.
Just look at how much Jack Nicklaus was hated early in his career
when he threatened the dominance
of Arnold Palmer. Times change and
the emergence of new talent or new
ideas are often unpopular but most
often change brings about a higher
s t a n d a r d f ro m t h o s e w h o h a ve
learned best and who have the
bravery to push on regardless of
opinion.
tential make-up of his 12-man team
and begins to fine-tune preparations
for the 2016 matches in Hazeltine
from September 30 to October 2.
That nearly 13-month lead-in
starts on September 3 at the M2M
Russian Open, when the qualification process gets under way and
players will be able to start accumulating points on the two relevant
lists. Clarke will take into action the
leading four players on the European
Points List, which is based on accumulated European Tour Race To
Dubai points, and the top five on the
World Points list, which is based on
the official ranking points from tournaments around the world.
The Tour yesterday announced
that the process will conclude at next
year’s Made in Denmark tournament, the final round of which is set
to conclude on August 28, 2016, with

playing a normal shot, which
is weird. I haven’t had that really
this whole year. So I was kind of
just trying to guide the ball off the
tee.
“ I’m going to need to drive the ball
a little bit better and make a few
more putts, which are really the two
keys for me this weekend.
As far as outscoring McIlroy was
concerned, Spieth was not reading
too much into the opening two
rounds.
“For the first two days back in
competition after that long lay-off, he
seemed to swing very freely, no restrictions,” the American said.
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Great coaches, great teams and
great players find a way to succeed.
They are not bound by the limitations of the majority, they are the
dreamers (AP McCoy, Schumacher,
Messi, Bolt, Nicklaus) who have no
boundaries. Driven and determined
their minds can only cope with success.
Failure is not an option, yet they
inherently understand that sporting
records come and go and all they
want is to be major contributors to
their time.

More and more it seems today as if
Woods’ days of being a perennial
winner of tournaments and major
championships are over. In his
prime, I have never come across a
more complete competitor. Much
like Michael Jordan before him, he
dominated and retired many greats
around him and his longevity, skill
and tenacity mark him as one of the
greatest sporstman of all time.
Yes, his off-course actions tarnished the integrity of the game of
golf but it is sad to see that the grea-

Clarke set to reveal his three captain’s picks for Team Europe the following week.
“We saw last year the fantastic atmosphere created at Made in Denmark, and I’m sure that will only intensify next year with the excitement
of it being the final counting event towards the 2016 Ryder Cup,” Clarke
said. “It may feel like a long way off
now, but Denmark will provide the
perfect place to conclude the qualification campaign next year.
“Like the players, I can’t wait for
the qualif ication process to get
underway in Russia in four weeks.”

Johnson shot an opening, sixunder-par 66 at Whistling Straits on
Thursday for a one-stroke lead over
David Lingmerth.
Now Johnson has been famously
unable to get the job done at the majors despite getting off to fast starts.
This year alone he is a combined 20under-par for his four opening
rounds but is still searching for his
first major championship victory.
So with that in mind, he will most
likely have wished to ignore the fact
that the last outright leader at the
end of the first round to go on and
win the PGA Championship was Hal
Sutton. That was in 1983, 31 years
ago.

******
Dustin Johnson may or may not
believe in omens but there is one stat
that emerged from his outright lead
after 18 holes that the American most
probably will not have liked.

******
David Lingmerth is no stranger to
boom and bust scoring streaks, with
this year’s Memorial champion from

test impact of his actions have been
to himself and I hope he soon finds
the motivation he now needs to move
forward again.
Like any dominant force, from Jordan to Woods, people get bored of
greatness. They want a fresh face
and how lucky golf is at the moment
to have McIlroy and Spieth Spieth’s
performance yesterday was hugely
impressive in that he buried emphatically any “intimidation factor”
he may have felt playing with McIlroy.
This was a big moment in the tournament because McIlroy’s rustiness
hurt while Spieth’s innate confidence shone for all to see. Like all
great champions he has found a way
to get into the tournament and at five
under par he has now laid down a
marker to the rest of the field that he
will be a factor over the coming days.
Dustin Johnson and others of
course will want to have their own
say and so too will McIlroy but once
again Rory’s second successive 71
risks him falling too far behind a
pack that will not come back to him.
Once again it has been emphatically proven that their is no substitute for competition. No matter how
hard Rory may have tried during his
enforced lay-off you can not simulate
competition 100% in training, so
missing vital tournament time at this
time of the year has been very costly.
That said, McIlroy is game and every
day he will get stronger.
Spieth on the other hand has his
eyes now firmly set just on yet another major championship. Achieving that remarkable outcome will not
come easily on a course waiting to
punish errant golf shots but champions are made of much sterner stuff.
They find a way and just like yesterday’s round it seems that Spieth is
mounting an irresistible charge

Sweden having a habit of doing it in
a single round.
Lingmerth’s five-under-par 67 in
the first round was assisted by birdies on five of his first seven holes
and was reminiscent of his lightning start at St Andrews last month.
Back then, on his Open Championship debut, the US-based Swede
went out at a blistering pace, carding seven birdies for an outward 29,
but ultimately finished tied for 74th.
In yesterday’s second round he
was at it again, with three quick birdies on his first five holes at Whistling Straits to overtake Dustin
Johnson as outright leader at eight
under. By the time he reached the
turn, Lingmerth fell to four-underpar for an outward, one-over-par 37
having negotiated the seventh,
eighth and ninth holes in double
bogey-bogey-bogey.
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Cups and shields
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Ireland produced a magnificent display at Royal Portrush
yesterday to trounce European champions Scotland and
retain their Amateur Home
International title. It was their
first back to back triumph in
the contest since 1992.
A week that started disappointingly with an agonising
tie with England ended on a
high when Colm Campbell got
the vital singles win over
Greig Marchbank to secure
the success.
That triumph also extended
Campbell’s magnificent international record taking his unbeaten run to ten games- and
he was the week’s leading
points scorer 5½ out of six.
Ireland bounced back from
the tie with England by overcoming Wales on Thursday
but had to beat Scotland in a
winner-takes-all
clash
yesterday to keep their crown
and the Raymond Trophy.
“The boys dug in deeply
after the disappointment of
Wednesday and they really
did us proud,”said captain
Tony Goode.
The decision of Goode to ask
Irish legend Garth McGimpsey, the 1985 Amateur Champion to give some words of inspiration to the players seems
to have paid off- and the exWalker Cup captain was also
naturally thrilled at the result
of the round-robin tournament.
Ireland made a solid start in
the foursomes and led 3-2 at
lunch with two pairs Dermot
McElroy and Colin Fairweather and John-Ross Galbraith and Campbell winning
on the home green.
Jack Hume and Gavin
Moynihan,the top two in the
singles order and both virtual
certainties for next month’s
Walker Cup paved the way for
the emphatic win as they
claimed points to provide
something of a cushion for
their team.
After Paul McBride was
beaten Fairweather and Alex
Gleeson both showed their
mettle and won with a little to
spare to push Ireland nearer
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Golf
to victory.Fairweather ended
the won with five points out of
six.
It was now a matter of who
would complete the job and
Campbell three up leaving the
15th green won the 16th to
settle the issue.
Robin Dawson added to the
tally and the young Rowan
Lester, runner-up in last

yea r ’s B r i t i s h B oy s O p e n
Championship edged home
against Craig Howie on the
home green to make it 10-4.
Just for good measure JohnRoss Galbraith at the bottom
of the order won the last hole
against Conor Syme to secure
a win which gave Ireland a resounding 11-4 success –what a
marvellous way to retain their
Home International title.
Irish hopes of success in the
British Boys Open Amateur
Championship evaporated on

the Lancashire coast yesterday when both Peter Kerr and
Thomas Mulligan,the two first
day survivors fell by the wayside.
Kerr from Royal Portrush
was always up against it in his
third round match against
Denmark’s Christoffer Bring
and crashed out of the championship beaten 6&4.
County Louth’s Mulligan
was involved in a closely-contested match with German
F re d e r i ck M u e l l e r w h i ch

swung both ways- and he
eventually got home on the
final green.
But in round four the Irish
teenager was well and truly
outclassed by the hugely-talented Swede Marcus Svensson
fell to a heavy 7&5 reverse to
end Irish hopes.
At West Kilbride, the Briti s h G i rl s O p e n A m a t e u r
Championship was won by
Norwegian Sandra Nordaas
who beat Spaniard Marta Sanmartin 2&1 in the final.

Ballybunion have already
qualified for the national finals of the Jimmy Bruen Shield
and hope to improve their representation to three at Carton
House next month when they
go into action in the closing
provincial stages of the AIG
Barton Shield and Irish
Junior Cup at Dungarvan Golf
Club this weekend.
T wo y o u n g m e n , S e n a n
Carroll and Frank Geary, will
be extremely busy as they are
key members of both the Ballybunion Barton Shield and
Junior Cup teams. They
helped the Kerry club to Junior Cup glory 2013 at Royal
Tara and have set their sights
on even greater things this
year. Their first assignment is
a Barton Shield semi-final
clash this morning against
Shannon while the other
match involves All-Ireland
champions Muskerry against
Youghal. The final takes place
in the afternoon.
The Senior Cup is also down
for decision today when the
semi-final line-up sees All-Ireland champions Tramore up
against Monkstown and Tralee taking on Limerick, with
the decider in the afternoon.
Ballybunion will be back in
the focus tomorrow when the
Junior Cup side takes on another youthful line-up from
Limerick, with Mitchelstown
and Douglas clashing in the
second semi-final. Ed Stack, a
member of Ballybunion’s Barton squad, captains the Junior
Cup group. “Everybody at Ballybunion is delighted at the
success of the various teams,
especially because they are all
very much on the young side,”
says Barton Shield captain
Sean Kenneally.
Today: Barton Shield Munster semi-finals: 10th Tee (8am): Ballybunion v Shannon; 1st Tee (8am): Muskerry v Youghal.
Final: 1st Tee: 40 mins after last match.
Senior Cup Munster semi-finals: 1st
Tee (8.30am): Tramore v Monkstown;
10th Tee (8.30am): Tralee v Limerick.
Final: 1st Tee: 40 mins after last match.
Sunday: Irish Junior Cup, Munster semifinals: 10th Tee (8.30am): Limerick v Ballybunion; 1st Tee (8.30am): Mitchelstown v Douglas. Final: 1st Tee: 40 Mins
after last match.
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Having finished third on the
opening stage on Thursday,
Irish rider Sam Bennett
stormed home to win stage
t wo o f t h e A r c t i c R a c e o f
Norway yesterday.
The Bora-Argon 18 man was
quickest in the sprint to the
line that decided the 155km
trek from Evenskjer to Setermoen.
Putting in a stunning turn
of speed in the last 100 metres,
he took victory from Frederico Zurlo of Unitedhealthcare
and the opening stage

Cycling
winner and the home favourite Alexander Kristoff (Katusha).
Kristoff maintains his overall lead in the race with Bennett still leading the young
riders’ classification.
The Irish speedster took
that jersey thanks to his third
place in the sprint for victory
on stage 1.
“I felt absolutely terrible all
day and actually I considered
during the stage not to sprint.

But the guys convinced me to
try and they did an absolutely
fantastic lead out,” he said
afterwards.
“When I lost the wheel on a
fast downhill part before the
sprint I was disappointed but
again I didn’t want to let the
guys down after such a good
lead out.
“I kept going and just found
enough room to go for it. Big
thanks to everyone in the
team,” he said.
Indeed, it was a tremendous
team ef fort and one of the
team’s spor ting directors
Andre Schulze will be hoping

they can replicate the win.
“Again, we have completely
focused on Sam and the guys
supported him extremely well
in the finale.
“The finish line was very
long and therefore it was
important to save energy until
the very end. Sam gambled a
bit and actually I thought he
was too far behind. But then
with 100 meters the door
opened.
“He rode an easy sprint and
won confidently. Sam was
simply the fastest on the final
meters. Our goal was to win a
stage and that’s what we’ve

achieved now and there is
more for Sam in this race,” he
said.
Yesterday’s result, coupled
with his podium finish the day
before, puts to bed any concern that Bennett’s ride in the
Tour de France last month
may take some time to recover
from.
Bennett was forced to withdraw on stage 17 but that low
point for the Carrick-on-Suir,
Co Tipperary man now looks
like a distant memory following his rides on the opening
two stages of his first race
back.
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ose Mourinho had
seemingly heard
enough, even though
he hadn’t come anywhere close to saying enough.
About four minutes into the
daily newspaper section of his
Friday press conference
ahead of Sunday’s game
against Manchester City, and
after unsuccessfully attempting to kill discussion of the
Eva Carneiro and Jon Fearn
story by insisting he would
take no questions after what
was a rather fudged general
statement on the matter, the
Chelsea manager became so
irritated with repeated pressing on the issue that he got up
and went to walk out of the
room.
Mourinho was talked into
s i t t i n g b a ck d o w n by t h e
cl u b ’ s H e a d o f C o m m u n i -

cations, but he still wasn’t
standing up to questions well.
This was actually a rarelyseen Mourinho. Normally so
comfortable at controlling
such stories, he was this time
struggling to stay coherent as
he scrabbled for responses.
The exchange went as follows, as journalists ignored
the club’s stance that they
would not be further discussing Mourinho’s criticism and apparent demotion of Carneiro and
Fearn for running on
to the pitch at the
end of the 2-2 draw
with Swansea
City to treat
Eden Hazard.
Question:
Jose, quite an
important
issue has
been raised
this week, especially following the Fabrice
Muamba incident.
Who is ultimately
in charge?
“I don’t answer.”
Q: It is a serious
issue.
“I don’t answer.”
Q : B u t y o u ’ ve
brought it into the
spotlight?
“I
don’t
answer.”
Q: Have
you

KMn\\b
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BOXING:
European
Boxing
Championships, (RTÉ Two, 4.30pm).
GOLF: USPGA Championship, (Sky
Sports 4, 4pm).
LADIES FOOTBALL: Peil na mBan
Beo. (TG4. 3.45pm).
RUGBY UNION: International, New
Zealand v Australia, (Sky Sports 3,
8am), Ireland v Scotland, (Sky Sports 1,
4.30pm, highlights RTÉ Two, 9.55pm),
England v France, (Sky Sports 1,
7.15pm), Argentina v South Africa, (Sky
Sports 1, 11.30am).
SOCCER:
Premier
League,
Southampton v Everton, (BT Sport 1,
midday); Championship, Burnley v

spoken to the players in terms
of their role in injury management?
“That’s my problem.”
Q: There are very serious issues around the professional
responsibilities of a doctor.
The General Medical Council
h a ve b e e n i n volved?
“I am not going
to discuss it.”
Q: But you have
raised the whole
issue by your actions?
“ Yo u c a n
make the
questions
and
we
don’t stop
you
making
the
questions, but
you cannot make
me answer you. I
don’t answer.
“You shouldn’t
ask. It is my opinion
and your opinion. I
don’t answer you.”
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Birmingham, (Sky Sports 5, midday), QPR
v Cardiff City, (Sky Sports 5, 5pm); Ligue 1,
Guingamp v Lyon, (BT Sport 1, 6.45pm).
7RPRUURZ
CRICKET: International T20, South Africa v
New Zealand, (Sky Sports Ashes,
12.55pm).
GAA: All-Ireland SHC semi-final, Galway v
Tipperary, (RTÉ Two, Sky Sports 3,
3.30pm); The Sunday Game, (RTÉ Two,
9.30pm).
GOLF: USPGA Championship, (Sky
Sports 4, 4pm).
SOCCER: Premier League, Crystal Palace
v Arsenal, (Sky Sports 1, 12.30pm),
Manchester City v Chelsea, (Sky Sports 1,
3.30pm); Championship, Wolves v Hull
City, (Sky Sports 5, 11.55am); SPFL, Alloa
Athletic v Rangers, (BT Sport 1, midday);
Ligue 1, Reims v Marseille, (BT Sport//
ESPN, 1pm), Lorient v Bastia, (BT Sport 1,
3.45pm); Eredivisie, PSV Eindhoven v FC

So much for “we don’t stop
you making the questions”.
W h e n a n o t h e r t wo w e r e
a s ke d , M o u r i n h o t r i e d t o
avoid them altogether.
“Don’t make me [answer]
another question, or I go. I go.
Think twice before you ask
the question. Think twice.”
The question was asked.
“Now, I go. Have a good
weekend.”
Having been talked around,
Mourinho reiterated the
warning. “Okay, we have Man
City. Let’s talk about that, or I
go.” There was, however, another curiosity to all of this. In
so consciously trying to
control the story about the
physios, it was almost as if the
Portuguese let his guard down
enough elsewhere to more expansively discuss what might
be other reasons for his
conspicuous crabbiness so far
this season.
A forthright Mourinho admitted a certain frustration at
not yet bringing in players of
the required quality, and that
his side were not yet “at the
top of our game”.
“It’s not because we don’t
want to,” the Chelsea manager said of transfer activity.
“It’s because it’s not possible.
The club tried as it always
tried. It’s not possible, we have
to adapt to it, so in this moment we are a bit limited, but a
couple of weeks more to go. I
have no doubts that the club

Groningen, (Sky Sports 3, 11.20am).
TENNIS: WTA, Rogers Cup final, (BT Sport
2, 6pm); ATP, Rogers Cup final, (Sky
Sports 3, 8pm).
0RQGD\*$$
GAA 2015, (TG4, 8.30pm).
SOCCER: Airtricity League Live,
(Shamrock Rovers v Cork City, RTÉ Two,
7.05pm); Premier League, Liverpool v
Bournemouth, (Sky Sports 1, 7pm;
Spanish Super Cup, Barcelona v Athletic
Bilbao, (Sky Sports 4, 10.55pm); Soccer
Republic, (RTÉ Two, 10.55pm).
T E N N I S : AT P M a s t e r s , We s t e r n &
Southern Open, (Sky Sports 3, 4pm; WTA,
Western & Southern Open, (BT Sport 1,
4pm).
7XHVGD\
T E N N I S : AT P M a s t e r s , We s t e r n &
Southern Open, (Sky Sports 3, 4pm; WTA,
Western & Southern Open, (BT Sport).

will give the squad a couple
more players.”
They are expected to acquire a left-back in Augsburg’s Baba Rahman, and a
centre-half, with John Stones
of Everton the most discussed.
It is known that Mourinho did
want another fast attacking
option behind the striker,
though, and that hasn’t yet
been delivered. It means that
one of last season’s problems
hasn’t yet been f ixed, and
there’s still a danger they will

:HGQHVGD\
CRICKET: First ODI, South Africa v New
Zealand, (Sky Sports Ashes, 11.25am).
EQUESTRIAN: FEI European Championship, (Eurosport, 3pm).
SOCCER: Champions League Live,
(Celtic v Malmo), (RTÉ Two, 7.30pm).
T E N N I S : AT P M a s t e r s , We s t e r n &
Southern Open, (Sky Sports 3, 4pm; WTA,
Western & Southern Open, (BT Sport 1,
4pm).
7KXUVGD\
CRICKET: Fifth Test, First Day, England v
Australia, (Sky Sports Ashes, 10am).
GOLF: European Tour, Made In Denmark,
(Sky Sports 4, 10.30am; PGA Tour, Wyndham Championship, (Sky Sports 4, 8pm).
T E N N I S : AT P M a s t e r s , We s t e r n &
Southern Open, (Sky Sports 3, 4pm; WTA,
Western & Southern Open, (BT Sport 2,
4pm).

be too predictable in games
they aren’t winning.
Mourinho also admitted
that attempts to fix another of
last season’s problems — the
tiredness they showed late on
— had a side-effect now: a
slower start.
“We made a decision that we
think is the right decision. We
chose to give the players a
proper holiday and to give the
players one month’s holiday.
At that moment, we know that
the start is not going to be the

)ULGD\
ATHLETICS: World Championships,
Beijing, (BBC Two, 12.05am, (Sat) & Eurosport, 12.30am, Sat).
CRICKET: Fifth Test, Second Day,
England v Australia, (Sky Sports Ashes,
10am).
EQUESTRIAN: FEI European
Championship, (Eurosport, 4.30pm).
GENERAL: Seó Spóirt, (TG4, 7.30pm).
G O L F: E u r o p e a n To u r, M a d e I n
Denmark, (Sky Sports 4, 10.30am; PGA
Tour, Wyndham Championship, (Sky
Sports 4, 8pm).
SOCCER: FAI Cup: Cork City v St
Patrick’s Athletic, (RTÉ Two, 7pm);
Championship, Birmingham City v
Derby County, (Sky Sports 5, 7pm;
Ligue 1, Montpellier v Paris St Germain,
(BT Sport/ESPN, 7.30pm).
TENNIS: ATP Masters, Western &
Southern Open, (Sky Sports 3, 4pm;
WTA, Western & Southern Open, (BT
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same kind of start that we had
last year.
“The team had problems [at
the end of last season], the
team was tired. This season
we tried to go in another direction. We went to a slower start,
a short pre-season, only three
matches before the Charity
Shield and only four matches
before the beginning of the
season. Clearly we know what

we are doing. Clearly some
bodies didn’t react as well as
we expected.
“In the end of the fourth
match in the Premier League,
we are going to be in a good
situation… But yes, we are not
at the top of our game. The
normal tendency is week after
week to improve.”
At the very end, Mourinho
was again asked about the

physio story, and whether he
realises how much power he
has through his comments
and position.
“ P o w e r , o h m y wo r d .
Power? Jesus Christ! Power of
what? The only power I have is
to chose the team that plays
Sunday, to chose who goes on
the bench, to chose what we do
in the week, which exercises
we do, which direction we try

to take our game plan. It is the
power I have and that is not
power... I have power for nothing.”
So, he doesn’t see himself as
a “Godfather” of the Premier
League — as he put it back in
2013?
“I am not the Godfather.”
He certainly didn’t have the
control over this story he
would have liked.

Long serving Cork GAA
medic Dr Con Murphy has
revealed that in almost 40
years he’s never once been ordered by a manager to withhold treatment from a player.
Chelsea manager Jose
Mourinho slammed team doctor Eva Carneiro as ‘naive’ for
rushing on to treat play maker
Eden Hazard at a crucial stage
late in last weekend’s disappointing draw with Swansea.
The Premier League
holders were momentarily reduced to nine men because
goalkeeper Thibaut Courtouis
had already been sent off and
Mourinho claimed his medics
didn’t ‘understand the game’.
Carneiro and physio Jon
Fearn have reportedly been
downgraded from their usual
match day roles for
tomorrow’s showdown with
title rivals Manchester City.
Dr Con believes Carneiro’s
position at Chelsea is now
‘untenable’ given the crucial
breakdown in trust between
her and Mourinho.
“ T h e r e ’ s a ve r y g o o d
relationship
between
managers and medical staff
within the GAA, I think they
have a really good balance on
this,” he said. “In all my time
with Cork teams, no manager
has ever tried to twist my arm
or suggest that a player
doesn’t receive treatment
because it’s a tight game or
whatever. I think it’s going to
be very interesting now to see
how Mourinho handles the
Chelsea situation. The lady is
obviously very popular at the
club. He was 100% wrong. I
could see the Chelsea fans
turning on him to a degree.
“I think he just made an
er ror of judgement in
overreacting to a bad result,
he blamed the first person that
came into his head.
“It’s unfortunate for her
because I don’t see her

p o s i t i o n a s b e i n g t e n a bl e
going forward. Their relationship is based completely on
trust and if the trust is broken
I don’t see how it can
continue.” Dr Con said the one
change he has noticed with
regard to medical treatment of
GAA players over the years is
that there is more of it,
suggesting that’s not necessarily a positive development.
“I think there’s a general
tendency to come in quicker
now,” he explained. “I think
we’d want to be conscious of
what we stop play for.
Obviously, head injuries and
blood injuries are a totally
different thing but I see it an
awful lot that referees will
stop a game for a player to tie
his laces.
“I’m involved with Cork
since 1976 and I’d say it was
easily my 10th or 12th visit to
Croke Park before I actually
came onto the field of play to
treat someone and I was the
only medical person with the
team.
“That’s definitely one thing
we’re seeing over the years,
people are coming in quicker
now, in all sports.
“Sometimes I think it’s
overdone.”
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Manchester City boss Manuel
Pellegrini has backed record
signing Raheem Sterling to
deliver against the likes of
Chelsea.
City’s £49million summer
signing from Liverpool is
poised to make his home debut
at Etihad Stadium tomorrow.
Sterling spurned a good
chance to score in City’s first
game of the season, Monday’s
3-0 win at West Brom, but Pellegrini has no doubt his
quality will soon show.
He said: “I think that he will
be a very dangerous player.

Maybe we were criticised for
the amount we paid for him
but I am sure he will demonstrate during the year, especially against the big teams,
why he was valued so much.”
Sterling excelled as Liverpool ran City close in the
battle for the title in 2014. He
flourished alongside the influential Luis Suarez and Pellegrini thinks City’s creative
players will similarly bring
the best out of the 20-year-old.
He said: “It is always important for young players to
play with good players who
can improve them, the same
way he did with Luis Suarez or

(Steven) Gerrard for Liverpool.
“Here he will play David
Silva, Sergio Aguero, Yaya
Toure, with players that will
make him improve in a lot of
ways. Young players always
learn from important players.
It is very important for them
to play with him.
“I think last year he scored
11 in all competitions. I am
sure this season he will improve.”
Pellegrini claims he will
have no issue shaking Chelsea
rival Jose Mourinho’s hand
this weekend.
The two managers have a ri-

valry dating back to when
Mourinho succeeded Pellegrini as Real Madrid boss in 2010
and made unflattering comments about his predecessor.
They did not shake hands
after their first meeting in
England in October 2013,
when Mourinho’s Chelsea
snatched a late Fernando
Torres winner at Stamford
Bridge and the Portuguese
celebrated extravagantly.
Mourinho was involved in
another handshake incident a
fortnight ago when he did not
acknowledge Arsene Wenger
after Community Shield defeat to Arsenal.

But Pellegrini said: “I said
the first day I arrived here I
have my differences with him
but... I always shake hands
with him.”
Pellegrini feels it is important to get a good result this
weekend to send out a strong
message for the season ahead,
even if it is too early to talk
about the encounter in terms
of its title significance.
The Chilean, who has
beaten Mourinho just twice in
13 attempts in England and
Spain, said: “We are not thinking about the title in the second game but we are thinking
about trying to win our points

at home, especially as we are
playing against the champions and one of the teams
that has a lot of chances to win
the title.
“It is the same as Manchester United, Arsenal,
Liverpool, Tottenham – all the
big teams.”
Pellegrini would not comment on reports claiming City
have lodged a £47 million (€66
million) bid with Wolfsburg
for Kevin de Bruyne or rumours linking the club with
apparent Manchester United
target Pedro of Barcelona,
simply saying: “I don’t talk
about rumours.”
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Manager Arsene Wenger accepts Arsenal will feel a little
smaller following defeat in
their opening game against
We s t H a m a n d s a y s t h e
response can define their season.
The Gunners head to Crystal Palace tomorrow aiming to
pick themselves up from the
bitter disappointment of losing 2-0 at home on the opening
weekend of the Barclays Premier League.
Going into the new campaign, Wenger’s squad – bolstered by the summer signing
of veteran Petr Cech and having beaten Chelsea in the FA
Community Shield at Wembley – were seen as genuine
title contenders.
The Arsenal manager is
confident that belief in the
squad remains intact and it is
how his players recover from
such disappointments which
will be the yardstick for success come May 2016.
“Every defeat makes you a
bit smaller, but it is our job to
take it in perspective with 37
games to go,” said Wenger.
“We have the history behind
us from the second half of the
campaign last year which
shows we have the quality to
always respond and to be consistent, so let’s focus on our
quality.
Following Sunday’s loss,
Wenger once again was left
facing questions over the direction of his side, both under
the media spotlight and from
Arsenal’s own supporters.
“We have a big following
and disappointed people are
emotional, that is understandable and it hurts us as well to
disappoint people who have a
high level of expectation,” he
said on Friday.
“We have analysed what
happened to us, but we don’t
have to go overboard with
what happened. It is a defeat
and it hurts, but that
shouldn’t take our belief in
our potential away.”
Wenger said there had been
nothing “concrete from anybody” amid reports of interest
from Palermo in forward Joel
Campbell and also played
down suggestions there were
talks with full-back Nacho
M o n r e a l o ve r a c o n t r a c t
extension.
Arsenal have been linked
with big-money moves for
both defensive midf ielder
Grzegorz Krychowiak at Sevilla and Real Madrid forward
Karim Benzema.
While keen to bring in new
talent ahead of the transfer
window closing on September
1, Wenger stressed completing
any potential deal was not always simple.
“If we find somebody who
strengthens our squad then
we will do it, but it is not
supermarket stuff where you
go in and say, ’I would like
this, please can you give it to
me,” he said.

Roberto Soldado is on the
verge of moving back to Spain
after Tottenham last night
reached an agreement to sell
the striker to Villarreal.
Soldado became Spurs’ most
expensive signing when he
moved to north London from
Valencia for £26 million (€36
million) in August 2013.
But he scored just 16 goals
in 76 appearances over the
course of his two seasons at
White Hart Lane and found
himself below Harry Kane in
the pecking order in the
second half of last term.
The 30-year-old has now
been thrown a lifeline by
Villar real, who confirmed
Soldado has agreed a threeyear deal and will be
presented on Monday.
Meanwhile, Spurs boss
Mauricio Pochettino is not expecting Hugo Lloris to go anywhere after his captain told
him he wants to help bring
Champions League football
back to White Hart Lane.
It is three years since the
France skipper swapped Lyon
for north London, penning a
four-year deal after arriving
in a deal that could reach
£11.9m. Upon signing, Lloris
spoke of his confidence that
Spurs could qualify for the
Champions League, but three
managers and three seasons
on they have yet to do so.
The 28-year-old, who last
summer extended his deal to
2019, has made no secret of his
desire to return to European
football’s elite competition,
but Pochettino does not worry
that desire could see him push
for a move to Manchester
United.
“There are a lot of rumours,” the Spurs coach said.
“Hugo is very happy to be
here. His commitment with
the club is high. I think we
need to be happy because if
Manchester United want Lloris, it’s because he’s a great
goalkeeper.”
Pochettino is confident Tottenham will this weekend
make up for last season’s
home and away defeats to
Stoke. “It’s a good opportunity
to take our revenge,” Pochettino said of today’s match.
“It’s a dif ferent season,
we’re happy with our
performance – disappointed
w i t h t h e re s u l t – a g a i n s t
United but I think the way we
played, our performance was
good. We need to show Saturd a y w e d e s e r ve d m o r e . ”
Danny Rose, Andros Townsend, Alex Pritchard and Lloris are fit to face the Potters.
Stoke boss Mark Hughes
could unleash his latest
eye-catching arrival, Xherdan
Shaqiri, on Spurs after he
joined the Potters from Inter
Milan for a club-record £12m.
The Swiss international adds
to an array of attackers incl u d i n g I b r a h i m A f e l l a y ,
Bojan Krkic, Marko Arnautovic and Jon Walters.
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lan Pardew has never
been slow to offer
reminders when he
has done something
well, and considering Crystal
Palace’s transformation from
relegation-threatened to top
half of the table this year,
b a c k e d u p by t h e m o s t
impressive transfer dealings
of any side outside of the top
six excepting Stoke, that
knowing grin has widened.
It would be unjust to say
things only started going right
for Palace when Pardew took
the reins on 2 January. Tony
Pulis had done a fine job
before walking out on the eve
of last season, despite his
replacement, Neil Warnock, veering them off
track.
But it has been Pardew
— the former player
looking to redeem
himself after an
ultimately unsuccessful time at
Newcastle where
he was unloved
and unlikely to
progress the
team due to a
fractious relationship with
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the owner, Mike Ashley —
who has taken them to the
next level.
Yesterday, when asked
about his marquee summer
signing, Yohan Cabaye,
Pardew took delight in saying
the Frenchman would walk
into Arsenal’s team. They
worked together at Newcastle
before Cabaye was lured to
PSG. Having struggled to
impress at Paris, he was more
than happy to return to the
Premier League — albeit with
a point to prove. Sometimes
the incessant need for
comparison can grate but
Pardew was justified to
illustrate how far his team
have come by attracting a
player who was a key
component for France in
last year’s World Cup.
“I go back three years ago
when Yohan wouldn’t play at
Manchester City [for Newcastle] because he thought he
was going to Arsenal. So it is
quite ironic he’s here with us
at Palace,” Pardew said.
“He is a fantastic player. We
are honoured to have him and
he is definitely the level of
Arsenal players. I don’t think
Arsène Wenger or anyone at
Arsenal would disagree
with that. We have a
player who could definitely play in their team
and that is a nice feeling
for us. He can give us
control in games.”
Traditionally
South London has
been the poorer
half of town.
Back in the dark
days, cab drivers
would often refuse to cross the
Thames and it
probably extends
beyond
coincidence the
three clubs based
there were also less
afﬂuent than the majority of their north-

$ODQ6PLWK
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ern neighbours.
However, as South London
regenerates, so do Palace. The
club’s perception has altered
greatly and long-term
suf ferers are suddenly
hopeful. It has been some time
since the atmosphere at
Selhurst Park has been as
positive and while battle-worn
cynics are waiting for it all to
fall apart, there is a sense that
things remain upwardly mobile for the foreseeable future.
Crucially Pardew has been
allowed to spend and along
with Cabaye has brought in
C o n n o r Wi c k h a m f r o m
Sunderland, the talented
winger Bakary Sako, Wolves’
top scorer from the wing last
season, and Patrick Bamford
on loan from Chelsea.
Most importantly, Pardew
now has options. He can
change the system without
weakening the quality of
player on the pitch, he has a
bench packed with talent, and
confidence is soaring. Such is
the competition for places that
Yannick Bolasie and Mile
Jedinak, both focal points last
season, were left on the bench
with Wickham and Bamford.
Cabaye was always deployed as an attacking
midfielder by Pardew when
they first worked together at
St James’ Park but the
Frenchman started in a
defensive role at Norwich last
weekend, allowing Jordan
Mutch to roam forward. When
Jedinak was sprung off the
bench, Cabaye was moved
forward and subsequently
scored.

That newfound self-belief
among the squad is partially
supplemented by Pardew’s
infectious self-assuredness
but mostly the result of a
much-strengthened squad.
Last season’s wins against
Manchester
City
and
Liverpool still raised a couple
of eyebrows, though notably
not as much as the comeback
to ruin the latter’s fading title
dreams the season before.
That the hero of that Monday
night, Dwight Gayle, has been
deemed surplus to demands
and free to depart says a lot.
It is a mark of how far they
have come no positive result
can now be labelled a shock.
“Before, what we basically
told ourselves was to defend
throughout,” Bolasie said
earlier this week of their
approach to games against the
top sides. “But now we’ve
actually got players that can
settle it down and find the
pass, so I think we’re ready for
teams like that this season.”
Arsenal, then, best beware.
Pardew will believe he can do
a job on Wenger but expects to
face a wounded animal. “I’ll be
surprised if they’re not,” he
added. “Their manager has
enough experience to turn
that result against West Ham
from a negative into a positive.
It was a great performance by
West Ham. I was there, they
deserved to win and Arsenal
will be looking to rectify that.”
The only worry for Palace is
how awful their record is
against the Gunners. You have
to go back to October 1994 for
their last victory.

Saturday, 15.08.2015
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Adnan Januzaj lasted less
than an hour in his first start
for six months, but it was long
enough to deliver Manchester
United their second win of the
new season. It took manager
Louis van Gaal until the end of
September to reach that
landmark in his first year in
charge and now he has done in
it in his opening couple of
games this time.
“I think we played better
than last week and it was an
a w a y m a t c h s o I ’ m ve r y
happy,” said Van Gaal.
“I think in the first 20
m i n u t e s we ke p t t h e b a l l
better and we scored a
wonderful goal. After that I
think they were a little bit
nervous because we lost the
ball too easy but in the secondhalf, especially after the subs t i t u t e s , w e p l a y e d ve r y
controlled and could have
score more than only one.”
J a n u z a j , w h o fo u n d h i s
first-team chances limited
under Van Gaal, was pleased
to make such an impact on his
return to action for United.
“Obviously (I’m) feeling
good after scoring the goal, obviously I’ve not had a game for
a long time so my match fitness is not so good but I’m
happy to score for the team an
score the winner,” he said.
But despite the inspired
decision to recall the wonderfully talented Belgian
playmaker, United supporters
should not get too car ried
away by their back-to-back
clean sheets and one-goal
victories.A team with more attacking quality and conf idence than Tim Sherwood’s

Villa would surely have tested
stand-in goalkeeper Sergio
Romero more.
This match, so low on
quality, was lifted by the
excellent passing of United’s
Juan Mata and the one piece
of brilliance from Januzaj.
The Belgian, still only 20, was
recalled for his first start in
half a year ahead of Ashley
Young and settled the match
with his fifth United goal in
the 29th minute.
Luke Shaw and Mata
combined well in the build-up
o n t h e l e f t . A n d i t wa s a
defence-killing pass from
Mata that allowed Januzaj to
burst clear the wrong side of
Micah Richards. He controlled
on the corner of six-yard-box,
checked back on to his right
foot, to send a series of Villa
defenders sliding out of the
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Te a m I r e l a n d O n e Wa l l
r e p r e s e n t a t i ve C a t r i o n a
Casey, from Ballydesmond,
Co Cork, is still going strong
in the Open Singles at the
World Handball Championships in Calgary, Canada.
The UL student, who has
been the dominant force in
the four-wall code at home
and internationally over the
past 18 months, has advanced
to the semi-final of the One
Wall Open Singles, where
she was due to take the
court against American
left-hander Danielle Daskalakis late last night.
Meanwhile, an all-Irish
final is still a possibility, with
Down’s Lor raine Havern

Handball
seeing of f USA’s Karen
McConney to advance in her
quarter-final.
Elsewhere, stand-out U19s
Dar ren Doherty from
Monaghan and Tyrone’s
Johnny Woods are on course
to meet in the final of that
grade in One Wall.
Both men were due to take
to the court last night,
with DCU student Doherty
facing Spaniard Saxa Kruit h o f P e r e l l o a n d Wo o d s
taking on New Yorker Kody
Yan.
The four-wall Open grades,
f e a t u r i n g f i ve - i n - a - r o w chasing Paul Brady from
Cavan, serve off tomorrow.
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way, and shot through a sea of
legs to scoredinto the f ar
corner of the net with the aid

of a deflection. Sherwood,
after selling striker Christian
Benteke to Liverpool for over
£30m, has spent £50m
strengthening last season’s
relegation-threatened squad,
including the huge £7m he
splashed yesterday on Barcelona winger Adama Traore, a
19-year-old with just one La
Liga appearance to his name
in Spain. That deal came too
late for him to make his debut
in front of a sold out Villa Park
which was shaking with excitement at kick-off, despite
horrendous Friday traffic and
weather conditions on the
afternoon of the match.
An over-exuberant captain
Richards, one of those
summer signings trying to
make an impression on his
first Villa Park appearance,
almost seemed to be trying too
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Heading into last night’s final
pair of stages in the Todd’s
Leap Ulster Rally, Donegal’s
Donagh Kelly/Kevin Flanagan (Ford Focus WRC) led the
Skoda Fabia S2000 of Antrim’s Desi Henry and his
Cork co-driver Liam Moynihan by 12.6 seconds
Top seed Garry Jennings
(Subaru WRC) lost more than
30 seconds on the first stage
with anti-lag woes and took a
40-second penalty to rectify
the issue before setting the
best time on SS2. He trails
Kelly by one minute and 3.6
seconds.
K e l l y i s ve r y m u c h i n
championship mode and
needs just four points to
c l i n c h t h e I r i s h Ta r m a c
series.

Motorsport
I t wa s a ve r y d i f f e re n t
leaderboard to other ITC
rounds with the Mini WRC
Derek McGeehan and the Citroen DS3R5 of Jonny Greer
completing the top five after
two stages.
Sixth-placed Frank Kelly
(Escort) led the Modified section; Derek McGarrity (Subaru WRC) in seventh was concerned about the rise in temperature. A mere half second
separated the Peugeot
208R2’s of Coleraine’s Jon
Armstrong and Killarney’s
Rob Duggan as another
young gun Callum Devine
(Opel Adam) completed the
top 10 prior to last night’s
final two stages. There are
eight more stages today.
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hard to impress.
Villa started the second
period well too and a
misplaced Mata pass allowed
Jordan Ayew an opportunity,
but he blazed his shot over the
bar. Ayew was later booked
for diving on an unimpressive
Vi l l a P a r k b o w . G a b by
Agbonlahor went close with a
header from a corner soon
after and now the home crowd
were chanting Rudy Rudy –
trying to persuade Sherwood
to send on Saturday’s debut
goal hero from the win at

Bournemouth. They got their
wish on 58th minute as Scott
Sinclair made way for
Gestede, the summer signing
from Blackburn.
Va n G a a l r e s p o n d e d
instantly by sending on Ander
Herrera and Bastian Schweinsteiger to try and shore up the
midf ield and stop his side
giving the ball away so often.
And the Dutch coach’s
tactics paid of f again Two
games, two wins and they are
not playing very well? Sounds
like United are back!
ASTON VILLA: Guzan 6; Bacuna 6, Richards 5, Clark 5, Amavi 7; Veretout 6,
Gueye 5, Westwood 6; Ayew 5, Agbonlahor 5, Sinclair 6 (Gestede 59, 5).
MAN UNITED: Romero 6, Darmian 6,
Smalling 7, Blind 7, Shaw 7; Carrick 7
(Schweinsteiger 59, 6), Schneiderlin 6;
Mata 7, Januzaj 7 (Herrera 59, 5) Depay
6 (Young 81, 6); Rooney.
Referee: Mike Dean 5/10
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Limerick’s Sam Barry yesterday powered his way through
to his first final appearance
on the ITF Men’s Futures circuit in 10 months. The 23year-old over-powered Britain’s Lloyd Glasspool 6-4 6-2
in the semi-finals of the outdoor claycourt event in Hyvinkaa, Finland.
Dubliner Jenny Claf fey
clinched a doubles semi-final
place in the ITF Women’s Circuit in Sharm El Sheikh,
Egypt, partnering Australia’s
Sara Tomic to a 6-3 6-1 win
over the Czech Republic’s Natalie Kallmunzerova and
Japan’s Seira Shimizu.
Meanwhile Fed Cup ace
Lauren Deegan sensationally
crashed out of the Co Wicklow Open at Bray last night.

Tennis
Paired against Greystones
16-year-old Anna Bowtell, No
3 seed Deegan (17), who represented Ireland in this year’s
Fed Cup campaign in Estonia
and thrashed Bosnia’s Jelena
Simic 6-0 6-2, came up short
on a 7-5 7-6 margin in their
women’s singles quarterfinal contest.
But No 2 and No 4 seeds
Mariyana Levova and Jennifer Timotin eased to the
s e m i - f i n a l s , o ve r c o m i n g
Sarah Healy and Deirbhile
O’Keeffe for the loss of only
one game and two games.
In the men’s singles
quarter-finals, former Davis
Cup player Colin O’Brien saw
off local lad Stephen Martin
before winning 6-4 6-3.
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Southampton (11) v Everton
(9) 12.45pm
Oriol Romeu, Southampton’s new
£5m signing from Chelsea, is
expected to make his debut.
Manager Ronald Koeman will also
return to the Saints bench. He will
be without two other summer
recruits, Steven Caulker (sinus
infection) and Jordie Clasie
(hamstring), as well as Ryan
Bertrand (knee).
Everton defender Leighton Baines
is out for three months after ankle
surgery so Brendan Galloway is
expected to deputise at left-back.
Forward Kevin Mirallas has
recovered from the ankle injury
while Gerard Deulofeu, Aiden
McGeady and Muhamed Besic all
returned to training this week.
Last season: Everton 1 Southampton 0, Southampton 3 Everton
0
Last five league matches:
Southampton LLWLD; Everton
LLWLD
Top scorers (all competitions):
Graziano Pelle (Southampton) 3;
Ross Barkley & Arouna Kone
(Everton) 1
Match odds: H 19-20 A 14-5 D 5-2
Referee: Michael Oliver
Sunderland (17) v Norwich (18)
3pm
Sunderland head coach Dick
Advocaat revealed winger Adam
Johnson’s shoulder injury is likely
to sideline him for six to seven
weeks. The Dutchman otherwise
has a relatively clean bill of health,
with only Jordi Gomez (knee) still
missing. Fellow midfielder Yann

M’Vila has been included in the
senior squad for the first time.
Norwich report no fresh injury
concerns. Midfielder Nathan
Redmond is pressing for a starting
place, as is forward Cameron
Jerome. Full-back Martin Olsson
(shoulder) continues his
rehabilitation, along with forward
Kyle Lafferty. Midfielder Youssouf
Mulumbu, a summer signing on a
free transfer from West Brom, is out
with a fractured metatarsal.
Last season: No corresponding
fixture
Last five league matches: Sunderland WDDLL; Norwich WLDWL
Top scorers (all competitions):
Jermain Defoe & Steven Fletcher
(Sunderland) 1; Nathan Redmond
(Norwich) 1
Match odds: H 2-1 A 6-5 D 23-10
Referee: Kevin Friend
Swansea (12) v Newcastle
(10), 3pm
Swansea will assess midfielder Ki
Sung-yueng, forced off in the first
half of the draw at Chelsea with a
sore hamstring — Jack Cork, an
impressive replacement at
Stamford Bridge, will start if Ki
does not make it.
Winger Jefferson Montero, taken
off on Saturday as a precaution
after cramping up, is fit and available.
Vurnon Anita is in the Magpies
squad after a back injury but fellow
midfielder Sylvain Marveaux
(groin) remains out. Striker Emmanuel Riviere has undergone minor
knee surgery, while midfielder
Remy Cabella (hip/thigh) has returned to training and will be joined
by defender Paul Dummett (hamstring) next week.
Last season: Newcastle 2 Swansea 3, Swansea 2 Newcastle 2
Last five league matches:
Swansea WWLLD; Newcastle
LDLWD
Top scorers (all competitions):

  

Andre Ayew & Bafetimbi Gomis
(Swansea) 1; Papiss Cisse &
Georginio Wijnaldum (Newcastle)
1
Match odds: H 10-11 A 3-1 D 5-2
Referee: Mike Jones
Tottenham (16) v Stoke (15), 3pm
Hugo Lloris is ready to start for
Tottenham after head coach
Mauricio Pochettino reported a
fully-fit squad ahead. The keeper,
who sustained a fractured wrist in
pre-season, played 90 minutes in
an U21 match on Monday.
Midfielder Andros Townsend
(shoulder) and defender Danny
Rose (quad) are also back in contention, while midfielder Alex Pritchard marked his return from injury
with two goals for the U21s against
Everton.
Stoke boss Mark Hughes will make
decision on new winger Xherdan
Shaqiri’s involvement, while
forward Marko Arnautovic and
defender Marc Wilson are available
after thigh and ankle problems.
Peter Odemwingie (hamstring) and
fellow forward Bojan Krkic (knee)
will not figure, although the latter is
close to making a first-team return
after a knee injury. Captain Ryan
Shawcross faces between two and
three months on the sidelines following back surgery.
Last season: Stoke 3 Tottenham 0,
Tottenham 1 Stoke 2
Last five league matches:
Tottenham LLWWL; Stoke LWDWL
Match odds: H 3-4 A 15-4 D 13-5
Referee: Robert Madley
Watford (13) v West Brom (20)
3pm
Midfielder Almen Abdi (knee) and
winger Steven Berghuis (leg) have
recovered from injury and are set
to be available for Watford —
Berghuis is set to make his debut
after joining from AZ Alkmaar last
month. Defender Miguel Britos and
keeper Giedrius Arlauskis are
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Referee: Anthony Taylor (Cheshire)
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Crystal Palace (3) v Arsenal (19),
1.30pm
Palace have no fresh injury concerns. Marouane Chamakh is unlikely to face his former club as the
striker is still recovering from a
hamstring problem, while goalkeeper Julian Speroni is also out
with a finger injury – Alex McCarthy
is expected to continue. Full-back
Hector Bellerin should return for
Arsenal after a thigh strain, while
forward Alexis Sanchez could start
having stepped up his training this
week after an extended break.
Tomas Rosicky (knee), fellow midfielder Jack Wilshere (leg) and forward Danny Welbeck (knee) wont
figure.
Last season: Crystal Palace 1 Arsenal 2, Arsenal 2 Crystal Palace 1
Last five league matches: Crystal
Palace LLWWW; Arsenal LDDWL
Top scorers (all competitions):
Yohan Cabaye, Damien Delaney &
Wilfried Zaha (Crystal Palace) 1;
Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain (Arsenal) 1
Match odds: H 4-1 A 8-11 D 13-5
Referee: Lee Mason
Man City (1) v Chelsea (8)
Sergio Aguero is in contention to
start for City – the striker is being
eased back into action after
international duty but has trained
without problem and is close to
match fitness. Midfielders Fabian
Delph (hamstring) and Fernando
(groin) are the only definite absentees while left-back Gael Clichy
(ankle) will be assessed.
A one-match ban means Chelsea
goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois will
be absent – the club failed to overturn the red card he received in the
second half of the 2-2 season
opener with Swansea, so Asmir
Begovic is set to deputise.

Midfielder Oscar is a doubt for the
match after picking up a knock in
training, but Diego Costa is in line
to start in attack after overcoming a
recurring hamstring injury and
playing the full 90 minutes last
weekend.
Last season: Chelsea 1 Man City
1, Man City 1 Chelsea 1
Last five league matches: Man
City WWWWW; Chelsea WDLWD
Top scorers (all competitions):
Yaya Toure (Man City) 2; Oscar
(Chelsea) 1
Match odds: H 21-20 A 13-5 D 125
Referee: Martin Atkinson
0RQGD\
Liverpool (6) v Bournemouth
(14), 8pm
Reds boss Brendan Rodgers could
name an unchanged side. Roberto
Firmino scored a hat-trick in a behind-closed-doors friendly this
week – which was also used to give
the likes of Danny Ings, Emre Can,
Kolo Toure and Mamadou Sakho
some match practice – but he is
likely to remain on the bench.
Midfielder Joe Allen (hamstring) is
sidelined. Cherries manager Eddie
Howe is unlikely to make wholesale changes despite the opening
defeat by Aston Villa. Howe has
spoken of remaining loyal to the
players who won promotion and
apart from midfielders Harry Arter
(groin), Shaun MacDonald (toe)
and Christian Atsu (back), he has a
fully fit squad.
Last season: No corresponding
fixture.
Last five league matches:
Liverpool WDLLW; Bournemouth
WDWWL
Top scorers (all competitions):
Phillippe Coutinho (Liverpool) 1;
Bournemouth n/a
Match odds: H 1-2 A 11-2 D 16-5
Referee: Craig Pawson
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West Ham (4) v Leicester (2)
Hammers boss Slaven Bilic
believes Diafra Sakho, arrested on
suspicion of assault, is in the right
f r a m e o f m i n d t o p l a y. C a r l
Jenkinson is available having been
ineligible to face parent club
Arsenal, while Pedro Obiang is fit but forwards Andy Carroll and
Enner Valencia (both knee) and
defender Joey O’Brien (hamstring)
are out and midfielder Morgan
Amalfitano is not in contention
having been made to train with the
youth team following a disagreement with Bilic.
Midfielder Matty James remains
the only absentee for Leicester due
to a knee problem. Striker Jamie
Vardy will be involved after being
disciplined by the club for using
racist language in a casino, while
Yohan Benalouane, Leonardo
Ulloa, Tom Lawrence, Liam Moore
and Ben Chilwell all managed the
full 90 minutes in an U21 Premier
League draw against Man United.
Last season: Leicester 2 West
Ham 1, West Ham 2 Leicester 0
Last five league matches: West
Ham WLLLW; Leicester WWDWW.
Top scorers (all competitions):
Mauro Zarate (West Ham) 2; Riyad
Mahrez (Leicester) 2
Match odds: H 5-6 A 3-1 D 23-10
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suspended. New striker Salomon
Rondon could make his West
Brom debut, on-loan Arsenal midfielder Serge Gnabry could also
feature as he looks to regain match
fitness, while defender Gareth
McAuley is available.
Last season: No corresponding
fixture Last five league matches:
Watford WWWDD; West Brom
WDWLL
Top scorers (all competitions):
Odion Ighalo & Miguel Layun (Watford) 1
Match odds: H 11-5 A 11-10 D 2310
Referee: Paul Tierney (Lancashire)
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he margins are so
small and Pat McGibbon knows that more
than most.
20 years ago, the hard work
was seemingly done. Signed
by Manchester United at 18,
the imposing centre-back
from Lurgan spent a few seasons on the periphery, inching
ever closer to the big time.
Around him, others were
doing likewise. The much-heralded ‘Class of ‘92’ were getting opportunities. But there
was a reason why it took
McGibbon a while longer to
get his chance.
“My brother, Philip, took
his own life eight months after
I went across. Whenever
something like that happens,
it’s obviously a very difficult
experience. You have to deal
with it and reﬂect but move on
quickly as well.
“Otherwise it’s going to
hold you back. I probably lost
a wee bit of confidence in the
very early stages of my career
after what happened. It’s just
natural.
“There’s the mental and
emotional aspects to it as well
– there are all those parts of
the game that you need to be a
top player.
“We were so close – typical
brothers. The club were terrific because the gaffer told
me to take as long as I wanted.
But what I found after being
home was that after two or
three weeks my circle of
friends were going to university, doing their own things. I
loved football and I needed to
get back into it. That’s not saying it wasn’t hard to deal with
– of course it was – but if I
wanted to make a career for
myself within the game I had
to get over that and probably
going out training and playing
matches was my therapy.”
After returning to Manchester, McGibbon worked
hard. With Steve Bruce, David
May and Paul Parker all battling various injuries, a firstteam breakthrough seemed
imminent. In May 1995, as
United still battled Blackburn
for the Premier League title,
he was named on the bench for
a key clash with Coventry at
Highfield Road. Sitting alongside him was David Beckham.
On the field were Gary Neville and Nicky Butt while
Paul Scholes scored the opening goal. That summer, there
was more good news. He was
assigned a shirt number for
the 1995/96 season and in
United’s official team photo,
he’s in the second row with
Beckham on one side and Eric
Cantona on the other. The big
grin says it all.
A month after the side’s
young guns infamously lost to
Aston Villa on the opening day
of the campaign, United
hosted second division York
City in a League Cup first-leg
tie at Old Trafford. McGibbon
got his opportunity and was
selected at centre-half, alongside Gary Pallister. It was an
experienced side. Parker,
Denis Irwin, Ryan Giggs, Lee
Sharpe and Brian McClair all
started but United’s midfield,
featuring three youngsters in
Beckham, Phil Neville and
Simon Davies, struggled. York
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Eoin
O’Callaghan
should’ve been in front long
before Paul Barnes opened the
scoring midway through the
first half. Five minutes after
the restart, it got much worse.
The visitors thumped a long
ball forward and McGibbon
and Pallister both stepped up,
trying to play offside. But the
ﬂag stayed down. Barnes was
through on goal so McGibbon
frantically chased before taking him down. A straight red
card and a penalty followed.
Barnes tucked it away while
Tony Barras added a third two
minutes later. It was an embarrassment. One of the biggest cup shocks ever.
Afterwards, McGibbon was
demoralised. Driving home
with his family, they stopped
at a McDonald’s for some comfort food. He walked in and
there was Beckham, with his
father, doing likewise. The
team-mates slumped over
their Big Macs, not saying
much.
The story goes that McGibbon never played another

competitive game for United
after his ‘nightmare’ debut
and was banished from Old
Trafford, never to be heard of
again. The truth is different.
“I was in the first-team
squad for the following season
and I did quite well in pre-season and played in the Umbro
Cup against Nottingham
Forest. The gaffer liked us getting more experience so I
headed on loan to Swansea. I
had played one game for them
but I was still training three
days a week at United. At one
United session, I went in for a
tackle with Ronnie Wallwork
and my knee went the opposite way. I was out for five
months and had two operations. I came back the following spring and Wigan offered
to take me on loan and I ended
up scoring the goal that got
them promoted.
“United offered me a twoyear contract but Wigan offered to buy me. At that stage,
the fact I would be playing
competitive football and be-

cause I had scored an important goal for them and they
were progressing, I went. And
the fact I played over 200 times
for them, I don’t have any regrets.” McGibbon enjoyed five
years at Wigan before lesssuccessful stints at Scunthorpe and Tranmere and finished out his playing days
back home with Portadown
and Glentoran. While with the
Latics though, he qualified
from the University of Salford
with a degree in physiotherapy. But even though he continues to do some part-time
physio work, coaching is his
passion and he recently picked up his Uefa Pro-Licence.
There was a brief spell as
manager of second-tier Newry
City too, an experience he enjoyed.
But he’s also immersed in
educating young players. He
founded a coaching programme in the Lurgan area
called Train To Be Smart
which centres on improving
and developing children without unnecessary pressure, essentially giving them direction rather than false hope.
The initiative spawned a
newly-established club, TTBS
Juniors, with various underage teams now in place. He’s
also working with a leading
mental health group in Northern Ireland to try and improve

the framework used by underage coaches.
McGibbon is one of the
lucky ones. He’s still tied to
the game, unable to ignore the
allure of it, despite a high-profile setback while a young,
hotly-tipped youngster at a big
club. Those that have followed
a similar path often grow disillusioned, frustrated and
angry by what could’ve been.
It’s a cliche that he’s managed
to avoid.
“For reasons of their own,
there was quite a few players
at United that maybe didn’t
fulfil their potential or fell
away from the game itself.
Giuliano Maiorana got badly
injured. Adrian Doherty was a
terrific player who was really
unfortunate with injury. And
Ben Thornley was as good as
anyone of that 1992 group.
“There was a lad – Paul
Wratten – who when I first

went over was a
terrifically-talented player. But
sometimes it’s
fate through
injury and other
times it’s
whether you
have that
whole holistic
approach to it.
For some, the
physical attributes let them
down, sometimes the tactical
or the mental.
“Coaching young players
now, the want is for the finished product. The want is for
the coloured boots, the fancy
car and if you ask them why
they want to be a footballer,
it’s not about waking up every
morning and getting to do
something they love. It’s more
about the rewards they can get
from it. People don’t understand the sacrifices that have
to be made in order to get to
that point. Phil Neville says it
in the Class of ‘92 documentary – about having to drive
through things. The example
he used was the boot room
with the apprentices and having to do the chores for the
first-team lads. There’s that
resilience factor that you
need, especially when, like in
my case, you get sent-off or
you get slated by the press.”
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Victory tasted sweet for Bohemians last night as they broke
a two-game losing streak overcoming 10-man Galway
United at Dalymount Park.
Ismhail Akinade and Jake

Kelly were on target early on
before Kelly netted a penalty
to cap off a 12th league win of
the season as Galway had
Enda Curran sent off.
There was a noticeable urgency in Bohs’ play from the
first whistle, and they pushed
Galway onto the back-foot
with clever running off the
ball by Akinade, Kelly, and

Keith Buckley.
Bohs went ahead on nine
minutes when Akinade raced
onto a through ball before slotting it past goalkeeper Ger
Hanley for the opening goal.
Bohs didn’t ease up, as
Paddy Kavanagh smashed a
shot just over the crossbar. It
was a sign of the positive attacking play that Keith Long’s

side maintained throughout.
Another pleasing aspect for
Long would have been how
stubborn Bohs were defensively, having conceded eight
goals in their last two games.
Galway did try their best to
unlock them and Jake Keegan
rattled the side-netting. But
Bohs were two up by that
stage after Kelly fired in. A

real livewire, Kelly deserved
his first home goal.
Any chance of the visitors
rescuing even a point disappeared when Curran was sent
of f for a rash tackle on
Stephen Best. Worse was to
come for Galway though. Two
stretchers were required to
carry substitute Marc Ludden
off following a serious injury

and Kelly rubbed further salt
into their wounds by converting a penalty late on.
BOHS: Delany; Murphy, Prendergast,
Best, Fitzgerald (Caffrey 90); Kavanagh,
Mulcahy (Wearen 90+3), Lopes, Kelly;
Buckley (Byrne 90); Akinade.
GALWAY UNITED: Hanley; Raftery,
Cantwell, Oji, Horgan; Shanahan, Byrne,
Sinnott (Ludden 58, O’Leary 72), Molloy;
Walsh (Curran 24), Keegan.
Referee: James McKell (Tipperary).
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Dundalk took full advantage of Cork City’s shock slipup when boosting their backto-back title hopes with a win
at the Brandywell.
Now seven points clear of
the Leesiders, the Lilywhites
netted their goals at vital
stages against Derry, Ciaran
Kilduff’s opener seconds before the half-time whistle,
w h i l e D a ve M c M i l l a n ’ s
clincher arrived in the 87th
minute.
Dundalk didn’t have it all
their own way despite the dismissal of Derry’s Conor
McCormack in the 23rd minute.
The visitors created three
chances over the opening 15
minutes but Richie Towell,
Daryl Horgan and Kildfuff all
failed to find the net.
However, in the 18th minute
Derry defender, Aaron Barry,
stung the palms of Gary
Rogers with a superb effort,
the Dundalk keeper pushing
the ball wide at the expense of
a corner.
The game was then turned
on its head when Conor
M c C o r m a ck wa s s h o w n a
straight red card in the 23rd
minute following an over-robust challenge of Dundalk
full-back, Sean Gannon.
And having voiced his objections to referee, Rob Harvey’s decision, Derry’s assistant manager, Paul Hegarty,

was then ejected from the dugout.
The home side was then
forced into positional
switches, with Mark Timlin
forced to lead the front-line on
his own, Stephen Dooley,
dropping back into midfield.
However, it was the “Candystripes” who threatened
ag ain when Timlin’s shot
c o u l d o n l y b e p a r r i e d by
Rogers.
Derry had hoped to reach
the interval on level terms, but
poor defensive play cost them
dearly.
With four minutes of added
time signalled, the home side
suffered a devastating body
blow.
Having failed to clear their
lines in the 49th minute Dane
Massey made the home lot pay
dearly, the full-back played
Kilduff into a one-on-one situation with keeper, Ger Doherty, and the Dundalk striker
made no mistake.
After the break the lively
John Mountney squandered a
d e c e n t ch a n c e w h e n we l l
placed, the winger screwing
his shot wide of the target in
the 55th minute.
Derry continued to push
forward and Rob Cornwall
should have done better when
heading an effort directly into
the welcoming hands of
Rogers in the 63rd minute.
Towell missed a superb
chance following Mountney’s
cut-back five mintues later before Doherty dived low at the
feet of Mountney.
Substitute, McMillan
flashed an ef for t over the
Derry crossbar while Timlin’s
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low shot at the other end failed
to find the target.
McMillian was denied by
Doherty with six minutes remaining, Towell blasting the

loose ball high over the Derry
crossbar before the substitue
had the final say when finishing well having been played
through by Horgan.

DERRY CITY - Doherty 7; Cornwall 6,
McBride 7 (Sharkey, 73), Barry 8;
McCormack 6, McEneff 6; Lowry 6,
McNamee 6, Jarvis 7; Dooley 6 (Curtis,
h/t), Timlin 7 (Curran, 81).

DUNDALK - Rogers 7; Gannon 7, Gartland 7,, Boyle 6, Massey 7; Mountney 9,
Towell 7, O’Donnell 7, Finn 7, Horgan 8;
Kilduff 7 (McMillan, 74).
Referee - R. Harvey (Athlone).
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Sligo Rovers took full advantage of Drogheda playing with
10 men for 65 minutes as they
boosted their survival hopes
and plunged the Boynesiders
deep into relegation trouble at
United Park.
With Drogheda six points
ahead of the Bit O’Red and
bottom club Limerick gaining
ground fast, this was a chance
for the home side to take a
huge step towards Premier
Division safety. But after an
uneventful opening quarter, it
was Sligo who took a firm grip
as they found themselves two
goals ahead against a Drogheda team reduced to 10 men
shortly before going 1-0 down.

The sending-of f after 25
minutes was controversial as
Robert Bayly brought down
John Russell in the centre
circle but it appeared a yellow
card would suffice.
From Sligo’s next attack Michael Schlingermann produced a brilliant save to keep
out a Morten Nielsen header,
but the Danish striker was celebrating from the resulting
corner as he headed home
from Russell’s centre.
Worse was to follow for the
Boynesiders on 31 minutes.
Jason Hughes nicked possession in midfield before running unchallenged to goal and
slipping a low shot beyond
Schlingermann.
Six minutes into the second
half the visitors copper-fastened the points with the
third. Russell’s cross was met

by Nielsen who netted at the
second attempt after his first
header was parried.
Just before the hour mark
the 10-man Boynesiders did
put together a fine passing
move, but substitute Stephen
Maher’s header was saved by
Richard Brush.
Substitute Anthony Elding
and enjoyed a memorable return to Sligo colours as he
netted from the spot in the
84th minute after Daly had
fouled Keith Ward in the box.
DROGHEDA UNITED: Schlingermann;
Daly, Byrne, O’Reilly, O’Brien; Whelan
Thornton, Bayly, Marks; Duffy; Pender.
Subs: Maher for Whelan (29), McKenna
for O’Brien (65), Hughes for Duffy (73).
SLIGO ROVERS: Brush, Keane, Peers,
Clancy, Donelon; Cretaro, Hughes, Russell, Boylan, Puri, Cretaro; Nielsen.
Subs: Elding for Cretaro (76), Corcoran
for Nielsen (76).
Referee: Ray Matthews (Westmeath)
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St Patrick’s Athletic continued their excellent recent form
when narrowly beating Bray
Wa n d e r e r s 1 - 0 i n t h e i r
Premier Division clash at
Richmond Park last night.
The first half was an enterprising af fair with Bray’s
Ryan McEvoy troubling Brendan Clarke in the fourth minute while both Aaron Greene
and Christopher Forrester
fired over for the hosts when
well placed.
The Saints looked to have
broken the deadlock in the
20th minute as Conan Byrne
let ﬂy from 20 yards but Peter
Cherrie produced a superb
fingertip save to deflect the

ball onto the crossbar.
Bray continued to impress
however with Hugh Douglas
forcing Clarke into an excellent save in the 31st minute
and David Scully should have
done better when firing wide
from Graham Kelly’s welltimed delivery.
However the hosts finished
the half in the ascendancy and
after Killian Brennan had
gone close, Greg Bolger was
on hand to plant an emphatic
finish beyond Cherrie in
added time after clever play
from James Chambers and
Jamie McGrath.
Despite resuming on the
front foot for the second-half,
the hosts were indebted to
Shame McEleney in the 57th
minute with the former Derry
City player getting a decisive
touch to deflect Scully’s low

shot away from goal. There
was another escape for St
Pat’s four minutes later as
Jason McGuinness blocked a
Kelly shot after Greene had
sloppily conceded possession
to Gareth McDonagh by the
end-line.
The points could have been
secured in the 76th minute as
M c G r at h s h o t s t r a i g h t at
Cherrie with David Cassidy
almost earning Bray a deserved point with a shot that
struck the crossbar in injury
time.
ST PATRICK’S ATHLETIC: Clarke;
McEleney, McGuinness, Desmond,
Greene; Byrne, Bolger, Chambers, Brennan, Forrester; McGrath (Langley, 87).
BRAY WANDERERS: Cherrie; Douglas,
M c N a l l y, C o o n e y, B a r k e r ; W i x t e d
(McDonagh, 60), Kelly, Sullivan, McEvoy, Cassidy; Scully (Lyons, 73).
Ref: Padraigh Sutton (Clare)
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Damien Duff was named on
the Shamrock Rovers bench
as Danny North scored two
well-taken goals to sink Longford at City Calling Stadium.
Ahead of his official unveiling at a press conference
today, Duff did a long warm-

up on the sidelines, but wasn’t
brought on.
The 100-times capped
winger is now likely to make
his Rovers’ debut in Monday’s
televised clash with Cork City
at Tallaght Stadium.
Rovers didn’t need their
new star last night, though, as
they started brightly, clocking
up a 2-0 lead inside 13 minutes.
After three minutes they
were awarded a penalty for

the first for Martin Deady’s
challenge on Gavin Brennan.
Paul Hunt’s penalty was parried but Mikey Drennan following up tapped home the rebound.
Poor defending by Longford
then gifted Rovers their second goal 10 minutes later.
North took the ball around
Hunt
before
showing
composure to shoot home.
Longford battled back to score

on 26 minutes. Pat Sullivan’s
corner was only par tially
cleared. A shot from Kevin
O’Connor then pin-balled
around the box before Lorcan
Shannon forced it home.
Stephen Rice should then
have equalised for Longford,
but shot straight at Bar ry
Murphy.
In an open game, Rovers’
Gary McCabe blasted wide on
36 minutes before Longford

finished the half strongly.
Ay m a n B e n M o h a m e d ’ s
overhead kick from Sullivan’s
throw was saved by Murphy
before the Rovers’ keeper
saved with his feet from Shannon in a goalmouth scramble.
Longford pressed hard for
an equaliser on the resumption, they fell two goals behind
a g a i n a f t e r a wo n d e r f u l
Rovers counter-attack on 58
minutes. Drennan threaded a

delightful through-ball for the
run of North who confidently
slipped the ball past Hunt.
LONGFORD TOWN: Hunt; Sullivan,
Gorman, Powell, Deady; Shannon
(Cowan, 67), O’Connor, Gannon (O‘Sullivan, 67), Ben Mohamed (Simon, 76);
Rice, Shaw.
SHAMROCK ROVERS: Murphy;
Madden, Kenna, Webster, Byrne; G.
Brennan, McCabe, Blanchard, Miele;
North (McCaffrey, 81), Drennan.
Referee: Neil Doyle (Dublin).

C`d\i`Zb[\ek:`kpk`kc\_fg\j
AIRTRICITY PREMIER LEAGUE

CORK CITY ............................. 2
Gaynor 21, O’Flynn 57

LIMERICK FC .......................... 3
Faherty 7, Clarke 35, O’Connor 65

David Ludzik
Turner’s Cross
A rejuvenated Limerick put a
major dent in Cork City’s title
challenge and gave their survival hopes another major
boost as they claimed all three
points in a rip-roaring
Munster derby at Turners
Cross last night.
Limerick had to wait until
August for their first win of
the season but they have now
won their last three games
and they fully deserved this
win as they refused to lie down
after twice being pegged back
after going in front as City’s
title hopes are now left
hanging by a thread.
City had only conceded 11
goals in 22 league games previous to last night but a calamitous defensive display
now leaves them with a massive task if they are to overhaul
Dundalk.
Limerick manager Martin
Russell was forced into making two changes to last week’s
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winning side with Shaun
Kelly and Patrick Kanyuka
suspended and their places
went to Paudie O’Connor and
Sean Russell.
The Shannonsiders took the
game to City from the outset
pressing the home side high
up the pitch and not giving
them any time on the ball.
L i m e r i ck we n t cl o s e a s
early as the second minute
when Mark McNulty miscued
a clearance which landed at
the feet of Lee Lynch, who
tried his luck with a first time
effort from 30 yards which the
City keeper did well to save.
The home side struggled to
get outside their own half in
the opening minutes and were
made pay for their poor start
in the 7th minute when Lynch
found Vinny Faherty in acres
of space on the edge of the box
before the striker took a touch
and buried his shot past
McNulty.
Lynch then shot straight at
McNulty before Dean Clarke
had a great chance to put Limerick further in front when he
was allowed run 40 yards before f iring wide with only
McNulty to beat.
City lost skipper John Dunleavy following a sickening
clash of heads with Robbie
Williams and the lengthy stoppage seemed to disrupt Limerick’s tempo as City drew level
within three minutes of Dunleavy’s exit when substitute
Gaynor picked the ball up on
the right side before crossing
low and the ball evaded everyone before nestling in the
corner of Freddy Hall’s net.
The goal finally awakened
City and Murray should have
had them in front 8 minutes
later but he side-footed Karl
Sheppard’s low cross over
from six yards.
City were hit on the counter
attack 9 minutes from the
break. It started when Kevin
‘O’Connor’s free-kick from the

&RUN&LW\ɨV /LDP0LOOHUVOLSVSDVWWKHWDFNOHRI/LPHULFNɨV6KDQH'XJJDQLQODVWQLJKWɨV66($LUWULFLW\3UHPLHU'LYLVLRQJDPHDW7XUQHUV&URVV
right side of the box was cleared and with O’Connor out of
position, Sean Russell found
Ian Turner who strolled forward and his shot was brilliantly saved by McNulty but
Clarke followed up to force the
ball home.
City lost Mark O’Sullivan,
who had scored six goals in his
last five games before last
night, at half-time and he was
replaced by John O’Flynn.
McNulty almost gifted Lim-

erick a third seven minutes
into the second half when his
clearance struck Faherty and
bounced inches wide.
Sheppard then flashed an
effort narrowly wide before
the equaliser arrived 12 minutes in when Bennett’s header
from Colin Healy’s corner was
blocked on the line and
O’Flynn pounced. It was only
the second goal of the season
for the Cobh man and Limerick will feel aggrieved as it

looked like Steven Beattie had
fouled Hall before the corner
was awarded.
L i m e r i ck re f u s e d t o l i e
down and were back in front
in the 65th minute following
more poor defending as Paudie O’Connor was left unmarked to head Russell’s
inswinging free-kick home.
Murray then went close with a
header before McNulty saved
well from Clarke as the
chances continued to flow at

N\o]fi[YXkkc\YXZbkfdX`ekX`ec\X^l\c\X[
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Wexford Youths struck late
last night to beat Cabinteely 32 and keep their lead at the
First Division summit intact.
On a full programme of fixtures, Wexford trailed twice in
the opening half, but mounted
a second-half comeback, culminating in Gary Delaney’s
winner a minute from full-

time.
E a rl i e r ,
John
McKeown’s penalty for the
visitors was cancelled out by
Danny Furlong, though the
hosts were down to 10 men,
with Willie Tyrell sent off.
C a b i n t e e l y ’ s c a u s e wa s
weakened after McKeown
picked up a second booking 20
minutes from time. Once Furlong made it 2-2 on 87 minutes,
the path was clear for Delaney
to complete the mission.

Harps remain within two
points of the table-toppers
courtesy of their 1-0 triumph
over Shelbourne. Veteran
Kevin McHugh nestled the
solitary strike from the penalty spot eight minutes into the
second half to put a dent in the
hope of fourth-placed Shels.
Evan Osam had been penalised for handball in the box.
Given the momentum of
UCD, it was vital the top two

claimed maximum points. The
Students powered past Cobh
Ramblers 3-0, with the help of
a brace from the league’s recent player of the month,
Ryan Swan.
Robbie Benson produced
another masterclass for Collie
O’Neill’s youngsters, his goal
crowing another display by a
team full of confidence and
talent capable of intensifying
the promotion chase as the

campaign enters the business
end.
Roddy Collins brought his
b a s e m e n t s i d e Wat e r fo r d
United to former club Athlone
Town and recorded a 4-3 win.
The Blues cut the gap between
them and Cabinteely to two
points by racing into a 3-0 lead.
Aaron O’Connor’s opener on
seven minutes was followed
by goals either side of the
break from Daniel Pender.

both ends. City poured on the
pressure in the closing minutes but couldn’t force an
equaliser as they tasted defeat
for the first time since going
down to Dundalk in April.
CORK CITY: McNulty, Healy, Bennett,
Murray, O’Connor, Beattie, Miller, Buckley, Dunleavy (Gaynor 18), Sheppard,
O’Sullivan (O’Flynn 45).
LIMERICK: Hall, Paul O’Conor, Paudie
O’Connor, Williams, Tracy, Turner, Duggan, Lynch, Russell (Agyemang 82),
Clarke (Rainsford 90), Faherty.
Referee: D McKeon (Dublin)
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Town then scored three
times in 14 minutes, through
Daniel Purdy’s brace and Philip Gorman, to make it 3-3, but
Pender nabbed the winner on
84 minutes to seal a memorable win for the strugglers.
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A: On my third attempt to do a 250kg squat, I
suppose I was a bit arrogant and lost focus a little
and ended up injuring my back. A minor bulging
disk. It kept me out of a month.
Q: A common hazard of the the lifting game?
A: Yes, everyone who lifts heavy weights will have
bulging disks. It’s just this was hitting nerves. It affected my performance. Mine wasn’t damaged too
bad but I was in a fierce amount of pain. Afterwards, it was taking me five minutes to get out of
bed.

not just picking up a weight. There’s different aspects. When you learn them, the weight feels a lot
easier in your hand instead of just horsing it up.
Q: How has your physique changed since you
got serious about lifting?
A: I was a lot smaller when I started I was 12 stone.
Now I’m 17 and a bit. So I’ve gained a lot of weight.
Q: All muscle?
A: I’d like to think so (laughs) but not when you’re
lifting the heavy weights, unfortunately. You have to
carry a bit of extra luggage.

Q: But you carried on lifting on the day?

Q: A bit like a prop?

A: Yeah, I carried on with the competition and
benched 177.5kg, which was a European Junior
bench record. It was a competition PB but it was a
bit below what I was aiming for. I’d lifted more in
training but the back was affecting me so I couldn’t
really push it the whole way out.

A: Exactly, that’s the best way to describe it. Everyone thinks I’m a rugby player. You have to make
sure you’re eating enough. There are times when
you’re gaining weight where you have to eat when
you don’t want to. Force yourself to eat. I don’t
have to be too lean, but you try to keep it as lean as
possible. You can’t be eating cake the whole time.

Q: You must have been lifting in a fair amount of
pain?
A: For bench, definitely. Even lifting the bar off was
causing pain and I was being assisted lifting it off.
My German coach Michael Groh is qualified in
muscle therapy. He did a few frictions on me. We
changed the technique as well. More the legs taking the weight as opposed to the back. Thankfully
that worked very well. Then we said to hell with it,
we’d go for the last one — the dead lift — to get the
total world record. So I had to put 15kg on my PB
— a weight I’d never even touched before. Hadn’t
even gone near it in training.
It was a fierce struggle. But the 270 came off the
ground that day so we’re glad that’s the day it did.
Q: A great feeling to set a total world record,
particularly competing injured?
A: After the injury we were just trying to finish the
competition. I’d feel bad if I had to pull out after the
amount of support I’ve had. My family got me my
flights and everything. So I wanted to finish. Retaining the title was the main goal. But I just felt good
with the deadlift and we thought there was no point
leaving unanswered questions. My coaches, Michael Groh and Calum Young, were great that day.
Q: How did you get into powerlifting?
A: I got into the weights through rugby. I played for
Christian Brothers College in Cork. But being honest, I didn’t have the competitive edge like I did for
powerlifting. I was very easy-going. But I really enjoyed the gym sessions. Of everyone on the panel,
I was the one most ready for the gym sessions at
half-seven in the morning. I never missed one.
But to be honest, I was lifting like an idiot. I was
terrible. One of my friends took me aside and
showed me how to lift properly and I haven’t really
looked back. Then Michael and Calum stepped in
and took me to the next level. I started powerlifting
in second year at Robert Gordon University Aberdeen. So I’m three years lifting properly.
Q: What do you think of the way weightlifting
has become such an important part of rugby
now, even at underage level?
A: The players are getting bigger and bigger alright. The only thing I would say; as long as they’re
being trained properly in lifting weights. Because
when I was younger, I lifted completely wrong. I
was lucky I didn’t injure myself. It’s not exactly a
sport where you can go in and know what you’re
doing. A bit like rugby itself. Everyone thinks it’s all
strength. But there’s a lot of technique involved. It’s

Q: How is powerlifting developing as a sport?
A: The sport is picking up across the UK. Rowing
was the big university sport, but a lot of the unis are
getting into it. Even in Ireland, it’s growing massively. The first competition I went to there was only
140 there, but the following year, it was up to 230.
Now they have had to bring in regional qualifiers for
the bigger comps.
Q: You’re 23 now. A lot of improving still to go?
A: Definitely. For a strength sport, you only reach
your peak in your 30s. If you watch the world’s
strongest man, they’re all 36 or more. The best
lifters are always the ones with experience. You get
guys in their 40s who are still phenomenal.
Q: It’s an amateur sport but it must take a lot of
commitment at your level?
A: We’re 100% amateur. There is money in the
sport in America, but I do it for personal satisfaction. I train four days per week - two and a half to
three hours each session. Probably half an hour of
that is spent warming up. Then two or three months
out from competition, it gets more serious, and
you’re also managing your weight, etc.
Q: The drug-free element with the WDFPF and
IDFPA — how important is that to you?
A: At least you know when you achieve the records, people know you’re clean. There are several
different federations, a bit like boxing. It can be a bit
annoying, because the best can’t go up against
each other. We’re in the 100% drug-free federation.
If you’re caught, you’re banned straight off for life.
Never allowed back in. It stops you even considering it. Not that I ever would.
The federation do quite regular out-of-competition testing. And they do random testing on the day
or they test guys who look suspicious. I was tested
on the day I broke the European bench and squat
records. They do catch people out. You get the odd
person who comes in and chances their arm. We
lift a lot less than the federations where they aren’t
as strict. But when you’re in the sport, you can
pretty much tell who’s on the stuff and who’s not.
Q: Do you think that zero-tolerance approach
would help rid other sports of doping?
A: I think it would improve things if others adopted
the life-ban approach instead of a suspension or a
fine. Because professionals won’t take a risk with
their careers.
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Berwick, Elgin v East Stirling, Montrose v Arbroath.
TENNIS: Rogers ATP Cup, Montreal.

Earlier yesterday, Conlan,
switching constantly from orthodox to southpaw, earned a
unanimous 30-27, 29-28, 29-28
decision over the aggressive
but anxious Italian.
He’ll now meet England’s
Qais Ashfaq in a repeat of the
2014 Commonwealth f inal
which Conlan, boxing for
Northern Ireland, won on an
identical verdict to yesterday.
“I’m here to win it. As long
as I’m winning I’m happy. I
fought the English guy, but,
you know, I don’t lose,” said
Conlan, who is now boxing out

of the Clonard BC.
“I went in and got the job
done today. I’m going to win
the gold tomorrow as he’ll
bring out the best in me.”
Meanwhile, Dean Walsh,
nephew of Irish head coach
Billy, had to settle for bronze
despite a courageous performance against Russia’s Vitaly
Dunaytev. Both light-welters
went at it hammer and tongs
from opening to closing bell,
but the No. 2 seed got the
decision - 29-28,29-28,29-28.
“He’s taking home a bronze
which is better that what his
uncle did,” added Walsh in reference to himself at the 1983
Europeans, also in Bulgaria
and in the same weight class
as his nephew.
The first Wexford boxer to
win a European Elite medal
admitted he was devastated
following hi second defeat to
the Russian.
“I could have done that bit
more in the third. I’m
sickened, I thought I should be
in the final,” he said.
Conlan, Ward and Walsh
have qualified for October’s
World Championships and
O l y m p i c q u a l i f i e r s i n by
virtue of finishing in the top
six in their weight classes in
Samokov.
We x f o r d w e l t e r A d a m
Nolan also qualified for Qatar
a f t e r B e l a r u s i a n P a ve l
Kastramin won his semi-final
last night.
Seven Irish boxers have
now qualified for Qatar.
Today’s finals begin at 4.30pm
(Irish time) and will be
broadcast live on RTÉ2.

TODAY
BADMINTON: World Championships, Jakarta BOXING: EUBC
European Elite Championships,
Samokov, Bulgaria.
CAMOGIE: Liberty Insurance Senior Championship semi-final: Galway v Wexford , Nowlan Park,
3.30pm.
All-Ireland U16C Camogie
Championship Semi Finals:
Westmeath v Kildare, Ratoath,
2.30pm; Carlow v Antrim, O Raghallaighs-Drogheda, 2.30pm.
CRICKET: First Test: Sri Lanka v
India, Galle EQUESTRIAN: European Showjumping and Dressage
Championships, Aachen.
GAA: All-Ireland MHC B semi-finals: Down v Kerry, Newbridge,
2pm; Wicklow v Roscommon, Arklow, 2pm.
GOLF: US PGA Championship,
Wisconsin.
AIG Barton Shield Munster semifinals: 10th Tee (8am): Ballybunion
v Shannon; 1st Tee (8am): Muskerry v Youghal. Final: 1st Tee: 40 minutes after last match.
AIG Senior Cup Munster semifinals: 1st Tee (8.30am): Tramore v
Monkstown; 10th Tee (8.30am):
Tralee v Limerick. Final: 1st Tee: 40
minutes after last match.
HORSE RACING: Tramore, Doncaster, Lingfield, Market Rasen,
Newbury, Newmarket, Ripon
LADIES FOOTBALL: TG4 SFC
quarter-finals: Kerry v Mayo, Gaelic
Grounds Limerick, 4.15pm, (M.
Farrelly); Cork v Galway, Gaelic
Grounds Limerick, 6pm, (G. Corrigan) TG4 IFC quarter-finals: Sligo v
Waterford, Birr, 2pm (N. McCormack); Clare v Leitrim, Birr, 3.45pm
(Y. Duffy).
TG4 JFC Round 1: Lancashire v
Derry, St. Brendan’s Manchester,
2pm; Scotland v Louth, Edinburgh,
2pm.
MOTOR CYCLING: Czech MotoGP qualifying, Brno MOTOR
SPORT: Todd’s Leap Ulster Rally

(Round 6, Clonakilty Blackpudding
Irish Tarmac Championship) Enniskillen. 7am; MEC Hillclimb, Naul,
Co. Meath. 11am; Skibbereen &
D.C.C. Autotest, Clonakilty.
2.30pm.
RUGBY UNION: International: Ireland v Scotland, Aviva Stadium,
5pm; England v France, Twickenham, 8pm.
The Rugby Championship: Argentina v South Africa (8.40am),
New Zealand v Australia (8.40am)
SAILING: Cowes Week
SOCCER: Barclays Premier
League: Southampton v Everton
(12.45pm), Sunderland v Norwich ,
Swansea v Newcastle, Tottenham v
Stoke, Watford v West Brom, West
Ham v Leicester.
Sky Bet Championship: Bristol
City v Brentford, Burnley v Birmingham (12.30pm), Derby v Charlton,
Fulham v Brighton, Huddersfield v
Blackburn, Ipswich v Sheff Wed,
Middlesbrough v Bolton, MK Dons
v Preston, Nottm Forest v Rotherham, QPR v Cardiff (5.15pm).
League One: Barnsley v Burton,
Blackpool v Rochdale, Bradford v
Shrewsbury, Bury v Swindon, Millwall v Coventry, Oldham v Fleetwood, Peterborough v Colchester,
Port Vale v Gillingham, Scunthorpe
v Crewe, Sheff Utd v Chesterfield,
Southend v Walsall.
League Two: Barnet v Wycombe,
Carlisle v Cambridge, Crawley v
Wimbledon, Dagenham & Redbridge v Leyton Orient, Luton v Oxford, Morecambe v Accrington,
Newport v Stevenage, Northampton v Exeter, Plymouth v Portsmouth, Yeovil v Bristol Rovers,
York v Hartlepool.
Ladbrokes Premiership: Celtic v
Inverness, Dundee v St Johnstone,
Hamilton v Dundee Utd, Motherwell v Aberdeen, Partick v Kilmarnock, Ross County v Hearts.
Championship: Falkirk v Raith, Hibernian v Morton, Livingston v
Queen of South, St Mirren v Dumbarton.
League One: Ayr v Brechin, Dunfermline v Cowdenbeath, Forfar v
Albion, Stenhousemuir v Airdrieonians, Stranraer v Peterhead.
League Two: Annan v Stirling,
Clyde v Queen’s Park, East Fife v

World Championships 2015,
Men’s Singles: (4) Kento Momota
(Jpn) bt Nan Wei (Hkg) 21-6 21-14,
Chong Wei Lee (Mas) bt (13) Yun
Hu (Hkg) 21-12 21-18, (1) Long
Chen (Chn) bt (7) Viktor Axelsen
(Den) 21-18 30-29, (2) Jan O Jorgensen (Den) bt (5) Dan Lin (Chn)
21-12 21-15
Women’s Singles: (1) Carolina
Marin (Spa) bt (7) Xhixian Wang
(Chn) 21-1721-19, Lindaweni Fanetri (Ina) bt (4) Tzu Ying Tai (Tpe)
14-21 22-20 21-12, (8) Ji Hyun
Sung (Kor) bt (11) Sindhu P.V. (Ind)
21-17 19-21 21-16, (2) Saina
Nehwal (Ind) bt (6) Yihan Wang
(Chn) 21-15 19-21 21-19
BASEBALL
Major League: Chicago Cubs 9
Milwaukee Brewers 2, Cleveland
Indians 6 New York Yankees 8,
Kansas City Royals 6 LA Angels 7,
Los Angeles Dodgers 3 Cincinnati
Reds 10, Minnesota Twins 5 Texas
Rangers 6, New York Mets 12 Colorado Rockies 3, San Francisco
Giants 3 Washington Nationals 1,
St Louis Cardinals 5 Pittsburgh Pirates 10, Toronto Blue Jays 4 Oakland Athletics 2.
BOXING
European Elite Championships
2015 Samokov, Bulgaria:
Semi-finals: 56kg M Conlan (Ireland) beat F Maietta (Italy) 3-0
64kg D Walsh (Ireland) lost to V
Dunaytev (Russia) 0-3
81kg J Ward (Ireland) beat H Sep
(Croatia) 3-0
Tomorrow (finals): 56kg M Conlan
(Ireland) v Q Ashfaq (Great Britain)
81kg J Ward (Ireland) v P Mullenberg(Netherlands).
DARTS
TABtouch Perth Darts Masters,
Perth, Australia First rd: James
Wade (Eng) bt Adam Rowe (Aus)
6-1, Gary Anderson (Sco) bt Kim
Lewis (Aus) 6-0, Adrian Lewis

(Eng) bt Loz Ryder (Aus) 6-1, Phil
Taylor (Eng) bt Craig Caldwell (Nzl)
6-1, Kyle Anderson (Aus) bt
Stephen Bunting (Eng) 6-5, Peter
Wright (Sco) bt Paul Nicholson
(Aus) 6-2, Raymond van Barneveld
(Ned) bt Simon Whitlock (Aus) 6-3,
Michael van Gerwen (Ned) bt
David Platt (Eng) 6-4
GOLF
European Challenge Tour GANT
Open, Aura GC, Turku, Finland
(Gbr unless stated, Par 71) ((a)
denotes amateur) 134: D Foos
(Ger) 65 69 135: B Stone (Rsa) 67
68, M Schneider (Ger) 68 67, F Calmels (Fra) 68 67, J McLeary 67 68
136: C Mivis (Bel) 67 69, K Kulokorpi (a) (Fin) 67 69 137: T Pilkadaris
(Aus) 70 67, J Robinson 69 68, R
Kakko (Fin) 66 71, L Vaisanen (Fin)
69 68, J Billing (Swe) 70 67, R
McGowan 69 68, D Law 70 67, B
Akesson (Swe) 67 70, J Lima (Por)
71 66 138: S Arnold (Aus) 71 67, J
Guerrier (Fra) 68 70, P Widegren
(Swe) 70 68, D Vancsik (Arg) 70 68,
G Shaw 69 69, J Rask (Swe) 68 70,
S Tiley 67 71, L Ruuska (a) (Fin) 70
68 139: T Sluiter (Ned) 68 71, F Andersson Hed (Swe) 70 69, A Bjork
(Swe) 71 68, A Knappe (Ger) 69 70,
J Makitalo (Fin) 73 66, N Kristensen
(Den) 70 69, D Coupland 68 71, J
Hansen (Den) 70 69, P Maddy 70
69 140: M Salminen (Fin) 71 69, J
Sjoholm (Swe) 72 68, B Hafthorsson (Isl) 67 73, J Fahrbring (Swe)
69 71, D Burmester (Rsa) 71 69, N
Lemke (Swe) 67 73, A Hart0 (Den)
72 68, J Glennemo (Swe) 72 68, G
Porteous 72 68, N Hellberg (Fin) 73
67 141: M Jonzon (Swe) 71 70, O
Bekker (Rsa) 73 68, W Harrold 74
67, S Kim (USA) 71 70, P Erofejeff
(Fin) 70 71, N Dahlgren (Fin) 69 72,
M S0gaard (Den) 69 72, L Gagli
(Ita) 71 70, S Einhaus (Ger) 74 67
142: R Evans 75 67, J Sarasti (Spa)
70 72, N Bertasio (Ita) 70 72, T

Pulkkanen (Fin) 75 67, R McGee 71
71, S Manley 75 67, J Mommo (Fin)
71 71, J Lara (Spa) 73 69, R Kellett
74 68, A Gee 74 68, T Linard (Fra)
73 69, S Jeppesen (Swe) 71 71, C
Arendell (USA) 70 72, E Saltman
73 69, B Virto Astudillo (Spa) 71 71,
S Brown 70 72
Home Internationals at Portrush
Scotland 4 Ireland 11 (Scotland
names first):
Foursomes: Graeme Robertson &
Jack McDonald lost to Gavin
Moynihan & Jack Hume 2/1; Connor Syme & Robert McIntyre lost to
Dermot McElroy & Colin Fairweather 1 holes; Daniel Young &
Greig Marchbank beat Robin Dawson & Rowan Lester 3/1; Barry
Hume & Matt Clark beat Paul
McBride & Stuart Grehan 2/1;
Craig Howie & Craig Ross lost to
John-Ross Galbraith & Colm
Campbell 2 holes
Singles: Jack McDonald lost to
Jack Hume 3/2; Robert McIntyre
lost to Gavin Moynihan 2/1;
Graeme Robertson beat Paul
McBride 2/1; Daniel Young lost to
Colin Fairweather 2/1; Barry Hume
lost to Alex Gleeson 5/4; Matt Clark
beat Dermot McElroy 1 hole; Craig
Howie lost to Rowan Lester 1 hole;
Ryan Campbell lost to Robin Dawson 3/2; Greig Marchbank lost to
Colm Campbell 4/3; Connor Syme
lost to John Ross Galbraith 1 holeMOTORSPORT
Todd’s Leap Ulster Rally (Round
6, Clonakilty Blackpudding Irish
Tarmac Championship) Enniskillen: Positions after S.S. 2: 1. D.
Kelly/K. Flanagan (Ford Focus
WRC) 19m. 06.8s; 2. D. Henry/L.
Moynihan (Skoda Fabia S2000)
19m. 19.4s; 3. S. Wright/M. Galvin
(Ford Fiesta R5) 19m. 20.5s; 4. D.
McGeehan/A. Kierans (Mini WRC)
19m. 32.6s; 5. J. Greer/K. Riddick
(Citroen DS3 R5) 19m. 32.9s; 6. F.

Kelly /J. McGrath (Ford Escort)
19m. 39.5s; 7. D. McGarrity/D. Falvey (Subaru WRC) 19m. 41.6s; 8.
J. Armstrong/N. O’Sullivan (Peugeot 208 R2) 19m. 55.5s; 9. R.
Duggan /G. Conway (Peugeot
208R2) 19m. 56.0s; 10. C. Devine/
K. Moriarty (Opel Adam) 20m.
03.2s.
NETBALL
Women’s Netball World Cup
Sydney 2015, Sydney, Australia:
Qualification Rounds Pool E: Jamaica 63 Malawi 62, New Zealand
76 Uganda 33 Pool F: England 62
South Africa 46, Australia 89 Wales
24 Pool G: Singapore 36 Zambia
67
RUGBY
Munster U20 squad (v Irish Exiles): Forwards: Peter Meyer, Vincent O’Brien, Robert O’Donovan,
Sean O’Leary, Pat Staff, Kelvin
Browne, Daniel Walsh, John Foley,
Shane Fenton, Shane O’Hanlon,
James Kendrik, Jordan Prenderville, Barra O’Byrne, Evan Mintern,
Ronan Murphy. Backs: John Poland, Dave O’Mahony, Tom
McHale, Paul Kiernan (Capt.),
Shane Daly, Lee Molloy, Colm
Hogan, Robbie Walsh, Johathan
Glynn, Paul O’Keeffe.
U20 Interpros: Friday, Sept 4th:
Ulster v Munster, Queens University Belfast, 5pm; Friday, Sept 11th:
Munster v Leinster, The Mardyke,
Cork, 7.30pm; Friday, Sept 18th:
Connacht v Munster, TBC.
SOCCER
Republic of Ireland Women’s U19 squad: A McQuillan (Shelbourne Ladies), N Maher (Shelbourne Ladies), N Gordon
(Greencastle), N Nelson (San
Diego Surf), C Moloney (Connolly
Celtic), K Keenan (Shelbourne
Ladies), E Daly (Lakewood), J Finn
(Shelbourne Ladies), S McKevitt
(Killenaule), D Beirne (Shelbourne

Ladies), L Kealy (Peamount
United), E Ryan-Doyle (UCD
Waves), SJ McDonald (Greencastle), E Best (Peamount United), E
Byrne (Peamount United), Z
McGlynn (Sion Swifts), S McCarthy
(UCD Waves), L McCartan (Peamount United), F Donnelly (Shelbourne Ladies), S Watters (Shelbourne Ladies), R McLaughlin
(Greencastle).
TENNIS
ATP Challenger Tour, Liberec,
Czech Republic:
Doubles first round: Andrej Martin
(Svk)/Hans Podlipnik (Chi) bt
James Cluskey (Irl)/Marton Fucsovics (Hun) 6-1 7-5.
ITF Men’s Futures, Hyvinkaa,
Finland:
Singles semi-final: (3) Sam Barry
(Irl) bt Lloyd Glasspool (Gbr) 6-4 62.
ITF Women’s Circuit, Sharm El
Sheikh, Egypt:
Singles second round: (6) Tereza
Mihalikova (Cze) bt Jenny Claffey
(Irl) 7-5 5-7 6-2.
Doubles quarter-final: (4) Jenny
Claffey (Irl)/Sara Tomic (Aus) bt Natalie Kallmunzerova (Cze)/Seira
Shimizu (Jpn) 6-3 6-1.
Co Wicklow Open, Bray – Men’s
Championship singles quarterfinals: (1) D O’Hare bt M Sheehan
6-1 6-0; (2) C O’Brien bt (5) S Martin 6-4 6-3; (3) B Dempsey bt O
O’Sullivan 4-6 6-4 6-2; (4) O O hOisin bt (8) P Kilcoyne 6-3 6-3.
Men’s Championship doubles
quarter-finals: O O’Sullivan/R
Stone bt M Johnson/P Sheehan 61 6-3; (2) B Dempsey/P MimnaghFleming bt D Mullen/J Mullen 6-1 36 6-4.
Women’s Championship singles
quarter-finals: (2) M Levova bt S
Healy 6-1 6-0; (4) J Timotin bt D
O’Keeffe 6-1 6-1; A Bowtell bt (3) L
Deegan 7-5 7-6.
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O l y m p i c a n d Wo rl d E l i t e
bronze medallist Michael
Conlan and Joe Ward booked
t i c ke t s i n t o t h e i r s e c o n d
European Elite finals in four
years in Samokov, Bulgaria
yesterday.
Conlan, the No. 1 seed who
claimed a silver medal at the
2013 Europeans, beat Italian
bantam Francesco Maietta,
and Ward, the 2011 champion
aged just 17, outclassed Croatian light-heavy Hrvoje Sep.
Ward, who is signed with
AIBA Pro Boxing and who has
never lost at European Elite
level, can now become the first
Irish male boxer to win two
European Elite gold medals if
he beats Dutch No. 2 seed
Peter Mullenberg today.
While Sep was the No. 1
seed, unseeded Ward should
r e a l l y h a ve b e e n i n t h a t
position as he has won better
qualify medals – European
a n d Wo rl d E l i t e g o l d a n d
bronze – than the Croat.
The Moate southpaw
proved that point last night
with a controlled display off
the back and front against the
a g g re s s i ve b u t o u t - b o x e d
World Series of Boxing stand
out, Ward winning 29-28,3027,29-28.
“It was a good performance.
I’m happy enough. I boxed
him from the middle, didn’t
e n g a g e m u ch . I f I g e t m y
performance right and give it
100% in the final I’d be
confident,” said the 21-yearold.
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ATHLETICS
Mount Uniacke 5km Road Race,
Killeagh, Co Cork 1 J McCarthy
(East Cork) 15:43; 2 S McGrath
(East Cork) 15:53; 3 J McCarthy
(Youghal, MJ) 18:09; 4 A Cooke
(Youghal, F) 18:24; 5 C Coleman
(Youghal , M40) 18:38; 6 A-M Holland (Youghal, F40) 18:40; 7 D
O’Dwyer (East Cork, M40) 19:09; 8
D McCarthy (East Cork, M50)
19:10; 9 S Ahern (Youghal) 19:23;
10 R Harrington (Eagle) 19:24.
M40: 3 K Hayes (St Catherines)
19:31.
M45: 1 P Curley (Youghal) 19:47; 2
S Mehigan (Mallow) 20:21; 3 T
Power (unatt) 20:30.
M50: 2 B O’Keeffe (St Catherines)
19:50; 3 D McCarthy (Youghal)
21:00.
M55: 1 R Isley (unatt) 20:17; 2 E
O’Regan (Youghal) 21:27; 3 S
O’Mahony (Youghal) 22:19.
M60: 1 P McGrath (East Cork)
21:35; 2 T Cody (Midleton) 22:56; 3
A O’Farrell (Clonakilty RR) 24:02.
MJ: 2 S Lucey (unatt) 20:38; 3 C
McNamee (Youghal) 21:1`6.
Women: 1 A Cooke (Youghal)
18:24; 2 A-M Holland (Youghal,
F40) 18:40; 3 E Cashman (Youghal, F40) 19:34; 4 E Leahy (Midleton) 21:07; 5 S Isley (Youghal, F50)
21:46; 6 E Landers (Youghal, FJ)
21:50.
F40: 3 B Cahill (unatt) 23:01.
F45: 1 M Twohig (Midleton) 25:14;
2 K Murphy (Ballintotis F4L) 26:18;
3 O Power (West Waterford) 28:03.
F50: 2 C O’Regan (Youghal) 25:34;
3 M O’Flynn (St Nicholas) 28:25.
F55: 1 M Lee (unatt) 29:42.
F60: 1 M Barry (Midleton) 28:51.
FJ: 2 C Hayes (St Catherines)
24:17; 3 M Moran (unatt) 30:50.
BADMINTON
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TOMORROW
BADMINTON: World Championships, Jakarta.
BOXING: EUBC European Elite
Championships, Samokov, Bulgaria CAMOGIE: Liberty Insurance
Senior Championship semi-finals:
Kilkenny v Cork, Walsh Park, 4pm.
All-Ireland U16A Camogie semifinals: Galway v Dublin , Nowlan
Park, 1.30pm; Tipperary v Cork ,
Walsh Park, 2pm.
CRICKET: Second T20 international: South Africa v New Zealand, Centurion; First Test: Sri
Lanka v India, Galle.
EQUESTRIAN: European Showjumping and Dressage Championships, Aachen GAA: All-Ireland
MHC semi-finals: Kilkenny v Galway, Croke Park 12pm; Tipperary v
Dublin, Croke Park (P O’Dwyer,
Carlow), 2pm.
All-Ireland SHC semi-final: Galway v Tipperary, Croke Park (B
Kelly, Westmeath), 4pm.
GOLF: US PGA Championship,
Wisconsin Irish Junior Cup,
Munster semi-finals: 10th Tee
(8.30am): Limerick v Ballybunion;
1st Tee (8.30am): Mitchelstown v
Douglas. Final: 1st Tee: 40 Minutes
after last match.
HORSE RACING: Dundalk, Tramore, Pontefract, Southwell.
MOTOR CYCLING: Czech MotoGP, Brno.
MOTOR SPORT: MEC Hillclimb,
Naul, Co. Meath. 11am; Monaghan
Endurance Trial, Monaghan.
10am; Wexford Autocross, Kildavin, Bunclody. 10am; Skibbereen &
D.C.C. Autotest, Clonakilty. 11am;
Meath & District M.C. Kart Races,
Athboy Karting Centre. 11am.
SOCCER: Barclays Premier
League: Crystal Palace v Arsenal
(1.30pm), Man City v Chelsea
(4pm).
Sky Bet Championship: Reading
v Leeds, Wolves v Hull (12pm).
League One: Wigan v Doncaster
(12.30pm), TENNIS: Rogers ATP
Cup, Montreal
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Frankie Dettori has been snapped
up by Willie Mullins to partner
leading fancy Clondaw Warrior
in the Betfred Ebor at York next
Saturday.
C l o n d a w Wa r r i o r wo n t h e
Ascot Stakes at the Royal meeting
with the injured Ryan Moore in
the saddle and also landed the
Guinness Handicap at the
Galway Festival in the hands of
promising 7lb claimer Jack Kennedy.
The popular Italian had a ride
for Ireland’s champion jumps
trainer at Glorious Goodwood
and with Moore on the sidelines,

Mullins was quick to acquire Dettori’s services.
“We had a look at the race and
Willie rang me last week,” said
Dettori’s agent Ray Cochrane.
“We rode for Willie the other
day at Goodwood and he had a
few nice entries in there. He
asked if he’d ride for him in the
race — it’s as simple as that.
“We had nothing in the race
and it’s always nice to ride for
Willie if you’re available.
“He has a few rides for Willie in
the past, but Ryan usually gets
them but he’s obviously off at the
minute.
“A spare ride for Willie is always worth having.”

Meanwhile, conditions at York
eased to good after the widelypredicted rain arrived on the
Knavesmire ahead of next week’s
four-day festival.
With only one millimetre of
precipitation in the past week, the
going had tightened up to good to
firm, firm in places on Thursday
afternoon.
However, the forecast downpour brought 14 millimetres by
yesterday afternoon with more
due last night.
Once that passes through, the
weather is expected to be dry for
the next few days ahead of the
meeting that starts on Wednesday.
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Irish trainer Darren Bunyan
was thrilled to secure his first
triumph under Rules on British soil as Dazzle The Duel
claimed victory at a rainsoaked Newbury yesterday.
The County Kildare trainer
actually enjoyed a taste of
glory at the Cheltenham
Festival a couple of years ago,
with Age Of Glory landing the
charity St Patrick’s Day
Derby.
“Including the horse that
wo n a t C h e l t e n h a m , h e
(Dazzle The Duel) is my fourth
runner in Britain, so it’s great
to get a winner under Rules on
the board,” said the trainer.
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An otherwise run-of-the-mill
m e e t i n g p ro d u c e d a ve r y
special moment at Tramore
Racecourse last night as
jockey Andrew McNamara,
one of the true gentlemen of
the weigh-room, bowed out
aboard a winner on his final
ride in the saddle.
The weight of expectation
was aboard the broad
shoulders of trainer Shark
Hanlon, with whom McNamara has long been associated,
and, having been given plenty
of notice by the rider, he nominated Most Honourable as the
right horse with which to
bring the rider’s career to a
conclusion.
Whether through astuteness or sentiment, the fiveyear-old was popular in the
betting, and was eventually
sent off a 5-1 chance.
McNamara rode his mount
prominently from the outset
and as the race entered its
final stage, he travelled noticeably strongly.
O u t s i d e h i m , h o w e ve r ,
Luimneach Abu also looked
full of running, and a dingdong battle ensued. With virtually the entire population of
the racecourse behind him,
McNamara drove his mount to
a half-length victory, to provide a fitting conclusion to a
career which has seen more
than 500 winners.
Well-wishers gathered 10deep around the parade ring
to greet the winner, while his
fellow jockeys lined the
entrance to the winner’s
enclosure as McNamara rode
back in for the last time.
“I rang Shark a couple of
weeks ago, to tell him I was
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going to finish up, and he said
‘hang on, and we’ll get you out
on a winner’. Looking at the
form figures today, though, I
didn’t really believe him,”
joked McNamara.
“I was happy in the early
stag es of the race, but he
seemed to fall asleep mid-race.
I woke him up again going to
the third last and he found
plenty. I haven’t had too many
rides in the last couple of
weeks, so I was hoping fitness
wouldn’t come into play.”
McNamara, whose focus
will now switch to training,

added: “I’ll miss days like this,
but I’ve had this in mind for
some time, and in my head I’m
ready for the change.”
My Manekineko benefited
from a tremendous ride from
Ruby Walsh to win the Flynn
Hotel Group Rated Novice
Hurdle for trainer James
Nash.
As Cecil Corbett set the
tempo, and Fiosrach and Coolf ighter chased the leader,
Walsh was content to sit in a
share of last place for much of
the journey.
The leader was proving a

very tough nut to crack until
Walsh sent his mount for a
daring run down the inside between the last two hurdles.
That carried him into a challenging position and, though
Cecil Corbett battled bravely,
M y M a n e k i n e ko r a n o n
stoutly to get on top late.
“I didn’t think he should be
as big a price as he was,” said
Nash. “He did win a maiden
hurdle, and he got into a lot of
trouble at Kilbeggan, with
fallers in front of him — but
no-one seemed to pick up on it.
“And Ruby gave him an in-

credible ride. I would have
been disappointed if he wasn’t
involved at the finish.”
Walsh completed a quickfire double when Escape Footwear made a winning debut
over hurdles in the Martha’s
Pub Mares’ Maiden Hurdle.
Trained by Willie Mullins,
the 11-8 favourite tracked
clear leader Lenora until moving to the front between the
third and second-last.
Barbalicious and Miss
North Light loomed as
dangers at the second last, but
the favourite relished every

yard of the two miles and five
furlongs, as she pulled away in
the closing stages.
Mullins said: “Her pedigree
suggests she’s going to love
summer ground, and being a
point-to-point we knew she’d
have no issue with the trip, or
her jumping.”
Gordon Elliott hasn’t had
the best of luck in recent
weeks, but enjoyed a change of
for tune when 16-1 chance
Brougthons Bandit prevailed
in the EY Beginners’ Chase
under Keith Donoghue.
Never far off the pace, he
was delivered to challenge
long-time leader Lettermacaward in the straight, before
fo r g i n g cl e a r t o w i n w i t h
something to spare.
Old Supporter was drafted
in from the reserves for the
Tom Murphy Car Sales Handicap Chase, and took full advantage of the opportunity to
record a pillar-to-post victory.
Apart from a “hairy moment at the ditch”, as jockey
Shane Shortall described it,
the Denis Cullen-trained 10year-old jumped well, and
battled bravely to deny Island
Peak’s late challenge.
Of Collen Beag, who battled
to victory in the Chia Bia
Handicap Hurdle under Jonathon Burke, trainer David
O’Brien said: “I thought she’d
run well, and Johnny was
very confident. She is in again
Sunday and if she is alright we
might pull her out again.”
The easiest winner of the
night came, in the bumper as
Eoin O’Connell gave Bluegrass Princess, trained by his
father, Eamonn, a patient
ride, before delivering her late
to stroll clear of favourite TT’s
Star.
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Andrew Balding is confident
Here Comes When has “every
chance” of getting back on the
winning trail in the Betfred
Hungerford Stakes at Newbury today.
The five-year-old twice hit
the target in Group Two company last season, striking gold
in Germany before landing

the Challenge Stakes at Newmarket in October.
He made a pleasing start to
the new campaign when
runner-up in Sandown’s
bet365 Mile and has since
made three appearances at the
highest level, finishing sixth
in the Lockinge, seventh in the
Queen Anne and fourth in the
Sussex Stakes at Glorious
Goodwood.

Here Comes When has his
sights lowered today and with
the deteriorating ground not a
concern, a bold bid is anticipated from Balding.
“Here Comes When came
o u t o f G o o d wo o d i n g o o d
form,” Balding said.
“It was a good run in the
Sussex Stakes last time over
the mile. I think he is just as
effective over a mile or seven

furlongs, but he is a Group
Two winner over seven and
hopefully he will have every
chance.”
How many horses line up
against Here Comes When remains to be seen, with Henry
Candy having already decided
to take out Limato due to
underfoot conditions and
Hugo Palmer’s Home Of The
Brave another defector.

Godolphin’s Safety Check, a
three-time winner in Dubai
earlier in the year before a
pleasing comeback third at
Goodwood, could also withdraw.
Another horse declared for
Sheikh Mohammed’s operation is the long-absent Richard Pankhurst.
Robert Havlin takes the ride
aboard John Gosden’s colt,

who has been off the track
since winning the Chesham
Stakes at Royal Ascot in June
of last year.
“He has been off the track
for a long time, but he has
been doing well at home,” said
Havlin.
“He probably wouldn’t want
too much rain, but he is up for
a big run. He will obviously
come on for it, though.”
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Tramore hosts a matinee
meeting today, and Marie Celeste should reward punters
by taking the second race, a
12-furlong fillies’ maiden, for
trainer David Wachman.
The daughter of Galileo finished fourth of six, beaten
less than five lengths, on her
most recent start, at Leopardstown, but the winner, Stellar
Glow, gave the form a boost
when finishing sixth in the
Irish Oaks, while runner-up
On A Pedestal serves as a
good yardstick.
This race looks far less

taxing, proving a good opportunity for the filly, and she
should prove too good for her
rivals, headed by Recollection.
Only seven runners are
due to start in the fifth race,
which is the Christine Hadfield Memorial Handicap,
over a mile and a half, and
Bobskier could represent
some value now she has her
favoured conditions.
The mare’s two runs this
season were on testing
ground and, despite a preference for quicker conditions,
she ran well in defeat on the
more recent of them.

The Ger O’Leary-trained
seven-year-old has winning
form over today’s course and
distance, off the same mark
as she runs off here, and a return to that sort of form looks
on the cards. She’s unlikely to
be prominent in the market,
but should give supporters a
good run for their money.
There are two meetings tomorrow, and the nap comes
in the shape of Tessona, who
should take a world of beating
in the opening race at Dundalk.
She faced some stiff
competition on debut, at the
Curragh in the middle of last

month, but ran a really eyecatching race to finish third,
beaten two and a half lengths,
behind Leafy Shade.
With Gilded Reﬂection and
Diamond Fields putting a
positive shine on the race,
with their subsequent
runner-up finishes, Tessona
is potentially head and
shoulders above her rivals
here. The drop in trip is something of an unknown, but
she’s bound to have come on
appreciably for the experience, and her class should see
her through.
At Tramore, the Paul
Nolan-trained Illtakeitfrom-

here should prove very hard
to beat in the Heinz Pollmeier
Memorial Handicap Chase.
The seven-year-old was a
winner at Wexford on her
penultimate start, and then
ran another fine race to finish second behind Harangue,
at Roscommon.
He drops back to two miles
this time, but that shouldn’t
be a major concern as he was
very much still in contention
when unseating his rider at
the second last over course
and distance, back in April.
The booking of Jack Kennedy
is a real positive, and he can
land the spoils, at the expense

of Old Castletown.
Compass Hill can take the
closing race at Dundalk, for
trainer John Murphy. The
colt showed promise in each
of his first two outings, and
was the subject of significant
late support when runner-up
behind Little Treasure on his
most recent start.
He made rapid late progress in the latter contest,
leaving the impression the
step up to seven furlongs
would suit.
With that in his favour this
time, and further scope for
improvement, he looks set to
make the breakthrough.

Pat Keane the voice of racing
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f the clash between
Golden Horn and Gleneagles goes ahead at
York in the Juddmonte
International Stakes next
Wednesday it will surely be
compulsive viewing, even for
those who only have a passing
interest in Flat racing.
These are two massive juggernaut three-year-olds and to
see the Epsom Derby winner
(Golden Horn) and the dual
2000 Guineas winner (Gleneagles) taking each other on
over an intermediate distance,
10 and a half furlongs, is about
as good as it gets.
The problem, of course, is
the weather and the possibility of a surface that might be
on the soft side.
Whatever about Golden
Horn, there seems little possibility Gleneagles will appear
unless the ground is deemed
to be suitably quick.
But if both turn up you’d imagine the BHA handicapper
will watch the contest with
even more than his usual interest.
He did go out on something
of a limb and give Golden
Horn the same rating, 130,
after he won the Eclipse at
Sandown, that Frankel enjoyed as a three-year- old.
Frankel, of course, went on
to reach 140.
It was a really brave call and
one that did not meet universal approval.
If the handicapper is right
then that means we have seen,
in a very short space of time,
three great horses in Sea The
Stars, Frankel and Golden
Horn. That’s extraordinary.
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But can Golden Horn live up
to what some judges consider
to be an inﬂated rating? The
starting point has to be that he
is unbeaten in five races.
The son of Cape Cross ran
only once as a juvenile, winning a maiden at Nottingham
by a head in October.
He took off after that, however, and the Dante, Derby
and Eclipse have all come his
way — and in imperious
fashion.
Golden Horn beat Jack
Hobbs out the gate in both the
Dante and Derby and then
Jack Hobbs went on to land
the Irish Derby by five
lengths.
In the Eclipse at Sandown,
Golden Horn slammed re-

liable yardstick, and older
horse, The Grey Gatsby, by
three and a half lengths.
What was so impressive
about that was the manner in
which Golden Horn lengthened clear in the closing
stages, after The Grey Gatsby
looked a major threat for
much of the straight.
Aidan O’Brien has praised
the owners of Gleneagles for
their sportsmanship in taking
on Golden Horn and he’s
right.
But there’s also the notion
that they have everything to
gain. Most pundits will conclude Gleneagles won’t beat
Golden Horn anyway, but
what if he does?
Gleneagles has never raced

beyond a mile and another
two and a half furlongs will
be altogether new territory.
But being by Galileo is some
plus.
He was brilliant when taking the 2000 Guineas at Newmarket on his seasonal debut,
less so on rain-softened
ground when winning the
Irish equivalent at the Curragh and was back on song
when easily landing the St
James’ Palace Stakes at Royal
Ascot last time.
Mind you that Ascot contest
was a modest enough renewal,
with the second, Latharnach,
and the third, Consort, both
failing subsequently in lesser
company.
It is well known, however,

that Gleneagles has always
had a tendency to do just
enough, so not too much
should be read into that.
There are one or two others
who won’t be without hope, especially Time Test, and this
has the potential to be the
most fascinating contest of the
season.
On what we have seen so far
you cannot escape the feeling
that Gleneagles has to improve, at least a little, to
trouble Golden Horn.
It would be gas if that improvement were actually
brought about by stepping up
in trip.
In any case, I think most of
won’t care who wins, a real
rarity in this game, we just

want to see the battle take
place.
***********************
As one who fancied Air
Force Blue to win last Sunday’s Group 1 Phoenix Stakes
at the Curragh, it was certainly a most enjoyable contest to watch.
In theory Air Force Blue
should not have been able to
beat Buratino.
They met in the middle of
June at Royal Ascot, with Buratino beating his rival by a
snug two lengths into second.
But Air Force Blue went to
Ascot as a relative greenhorn,
on the back of just one outing,
taking a maiden at the Curragh by a neck.
He was then afforded a long
break, as indeed was Buratino, but had any amount of
scope for stepping way up on
Ascot.
And, typically for one of
Aidan O’Brien’s, that’s
exactly what he did, producing a superb turn of foot in the
closing stages.
***********************
A horse of O’Brien’s that
caught the eye, on the same
card, was the debutant, Beacon Rock, sixth in the maiden
won by Ger Lyons’ Restive.
He was partnered by Seamie
Heffernan and was, presumably, the stable second string,
behind the Joseph O’Brienridden Cole Porter, who finished fourth.
In any case there was just a
lot to like about the way Beacon Rock came home, after
being towards the rear of the
12-strong field for much of the
journey.
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²s¦bé²
2ÏA£nÏa 0Ï ! -ÏnÓ[¨ÝÝ
$ô£nÏa .AÝAÏ /A[£ Ýne
0Ý¨æÝ ÓÝAönÏ Ý |£e ÝÓ ÝÏ· ¨£ Ýn ÓAÏ· Óen½0¨|Ý Ï¨æ£e Ý¨ ÓæÝ½
Û éĄÛ .
 3: ½Ü¾ ¦¦ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ @nÓ²²
½¾
.ì¥×a é 9¥×a Û½/bb/b¾ ,@[n×a ²Ü bÛÛbĄ²
2ÏA£nÏa  æ£¨·
$ô£nÏa2n ¨£ /  Ï[æ
$e |Aó¨æÏÝn Ý Qn æÓ£ ÝÓ AÓ A ·Ïn· |¨Ï Q AÝn ÓnAÓ¨£ ÝAÏnÝÓ½
s ²ãã .# /  ½é²¾ ¦ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ@ n× ªþn ²²¦
½Û¾
.ì¥×a ²Ą 9¥×a é½¾
,@[n×a 
Ü²Ąbé¦
2ÏA£nÏa  ¨Óen£
$ô£nÏa ¨e¨·£
n¨ô ·AÏ AÝ<¨Ï QæÝ æ[ ¨Ïn n Ó ¨e Ón| AÝ Ó[¨Ý½Ï¨æ£e enA½
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,9!
,/1#.
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Û
 > ½²Ü¾ s²ĄÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ ªìQá|ì u
½é¾
.ì¥×a ²
ébĄĄ
2ÏA£nÏa   nó£ ¹/º
$ô£nÏa !ÏÓ /  n£
-Ï¨Ó£ enQæÝ n||¨ÏÝ Ïæ£ AÝ nAæón½ ¨æQÝ|æ Ïæ££nÏ½

éĄ²a 8n×¥¥@ ¦ Ąb . ì n× s² ½. @¥¥ª¥¾b eÓ@ü¥ ½ã¾b ²² Ó@¥Á
náá¥ a  @e@@þb ¦é @¥ª¥QìÓþb  @þ ª| /á @ªb ²ãé /áþ×
¥nÓû@b ²Ą /þ »ª×ì b ÈìQQ@b !ªûn QnÓb ²² Ă@Qªb ² #ánÓ×Á

²ÁĄ
éÁ²
éÁĄ
ãÁé
ÁĄĄ
Áã
Á²Ą
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Ü ½²Û¾ĄÛ  #. #9 ! ½²¾ ½ é¾ . @nþ ã¦Ü
, @ánÓ× sÛ
Û ½²²¾ ÛĄĄs ;#. #.; ½éÜ¾ ½ b1NÚ ¾  ,n[@ Û¦  ªÓÓ× s
s ½²¾Ąéã / # 1113! ./ ½é²¾ ½ é¾  3¥náá ¦é  QQª¥× s
¦ ½s¾ ²Ü #, ! 1 ½²é¾ ½ ¾  !ª×ne@ ã¦Ą
@Ónþ¦²
²Ą ½¾ és²Ą .;
##  ½Üã¾ ½8¾ . ìn×á Û¦Ą
1 -ìn@þ ¦²
²² ½²Ą¾ÛĄséã 1 .#
./ ½ãĄ¾ ½,Ú ¾ . @ÓÓ× ²Ą¦Ą
¥¥× ½¾ sÜ
²é ½²é¾ÛÜ   ; ½²¾ ½ é¾ 9 @Óû× ãs
 @¥¥¥ s
²ã ½²ã¾ÜĄ²Ü  Ð/ ; #; ½²¾ ½8Ú ¾  @¥×@ün sã @þnþ 1ìÓ¥nÓ sÛ
² ½Û¾ ãÜÜs² #! # ½²¾ ½ ¾  .þ@¥ ãsé
  @¥ s²
² ½é¾ ÜÛé 1. ! ! ½s¾ ½ b1Ú ¾  @× ÜsĄ
! @[@þ Ûs
²Ü ½Ü¾ éĄĄ¦ 1
 ! ½éã¾ ½1Ú ¾  @ÓÓª ¦sĄ Ón@áÓný ½¾ sé
²Û ½²¾ ésãã .! .#! ½²Ü¾ ½8¾ /@ü sĄ
. @ /û@ s²
éĄ²a ªª¥×»Ó¥ ã s Ûb  ª¥n× éĄ² ½. ªün¾b eÓ@ü¥ ½²é¾b ²² Ó@¥Á
náá¥ a  /ánûn ,Ón×[ªááb ²²é @¥Ðá @¥ n áb Û Ónü ìáb s Ó@Ăþ
[b ²Ą ×nn ×áb  á Óª
@Ó×b ²é ª»n ¥e @áb nªÓ n ªün¥b
² #ánÓ×Á
/3
.;a ªÓ @ n ì×á [ª¥[nen ün á @ Óªì¥e ¥ á× @¥e[@»b
/1 8 ,. / #11 ü@×  áþ  »Ón××ûn ün¥ ü¥¥¥ ªûnÓ I
n á e@þ× @ ª @¥e á@n¥áne ãQ [@ nÓ @[ @ÓÓááþ n»× ¥n @án »@Óá ª|
@ ÜQ Ó×n ¥ án ün á×Á .[@Óe @nþ @× n¥ªþne »n¥áþ ª| ×ì[[n×× ª¥
án ìþ [ªìÓ×n á× ×n@×ª¥ @¥e × ìá[ Óá ne¥ × ª»n¥ áª ªÓn
 »Óªûn n¥á @á á× ×á@ n ª| × [@ÓnnÓÁ #| án ªánÓ×b Ónü ìá @ÓÓûn× ¥
ªªe ¥[ Qª@×á¥ ü¥¥¥ |ªÓ ªûnÓ áÓ@[ @¥e áÓ»b ün [@¥[n× @Ón
@×ª ûn¥ áª @¥Ðá @¥ n á @¥e Ó@Ăþ [Á
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Ü| ãþª #¥þ @×× é ãÜb²ã
² ÛĄ 3.!1 /3. ½é²¾½ Ú ¾ ¦ÛÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ/ nûnþ ¦¦
½¾
.ì¥×a ² 9¥×a é½¾
,@[n×a ã
sÜbss
2ÏA£nÏa / A££¨£
$ô£nÏa £A ¨ÏÓn æQ
Ï¨·Ó QA[ £ ÝÏ· A£e ¨¨Ó ónÏÓAÝn ôÝ ÏnAÏeÓ Ý¨ Ï¨æ£e [¨£eÝ¨£Ó½
é ²²sã ,. .#/ 8 ; ½Û¾½ é¾ ¦ÁÁÁ1 @ÓÈì@¥e ½¾ ²Ąé
½²s¾
.ì¥×a ² 9¥×a Ü½b¾
,@[n×a ã
Üb²Ą²
2ÏA£nÏa  9AæA£
$ô£nÏa !Ï  ! -[nÏ£
AÓne ¨n Ýn 0ÝnôAÏeÓÌ æ· ô££nÏ Ýô¨ ÓÝAÏÝÓ QA[½0nnÓ £ ¨¨e |¨Ï½
ã ã¦ÛÛ 3 1 ½²¾½ ¾ ¦ãÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ  @¥¥¥
¦Ą
½²¾
.ì¥×a ¦ 9¥×a é½/b¾
,@[n×a ã
éé¦bĄÜ
2ÏA£nÏa: AAÓ
$ô£nÏa !Ï AeA£  !AÝ¨æ
¨ÓnÏ ÝA£ Ó |£Ó£ ·¨ÓÝ¨£ ÓænÓÝÓ AÝ ¨¨eô¨¨e½0¨ÏÝÓÝne½

 Û¦Û² 1 .3!13 /1. ½é²¾½ ¾ ¦²ÁÁÁÁÁÁ . @ /û@ ²Ąã
½¦¾
.ì¥×a ¦ 9¥×a ã½/bb¾ ,@[n×a ²
Üãb¦é¦
2ÏA£nÏa  /öA£
$ô£nÏa !Ï2  /AA£
A[nÓ A ÓÝ|| ÝAÓ A|ÝnÏ A ×Q ÏÓn £ Ýn ônÝÓ QæÝ Ý¨æ Ý¨ £¨Ïn½
 ééã²² 9!Ð/ .; 1 ½ãÜ¾½ é¾ s²ãÁÁÁÁ@þnþ1ìÓ¥nÓ ²Ą
½¾
.ì¥×a  9¥×a é½¾
,@[n×a ã
éÛbÛ¦Ą
2ÏA£nÏa2 AÓ[¨Qn
$ô£nÏa ·Ïn 0ÝAÝn /A[£ -AÏÝ£nÏÓ·
$£ A ÓÝnn· æ·ôAÏe [æÏón A£e AÓ Ý¨ |nAÝæÏn ·Ï¨£n£Ýö ¨£ Ýn Ó¨ÏÝÓÝ½
Ü ¦sĄé #! Ð/ . ½é²¾½ é¾ s²éÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ @ÓÓááþ ½ã¾ ²Ąé
½²²¾
.ì¥×a ²² 9¥×a ã½/bb¾ ,@[n×a é
²ÛbãĄã
2ÏA£nÏa / Anö
$ô£nÏa Ï¨ô£ 0nn[Ý
/A£ A [ÏA[nÏ £ Ó¨ônÏ [¨£eÝ¨£Ó Ïn[n£Ýö Ó¨ A£ö ÏA£ ô¨æe Qn A Q¨£æÓ½
Û é !#!; #3/ #! ½²s¾½ é¾ s²²ÁÁÁÁ  @¥²ĄÜ
½²¾
.ì¥×a éé 9¥×a ã½/b¾
,@[n×a ²Ą
ãbÛéÛ
2ÏA£nÏa - óA£Ó
$ô£nÏa !ÏÓ /A[n AÏ£nÓ
"¨Ý ô¨£ |¨Ï A ôn QæÝ ¨¨Ó [A·AQn ¨| nÝÝ£ A¨£ÓÝ Ýn ·A[n ¨£nö½
s ã²Ąé .##// ; ½ãÜ¾½ é¾ s²² ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ ª¥n× ²Ąé
½s¾
.ì¥×a s 9¥×a é½¾
,@[n×a ã
b¦Ü
2ÏA£nÏa: AAÓ
$ô£nÏa 0n ne  !AÝ¨æ
.ænÝö ·Ï¨ÏnÓÓón [¨£Ýn£enÏ ô¨ AÏÏónÓ ôÝ A ón [A£[n½  ·AönÏ½
¦ é²² ;1  . ½é²¾½ ã¾ s²Ą ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ. ìn¥ ²Ąé
½²Ą¾
.ì¥×a ²Ą 9¥×a ã½¾
,@[n×a ã
ébéĄã
2ÏA£nÏa 0AÏÝ
$ô£nÏa Ï¨ÓÓ|neÓ /A[£
¨£ £ Ýn ÏÝ eÏn[Ý¨£ A£e ·¨ÓÓQn Ý¨ Ïæn  ¨æÝ½
²Ą ÜÛs  ! ½é¾½ ¾ s²ĄÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ / 9 nþ ²ĄÜ
½Û¾
.ì¥×a ²Ą 9¥×a ²½¾
,@[n×a ã
²ÜÛbĄÛ
2ÏA£nÏa / Anö
$ô£nÏa nónnö -AÏ 0Ýæe
"nneÓ Ý¨ e¨ æ[ QnÝÝnÏ £¨ô ¨ó£ £Ý¨ A£e[A·Ó½$ÝnÏÓ An ¨Ïn A··nA½
²² Ąã²ã ! /#
3 ½é²¾½ NÚ ¾ s¦ Á  QQª¥× ²Ą
½ã¾
.ì¥×a Ü 9¥×a é½/b¾
,@[n×a ²
éébÜĄ
2ÏA£nÏa2 AÏÏ¨£
$ô£nÏa !Ï : I !ÏÓ  ¨ónÏ
ÏÓÝÝn Q£nÏÓ [¨æe An A e||nÏn£[n A|ÝnÏ Ó¨n Ó¨e n||¨ÏÝÓ½
²é ãĄ¦ĄÛ . #! /1 ½é²¾ sÛÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ1 @Ó ½ã¾ ²Ą²
½²¾
.ì¥×a ²² 9¥×a é½¾
,@[n×a ã
¦bÛéĄ
2ÏA£nÏa Óô¨ÏÝ
$ô£nÏa !Ï  0Ý
¨¨Ó óæ£nÏAQn Ý¨ ·Ï¨ó£ ÏóAÓ A£e Ý¨æ Ý¨ |A£[ö £ ÝÓ [¨·A£ö½
²ã é²ã . 9## ½éĄ¾½ b ¾ sÜ ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ, @ánÓ× ²Ąã
½é¾
.ì¥×a ã 9¥×a ²½¾
,@[n×a é
sbÛ¦Û
2ÏA£nÏa / Anö
$ô£nÏa !Ï Aóe : ÏÓÝÏ¨£
¨¨Ó eA£nÏ¨æÓö æ£nõ·¨Óne A£e [¨æe Qn A ¨nÏ £ Ýn ·A[ | ·Ï¨ó£½
² ²²Ąé  ½²s¾½ é¾ sÜÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ ªÓÓ× ²Ąã
½²Û¾
.ì¥×a ¦ 9¥×a é½/b¾
,@[n×a é
²ébé²Ü
2ÏA£nÏa e :AnÏ
$ô£nÏa 0An  ¨Aú I Ae  0AAÏ
-Ï¨ÏnÓÓ£ ôn A£e Ý ô¨æe Qn eA£nÏ¨æÓ Ý¨ ¨ónÏ¨¨  nÏn½

² ²ÜãÜ  #! ! / ½é²¾½ ¾ sÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ -ì¥¥ ²Ą
½²ã¾
.ì¥×a ¦ 9¥×a é½/b¾
²Übé²Û
2ÏA£nÏa ! : AÓÝnÏQö
$ô£nÏa !Ï  Ï¨¨ £e !Ï  0Ý¨ÝÝ
¨¨Ó Ý¨ Qn |A[£ A ÓÝ|| ÝAÓ AA£ÓÝ Ó¨n Ïn¨··¨Ó£ ¨··¨£n£ÝÓ½
²Ü é²  #. ½é²¾½ ¾ s ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ/ á[[ªáá ²ĄÜ
½²é¾
.ì¥×a ã 9¥×a ²½¾
,@[n×a ²
ÜbĄsĄ
2ÏA£nÏa ¨õ
$ô£nÏa £ÝnÓA /A[£
/A£ ô¨æe ·¨Ýn£ÝAö Qn A Q¨£æÓ A£e Ó 0AÓQæÏö Óæ[[nÓÓ ôAÓ ·ÏnÓÓón½
²Û ĄĄsÛã ## /1.311 . ½²ã¾ sĄÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ Ón@áÓný ½¾ ¦²
½Ü¾
.ì¥×a ²é 9¥×a ²½¾
,@[n×a ã
²ÛbĄÛ²
2ÏA£nÏa  Ae£
$ô£nÏa !Ï £eÏnô nn
/æ£Ó |Ï¨ äQ ¨æÝ ¨| Ýn A£e[A· A£e Ý Qn QnÓÝ ôAÝ[ne ÝÓ Ýn½
²s Û²Ûs !3!# 1./1! ½²Ą¾½ ¾ sĄÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ. ,ªün ½ã¾ s¦
½²Ü¾
.ì¥×a  9¥×a ²½¾
b²Ûã
2ÏA£nÏa: AÏóÓ
$ô£nÏa !Ï ón :AÓQ¨æÏ£
$ÝnÏÓ An ¨Ïn A··nA ÝÓ Ýn Ï¨æ£e½
éĄ²a @×ánÓ¥  »@[á ¦ Ûb  @ÓÓááþ½¾ ² á@û ½. @nþ¾b eÓ@ü¥ ½¾b
²é Ó@¥Á
náá¥ a ²²é @ü¥Ð× @Óþ  áb s n@Óeüªªeb [n ªÓeb .ªª××nþb ²Ą
þá @nÓb ²é @¥e×ª n ìenb ìQá@ @@b 1nÓì¥áì /á@Ób ,Ó Óª×n
8@nþb @Qb ² #ánÓ×Á
/3
.;a @×áá nªìá I ü¥¥nÓ 1nÓì¥áì /á@Ó @× áª |n@áìÓn
»Óª ¥n¥áþ ª¥ án ×ªÓá×á Qìá »nÓ@»× #! Ð/ . × üªÓá @ [@¥[nÁ
.[@Óe @nþÐ× |þ áÓ@ne án |Ó×á ¥@ ne ªÓ×n ün¥ Óì¥¥nÓì» @á á×
áÓ@[ ¥ ìþb Qìá ×n nná× á@á Óû@ ª¥ ì[ ªÓn |@ûªìÓ@Qn ánÓ × ¥ªüb
@¥e @×ª Qn¥n|á× |Óª nÓ ÓenÓÐ× @¥eþ ãQ [@ Á @ü¥Ð× @Óþ  á
üª¥ @ ªá ×[ªá nûn¥á ün¥ @×á × áne @¥e × [n@Óþ ª¥ ¥ án Ó á
eÓn[áª¥b Qìá @ × @Ó [@×n [@¥ Qn @en |ªÓ /@×QìÓþ @en¥ ü¥¥nÓ [n
ªÓe @¥e Ón[n¥á I ×n[ª¥e .ªª××nþÁ
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ãÁé ²Ą¾19;
Ü| bs² éþª #¥þ
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! /1 / ½,3/

½¾
9 /# -31; 1@án ¦
½Ü¾
éã  ! ½¦¾ ½ ¾ . @¥¥ª¥ ¦
½ã¾
: 318 ;1 @×[ª Qn ¦
½é¾
Ą /,. ½ãã¾ ½ ¾  ,@ nÓ ¦
½²¾
!#    ª×en¥ ¦
½¦¾ sãããé / #9  ½¦¾ ½ ¾ ª¥×áª¥ ¦
½Û¾
 /1. 1; .1 . ½²¦¾  @nþ ¦
½¾
. 1; 9 @ @× ¦Ą
½s¾
1 /#.# ûªÓþ ¦Ą

 ªÓÓ× u
/ nûnþÜs
@þnþ 1ìÓ¥nÓ u
@Ónþ ãĄ
! @[@þ u
 @¥¥¥ Ü
. 1@Óá u
! ×ª¥ ½ã¾ u
1 -ìn@þ u

éĄ²a ì¥ @×n ¦ b ! @[@þ éĄ² ½ e 9@nÓ¾b eÓ@ü¥ ½s¾b ¦ Ó@¥Á
náá¥ a ¦ nQ@¥b Ûé !ª @e[b  /@eªü @ nb s .n @áþb1n×ªÓªb
²é ün×ª n -ì@áþb ² @×»Ó@b ýn[ìáûn @þb ãã /áÓ[áþ @ÓánÓÁ
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#! /1 . ½1.¾
#3./ !#. 1#!
.9  8!1 a   ¥ì QnÓ× Qn×á ¥ @Ó n |ne×b n×»n[@þ
¥ ûnÓþ ×ª|á Óªì¥eÁÁ
1#, 1.  1.! ./ 91 .3!! ./a ½éĄ²ĄéĄ²¾a 
ª×en¥ ãÜ²s²b 9 @ @× é²éb . @¥¥ª¥ é²²¦ãb  @e¥
²Û²Üb /Ó /áªìán ²²ĄÜÁ
1#, 1.  #  ;/ 91 . /a ½éĄ²ĄéĄ²¾a @ n× ªþn
éã²sãb  Óªünþ éãé²¦b / n /ªì×@ éã²b , @¥@ @¥ éã²ãsb
 nááªÓ éé²ĄÁ
#! /1 1.8  .a Ăn ½éÁĄĄ¾ Ó@¥[nÚ /@¥án|×ª ½ãÁ²Ą¾
áÓ@¥ne @á @ÓìnÁ .ªì¥e áÓ» ª| Ûé n×Á
Û éĄãĄĄ ! #! ½²¾½ ã¾ ¦ÜÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ/ n /ªì×@ ²²Ą
½²Ą¾
.ì¥×a és 9¥×a ã½/b/b¾ ,@[n×a ²é
²²bã²¦
2ÏA£nÏa ! A££¨£
$ô£nÏa !Ï ö -AÏÓ
4Ón|æ A£e[A··nÏ QæÝ ·n£Ýö ¨£ Ó ·AÝn ÝÓ A|ÝnÏ£¨¨£½$··¨ÓAQn½
s ²²Ü  /1 #3!1 ½é¾½ ¾ ¦ÜÁÁÁÁÁ 1 ìÓ[@¥ u
½²²¾
.ì¥×a ²Û 9¥×a ½¾
,@[n×a s
²²sbãÛã
2ÏA£nÏa / ¨nÝ ¹/º
$ô£nÏa !Ï ÏAA /¨Q£Ó¨£
Ïn£[ ÏAenÏ AÓ A QÝ Ý¨ |£e ¨£ |¨Ï QæÝ Ó¨æe n Ýn Ó¨|Ý Ï¨æ£e½
¦ Ą²ÜÜ 11 / 1 /,.1 ½¦¾½ ¾ ¦Ü ÁÁÁ, ª× Ó@ûn ²Ąs
½²Ü¾
.ì¥×a ²² 9¥×a ½/b/b¾
sãbé¦s
2ÏA£nÏa $Ì!nAÏA
$ô£nÏa !Ï  nÓ·n
0¨|Ý Ï¨æ£e Aöe¨[ ô££nÏ £ !Aö A£e AÓ Ý¨ [¨£eÝ¨£Ó Ý¨ ÓæÝ AA£ nÏn½
²Ą ã² 9! /1 ½és¾½ ¾ ¦Ü ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ ªÓáì¥n ²²s
½²¾
.ì¥×a Û 9¥×a é½b/¾
,@[n×a é
ãbéãĄ
2ÏA£nÏa !nnA£
$ô£nÏa2ÏnAô£ö 
·ÏnÓÓón ô£££ ÏnÝæÏ£ nÏn AÓÝ ¨£Ý A£e A£enÓ [æÝ £ Ýn Ï¨æ£e½
²² ã²²Û  ; ½Û¾½ é¾ ã¦é ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ, @¥@ @¥ ²²Û
½é¾
.ì¥×a s 9¥×a ½b¾
,@[n×a ²
²sbéÜ
2ÏA£nÏa: AAÓ
$ô£nÏa !Ï AeA£  !AÝ¨æ
AÓÓö ¨·nÏAÝ¨Ï AÝ Ø| QæÝ ·n£Ýö Ý¨ ·Ï¨ón ÝA[£ ×| ¨£ Ï¨æ£e ÝÓ Ó¨|Ý½
²é ²ÜÜ² # # 1 .8 ½éÛ¾½1Ú é¾ ã¦ĄÁÁÁ ªìQá|ì ²éé
½¾
.ì¥×a Û 9¥×a ã½¾
,@[n×a é
¦ÛbĄé²
2ÏA£nÏa  -AnÏ
$ô£nÏa n£Ý¨£ ¨¨eÓÝ¨[ -AÏÝ£nÏÓ·
·ÏnÓÓón Ï¨æ· ß ô££nÏ £ ÏnA£e AÓÝ ¨£Ý½ ¨æQÝ|æ Ïæ££nÏ½
²ã ²²éé  1# ½Û¾½ ¾ ã¦Ą ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ ªìQá|ì²é
½²¾
.ì¥×a Û 9¥×a ½bb¾ ,@[n×a é
ãÛÛbééÜ
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² e@ ×ªQn ½. ¾ ½|Óne !ªQn
½. ¾/á@Óá@Ónáán ½3/¾¾ sÜ / Ó@þ ²Á é ª¥eÐ×
1Ó[× ½ ª¥×nìÓ ª¥e ½. ¾1Ó»n 1Ó[× ½. ¾¾
s²² , [ ª¥@e nûn¥× |@ûÁ ã ¥á@Ă@ ½. ¾
½¥á@Q ½3/¾1@Ă@Èìnn¥ ½/9¾¾ sÜ ªn ªþn
éĄ²Á ½Ü Ó@¥¾ ãb éãÝb ²Ýéb ¥b éÁ  ìÓnb
nþQìÓ¥Á 1ªána ü¥ ÁÛĄÚ »@[n× ²ÁĄb ²Á²ĄÁ
ý@[á@a ¦ÁÜĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a ÜÛÁÛĄÁ /a ÛÁÜÁ

ÜÁĄ

éþª #¥þ Ü| Ð[@»

² /@áìÓ¥ @[n ½. ¾ ½ªe@[á×ªª
½. ¾¾ s²Ą ªn ªþn ã²Á é ª¥ n@ì 8×@ n
½. ¾ ½ªªá×án»×¥án×@¥eìÓÓ[@¥n þ ½. ¾¾
¦ 1ìeª»n ¦ |@ûÁ ã ì»»@ánn ½. ¾ ½ @¥|ªÓe
||× ½. ¾@¥eá@ ½. ¾¾ s²é , [ ª¥@e
²²Á ½Ü Ó@¥¾ é²Ýb éb ²²Ýéb b ²ÛÁ   -ì¥¥b
@áª¥Á 1ªána ü¥ ãÁ¦ĄÚ »@[n× ²ÁéĄb ²ÁÜĄÁ
ý@[á@a ¦ÁsĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a ĄÁĄĄÁ /a ¦ÁsĄÁ !ª¥
Óì¥¥nÓa /@¥eÓ@Ð× /n[ÓnáÁ

ÛÁ²

ãþª »ì× ²

|

² nQ×nþ n@ì ½ ìá»ný nQ×nþ
nn ½. ¾¾ ²ĄĄ ªn ªþn ²Ą²Á é #ìÓ 1ª @×
½. ¾ ½ þ@¥ 1ª @× ½. ¾/¥@ @þ ½3/¾¾ ã¦ã
@¥ Û |@ûÁ ã Ó án ½/ýán× [ª¥ @Ó ìn
½.¾¾ ²ĄĄ  nn ÛéÁ ½ Ó@¥¾ é²Ýéb éb eb é¦Á 
 -ì¥¥b @áª¥Á 1ªána ü¥ ²²Á²ĄÚ »@[n× ãÁãĄb
²Á²ĄÁ ý@[á@a ãÁãĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a ²ãÜÁ²ĄÁ /a
éÛÁÛéÁ

ÛÁ

ãþª »ì× | Ð[@»

² @¥e þ ½/áÓ¥  Qáª¥ Ón@
.ª×n ½. ¾¾ Û¦Ü n @ 1ìááþ Ü²Á é ªÓ nÓÐ×
ªá ½. ¾ ½ @ @[ªüþe@ ½3/¾¾ ¦²
n¥á @¥ Ûé |@ûÁ ã ,@ûnÓ× /á@Ó ½,@×áªÓ@ ,ìÓ×ìá×
,Óen #| ¥ª[¾ Ü¦Û  @þ¥n× ²²éÁ ½Û Ó@¥¾ ²b
ã
Ýb ²²Ýéb ²Ýéb ¥Á Ó×  1ìááþb !ªÓá@nÓáª¥Á 1ªána
ü¥ sÁãĄÚ »@[n× ãÁ²Ąb éÁĄÁ ý@[á@a ã²ÁĄĄÁ
1Ó[@×áa ²é²ÁĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a ²éãÁãĄÁ /a éÜÁéÁ
!ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a ª @Ónb ¥ª[ ,Óenb @n×á[
@¥@¥¥@¥b .@á @á[nÓb /»n¥e  ,n¥¥þÁ

sÁ²

ãþª »ì× Û| Ð[@»

²  »nÓ@áªÓ ì ì×áì× ½. ¾ ½ªþ
.ª @¥
»nÓªÓ ½. ¾ ªÓ@á@ ½. ¾¾ Û¦Û 
@ÓÓááþ ²s²Á é 1@¥@ü@Ó ½. ¾ ½ ì×ûn áþ
½3/¾,@Ó@ª» ½. ¾¾ ¦²Ą  , /ìû@¥ ²²éÁ
ã @@@þ ½. ¾ ½nnþ| ½3/¾ªþ|ì¥n××
½3/¾¾ s¦Ą  @¥¥¥ éĄ²Á ½² Ó@¥¾ ²Ýéb ²ãÝb
eb ãb ²ÝéÁ , ª n×b een@ Á ×ªa ²Ąã |@û
,Q@Á 1ªána ü¥ é²Á²ĄÚ »@[n× ÁsĄb éÁĄb
Á¦ĄÁ
ý@[á@a ²ÛÜÁ¦ĄÁ 1Ó[@×áa éĄĄÁÛéÁ
1Ó|n[á@a ²éĄÁÜĄÁ /a ²ĄsÁ¦éÁ !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓa
/ì @Ó 1ªü¥Á

, ,#1a ûen¥ea ²ĄãÁ¦Ą
-3 ,#1a ûen¥ea ssÁĄ
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²Á

ª¥ a /ª|á
éþª #¥þ Û|

² /áªÓ .×¥ ½. ¾ ½ @¥|ªÓe ||×
½. ¾ n|ªÓn 1n /áªÓ ¾ ¦ , ªQQ× ²² |@ûÁ é
¥ 1n .ne ½. ¾ ½ ì×ûn , »nÓ¥n ½3/¾.ª×n×
Óª
.enþ ½. ¾¾ ¦ , ª× Ó@ûn s²Á ã
Ó×á[ìÓ[ ½3/¾ ½n¥Óþán¥@û @áªÓ ½3/¾
/@¥án ½3/¾¾ ¦  ªÓáì¥n Ü²Á ½²Ą Ó@¥¾ ²ãÝb
²b ã²Ýéb ¥b ²Á . @¥¥ª¥b @ÓQªÓªì Á 1ªána ü¥
éÁ¦ĄÚ »@[n× ²Á²Ąb ãÁĄĄb éÁĄÁ ý@[á@a éãÁéĄÁ
1Ó|n[á@a ²é²ÁĄÁ /a éÁé¦Á !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a
@Ó[@Ó@×b @¥×ª¥Á

éÁéĄ

éþª #¥þ Û|

² ì×á[n @ü ½. ¾ ½[[@ @áª¥
¥×án@Ó@ á ½. ¾¾ ¦ / n /ªì×@ ²s |@ûÁ é
1@×ünnÈ ½. ¾ ½  @e ªQ ½. ¾ @¥[n @
Ó ½. ¾¾ ¦ , @¥@ @¥ éÁ ã ![n ìáìÓn
½. ¾ ½ ìQ@ü ½. ¾ ª [ ½. ¾¾ ¦ @ n×
ªþn ²ãéÁ ½²² Ó@¥¾ ²²Ýb ããÝb ²ãÝb ¥b ²²ÝéÁ
×üªÓáb !nü @ÓnáÁ 1ªána ü¥ éÁãĄÚ »@[n×
²ÁéĄb ²ÁéĄb éÁãĄÁ ý@[á@a ÛÁ²ĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a
ĄÁãĄÁ /a ÜÁĄĄÁ

éÁĄ

ãþª »ì× ²

Ð[@»

² @ĂĂn 1n ìn ½. ¾ ½#@×× Ón@ 
.ªª¾ ¦ã   .ª[n ²Ü²Á é @Óe 1ª @¥en
½/á ì@áª¥ ½. ¾ nªeþ @nÓ¾ ã¦Û , ªQQ×
¦éÁ ã ªÓ¥ ½ .¾ ½Ónª¥ ½ .¾ªQì
½ .¾¾ ã¦Û Ón@áÓný ²²éÁ ½Û Ó@¥¾ ãÝb b sb
ì¥þ@¥ ½. ¾ b Ón@¥eÁ ×ªa Ûé á|@û
ãb ²²ÝÁ
Q@@Ób Ûé á|@û 9@Ó /áÓn ½ !¾Á 1ªána ü¥
éÜÁéĄÚ »@[n× ¦ÁĄĄb éÁÛĄÁ ý@[á@a ²ãÁĄÁ
1Ó[@×áa ÁsÁ 1Ó|n[á@a ²²éĄÁÛĄÁ /a sÁéÁ
!ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a @á  .@ü@¥b Èìáþ .×b .ª×@n
ª¥nìÓb 1ª @ 1 nÓÁ

ãÁéĄ

ãþª »ì× ²

| Ð[@»

² /@ánán ½. ¾ ½ @¥n @¥[nÓ
½. ¾,nÓnª¥ ½. ¾¾ ¦Û , ª× Ó@ûn ²Á é
@á|ì ªì¥á ½/Óª[[ª ½ .¾@eþ ¥e×@þ
½. ¾¾ Ü¦ 9 1ü×áª¥ @ûn× Ü²Á ã /áª[ 

@Ó ½/@nn ½3/¾»Ó /áª[¾ Û¦s , ªQQ×
²Ą²Á ½²é Ó@¥¾ b ãÝb b ²²Ýb ²ãÝÁ 9 @ @×b
!nü @ÓnáÁ ×ªa ² |@û /@ @[ªì×þ ½. ¾Á 1ªána
ü¥ ÁÜĄÚ »@[n× ²ÁĄb éÁãĄb ãÁĄÁ ý@[á@a
ÛÁãĄÁ 1Ó[@×áa és¦ÁsãÁ 1Ó|n[á@a ãÜÁsĄÁ /a
ããÁÁ !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a ªª /þb ¥ ì¥nb 9¥ánÓ
/»[nÁ

ãÁ

éþª #¥þ |

² 9@áeªü@¥áá@á|ªÓ ½. ¾ ½ªe@[
,n¥[ì¾ ¦Ą , ªQQ× ²² |@ûÁ é 1@á×@ ×@þ¥
½. ¾ ½ @¥eþ @¥ ½. ¾ ªen ªª× ½. ¾¾ ¦Ą
 ÓQþ ²Ü²Á ã ,áþ @× ½. ¾ ½»»Óªûn ½. ¾
@Óá¥ ½. ¾¾ ¦Ą   @¥ ÜÜ²Á ½²é Ó@¥¾ ²Ýéb
ã²Ýb ²²Ýb ²Ýéb ãÝÁ . @¥¥ª¥b @ÓQªÓªì Á 1ªána
ü¥ ãÁ²ĄÚ »@[n× ²ÁéĄb ÁĄb ²ãÁĄÁ ý@[á@a
ĄÁĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a éé¦ÁãĄÁ /a ÛÁ¦ÜÁ !ª¥
Óì¥¥nÓ×a ìÓ@¥eb /@en¥Á

ÁãĄ

ãþª »ì× | Ð[@»

² @[eª¥ ½[[@ @áª¥ þ×¾ ¦¦é 1
ìÓ[@¥ ²Ą²Á é ì×ûáþ ½. ¾ ½ ì×ûn áþ
½3/¾1ªì  [ ½. ¾¾ Û¦ / 9 nþ ²Ą²Á ã
ìe n Ï¥ ìÓþ ½,ûªá@ þ[ª¥n ª¥¥n¾ ²²¦s 
/ªn @Ó s²Á ½¦ Ó@¥¾ eb ²b ×eb ²²Ýb ²ãÝÁ 9
ááªüb ìª »áª¥Á ×ªa ² á|@û ¥e@¥ 1¥nÓb
² á|@û ¥n @á[Á1ªána ü¥ ²ãÁ²ĄÚ »@[n× ãÁãĄb
²ÁÛĄb ãÁÜĄÁ ý@[á@a ²²ÁãĄÁ 1Ó[@×áa sã¦ÁéĄÁ
1Ó|n[á@a ²ÛÜÁÛĄÁ /a ²ĄãÁ²sÁ !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓa
,ýnnn¥Á

ÁĄĄ

ãþª »ì× ²

é|

² @Ó¥@[þ ½. ¾ ½ @×ánÓ[Ó@|á× @¥
½. ¾ @Óná @þ¾ ã¦Ą , ª× Ó@ûn ²Á é
ne@áª¥ ½Ă@ ªìÓ ½. ¾ @[nþ@ ½ .¾¾ ã¦Ą
 á[n ²Ü²Á ã ,nÓ×@¥ ÓnnĂn ½,ûªá@,nÓ×@¥
@× ¥n¾ ã¦Ą . @û¥ Ü |@ûÁ ½²² Ó@¥¾ ²²Ýb b
²
Ýéb ¥b ²²ÝéÁ
/ [ª[b !nü @ÓnáÁ 1ªána ü¥
ÁÛĄÚ »@[n× ²ÁéĄb Á¦Ąb ²Á²ĄÁ ý@[á@a s²ÁĄÁ
1Ó|n[á@a éÁ¦ĄÁ /a ÛÜÁ¦Á !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a
ì @ nb @ĂĂ@¥@Á

Áã

ãþª »ì× ²

²| Ð[@»

² ,n@ /áªÓ
½/nn»¥ ¥e@¥
áánÓQì ½. ¾¾ Ü²Ą²½Üný¾ Ón@áÓný ²Á é Ó
Ó@¥n ½/nn»¥ ¥e@¥/n× ¥¥n¾ ²ĄĄ
Ón ¥ Ü²Á ã n¥   ½È@@ n¥¥n ª¥e¾
ã¦  @ª¥ Ûé á|@ûÁ ½Û Ó@¥¾ ²Ýéb é²Ýéb ãÝb ãÝb
ÛÁ   #Ð/n@b !nü¥@ ª¥/nûnÓ¥Á ×ªa Ûé á|@û
ª¥  @Ó ½. ¾Á 1ªána ü¥ ÁĄĄÚ »@[n× ²ÁsĄb
ãÁãĄÁ ý@[á@a ééÁsĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a ãÁ²ĄÁ /a
éÛÁ¦ãÁ

 ,#1a !ªá üª¥b »ªª ª| sbéÜÁÜé [@Ó
Óne ªûnÓ áª !nü @ÓnáÁ
, ,#1a ûen¥ea ĄéÁãĄ
-3 ,#1a ûen¥ea ãésÁĄ
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ª¥ a ªªe áª ×ª|á×ª|á ¥ »@[n×
éþª #¥þ | Ð[@»

éÁĄĄ

² /ªü ,@@[n ½/ªü[@×¥ ,@@×
,ª@Ón¾ sÛ  @¥¥¥ s²Á é
nÓ@e ××ná ½. ¾
½ÓªĂn¥ ,ªünÓ ½. ¾ @@¥[n 1n ªª×¾ ¦ 
nn ²²²Á ã n @¥@¥@ ½. ¾ ½,ªnáÐ× 8ª[n ××
@Óûnªì× ½3/¾¾ s²Ą 1ª @× Óªü¥ éĄ²Á ½²
Ó@¥¾ ãÝb ¥b eb éãÝb ²²ÝéÁ n¥¥n @¥e×b nnÁ
×ªa é |@û /n¥@ þnÁ 1ªána ü¥ ²ĄÁ¦ĄÚ »@[n×
ãÁÛĄb ÁéĄb sÁ¦ĄÁ ý@[á@a ²¦Á¦ĄÁ 1Ó[@×áa
²Û²ÛÁãÁ 1Ó|n[á@a éééÁsĄÁ /a ¦ĄÁ¦²Á !ª¥
Óì¥¥nÓ×a @[ @ ª¥e Ób û@×n×ÈìnÁ

éÁãĄ

éþª #¥þ Û|

² / »n áá@[ ½¥û¥[Qn /»Óá
½. ¾,Ó¥[n×× 1@×n ½3/¾¾ ¦  @¥¥¥ ÛéÁ é
nÓÓ¥ .ª@e ½. ¾ ½||Ó@@@¥á@×á[ /»Ó¥
½3/¾¾ ¦ , @¥ ã²Á ã ªe 1Ó@en ½. ¾
½.@ûn¥Ð× ,@×× ½3/¾1Ó@e¥ ,@[n×¾ ¦  nn
²Á ½²² Ó@¥¾ ¥b ²ãÝb ã²Ýéb ×eb Á / ¥ /ìÓªªÓb
!nü @ÓnáÁ ×ªa ²s |@û #Ó ×ÓÁ 1ªána ü¥
ÁsĄÚ »@[n× ²ÁĄb ²ÁÜĄb ²ÁĄÁ ý@[á@a ²¦ÁĄÁ
1Ó|n[á@a ÜsÁ¦ĄÁ /a ²ÁĄãÁ !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a Óª|á
.@¥ nÓb nÓ 1ª  1Óª¥nb ì@áb 1nQ@ @ánQ@Á

ãÁĄĄ

ãþª »ì× Û| Ð[@»

² QnÓ@ ¥ n ½.¾ ½QÓnáá×á ½3/¾
¥ n 8ª[n× ½. ¾¾ ãs²Ą  @þ¥n× ã² |@ûÁ é
|| ½. ¾ ½ @[nªÓ ìn ½3/¾/n×@¥ ½. ¾¾
¦¦  ìn¥ ²Á ã @¥ªá ½. ¾ ½>nQnenn
@»»¾ ã¦  @ÓÓááþ Û²Á ½¦ Ó@¥¾ eb ¥×b ²Ýéb
ã²Ýb ²²ÝéÁ  ìÓnb nþQìÓ¥Á 1ªána ü¥ ÁĄĄÚ
»@[n× éÁĄĄb éÁĄĄb éÁ¦ĄÁ ý@[á@a é²Á²ĄÁ
1Ó[@×áa ÛÛÁs²Á 1Ó|n[á@a ²¦ÁÛĄÁ /a ²Á²ãÁ
!ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a ª[@b #ÓQá 1n ªª¥b 9ªÐ× /ÓÁ

ãÁã

ãþª #¥þ ²

é| Ð[@»

² @Ð× ª¥ªìÓ ½ @| @¥n@ ½.¾¾
¦ @¥ ¦ |@ûÁ é ne #|  á ½,@×áªÓ@
,ìÓ×ìá×ì ¥e@ ½. ¾¾ ¦Ü  nn ²²Á ã ìÓ¥nÓ
½. ¾ ½  @»@ÓÓ@ ½. ¾ Ón@án ½.¾¾ ¦Ü ,
ìÓn¥¥@¥ ²ĄãÁ ½ Ó@¥¾ ²Ýéb ãÝb ã²ÝéÁ . ìn×áb
!nü @ÓnáÁ 1ªána ü¥ éÁÛĄÚ ý@[á@a ÜÁãĄÁ

1Ó|n[á@a sÁãĄÁ
/a sÁãÛÁ !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a
ªªe¥ á×ìĂþb 1@¥×áª ª¥áþb 1n 9nn @ÓÓ@Á

Á²Ą

ãþª »ì× ²

é|

² ªûn¥@¥á ½.@ûn¥Ð× ,@×× ½3/¾ªûn
ûnÓ@×á¥ ¾ ã¦ 1 @ áª¥ ²²²Ą |@ûÁ é 1@ÓáªªÓ
½ .¾ ½#@×× Ón@ 1n »nÓ¥ ½ .¾¾ ã¦ 
@¥¥¥ ¦Á ã ªþ|ì /á@Ó ½1nª|ª ½. ¾ ýáÓn n
n@ìáþ ½3/¾¾ ¦²ã  @ÓÓááþ ²ĄĄ²Á ½s Ó@¥¾
ã²Ýb b ²²Ýéb Üb é²ÝÁ ìQnÓb @ QªìÓ¥Á 1ªána ü¥
²ÁsĄÚ »@[n× ²Á²Ąb ²ÁãĄb ²²ÁãĄÁ ý@[á@a ÁéĄÁ
1Ó|n[á@a ²ĄãÁÛĄÁ /a ãÁÜÁ !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a Ónáª¥
ìn×b /¥¥e@Ó[@áª¥b /ü@×Qì[¥ Á Ónáª¥ ìn×S
.ìn  @»»n× áª  ná×b eneì[á » ¥ án »ªì¥eÁ

ÁĄ

ãþª #¥þ | Ð[@»

² ¥
Ó ×ª¥ ½ @»á@¥ nÓÓ@Óe
½. ¾ n @¥á @eþ¾ ¦Û  nn ²s |@ûÁ é
ª »áª¥ .ûnÓ ½ ª »áª¥ ,@[n¥@  .ûnÓ¾ ¦
, ìÓn¥¥@¥ ²²Á ã nn !nn ½. ¾ ½ªe@[
e @þ ½3/¾¾ sÜ  ìn¥ ã²Á ½ Ó@¥¾ ²ãÝb Ûb
ã²Ýb ²ÝéÁ
@¥¥ª¥b 9n×á ×nþÁ 1ªána ü¥ éÁÜĄÚ
»@[n× ²ÁãĄb ²ÁĄÁ ý@[á@a ÁÜĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a
²ĄÁ¦ĄÁ /a ÛÁ²ĄÁ !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓa nQne@ /¥nÁ

Á²Ą

ãþª »ì× Ü| Ð[@»

² ××ª¥  »ª××Qn ½þ@[þ @×ánÓ¥
þÓ[¾ ²Ą¦²² , @ánÓ× ²s²Á é ì[þ @Ó
½. ¾ ½ ª×× 8@n ½. ¾8Ó@[[@¾ Ü¦¦  @ÓÓááþ
s²Á ã /n[Óná áþ ½. ¾ ½ áþ #¥   ½3/¾
/n[Óná ª Qn ½. ¾¾ ¦¦²Ą , ìÓn¥¥@¥ ²ÛéÁ
½²é Ó@¥¾ ãb ¥b é²Ýb éb ×eÁ ×× 1 9@ ªááb
/»n¥¥þ ªªÓÁ ×ªa ²² |@û @n[ 9Ă@Óe ½. ¾Á
1ªána ü¥ ²ãÁ¦ĄÚ »@[n× Á¦Ąb ãÁĄĄb ãÁÜĄÁ
ý@[á@a ²ãsÁĄÁ 1Ó[@×áa ²ãÁéÁ 1Ó|n[á@a
ÜéÁéĄÁ /a ²¦ÁÛãÁ !ª¥Óì¥¥nÓ×a  þb @eþ
ªÓenÁ

, ,#1a ûen¥ea ¦ĄÁĄĄ
-3 ,#1a ûen¥ea ÁÛĄ
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ª¥ a ªªe áª |Ó  ªªe ¥ »@[n×
éþª #¥þ Û|

ÁãĄ

² 1e@ 9@ûn ½ @¥|ªÓe ||× ½. ¾@eþ
¥×¾ ¦ / nûnþ ²s |@ûÁ é nÓ¥nÐ× ªþ
½QªìÓ¥n @e ½. ¾/áª¥nþ ªûn ½. ¾¾ ¦ .
ªÓ¥Qþ é²Á ã ªìÓ #¥  á ½@ü @¥ ½.¾
,ª[ná 9@á[¾ ¦  n /ªìĂ@ ÜÜ²Á ½² Ó@¥¾ ×eb
é²Ýb é²Ýéb ããÝb ¥Á . @¥¥ª¥b @ÓQªÓªì Á 1ªána
ü¥ ãÁãĄÚ »@[n× ²ÁãĄb ²ÁãĄb ²éÁĄÁ ý@[á@a
ÛÁĄÁ 1Ó|n[á@a ãĄ²ÁãĄÁ /a ÁÜéÁ

ÜÁĄĄ

ãþª »ì× Ü| Ð[@»

²
ìÓ ªe n ½ ý[nne ¥e ý[n
½3/¾ ×× @ì××¥ ½. ¾¾ ¦²é @ n× ªþn
s²Á é .n @ ,@Ó@en ½,ûªá@ ªen -ìnn¥ ½3/¾¾
²²¦²²  ªÓÓ× ²Ą²Á ã ª¥ Ó@û ½/@ »ªünÓ
/á@Ó @¥n ,Ó¥[n×× ½. ¾¾ s¦  ÓªìenÓ
²²²Á ½²é Ó@¥¾ ¥×b ×eb ×eb ãÝb ãÝÁ  @nÓb
@¥áª¥Á ×ªa ²² |@û @×ánÓ¥ .@[nÓ ½. ¾Á 1ªána
ü¥ ¦Á¦ĄÚ »@[n× ãÁéĄb ãÁéĄb ãÁ²ĄÁ ý@[á@a
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“Nice and all as it is in
Millstreet, I’m not here on a
holiday, I’m here to be
competitive,” said Cameron
Hanley yesterday.
The Mayo rider made his
comment after jumping clear
in the opening round of the
day’s feature class at the Cork
international fixture and, true
to his word, he went on to win
the jump-of f in style with
Antello Z.
Hanley is much admired for
the manner in which he has
overcome adversity, after
undergoing surgery 17 times
when he injured his knee in a
freak accident while playing

with his children in the
garden in 2011, along with losing the ride on all his top
horses last January.
However, he managed to ultimately retain the ride on
Antello Z, a horse he showed
to good effect yesterday.
“He’s a bit spooky, but he’s
a jumper and will do his utmost when in the ring. This is
his first competition here and
I intend to jump him in the
grand prix. He can be very fast
and is very competitive,” said
Hanley, who scored victory
when almost 1.5 seconds
faster than Derry’s Daniel
Coyle on Zuidam.
Spain’s Antonio Marinas
Soto placed third on Cash And
Go, with Paul Kennedy pro-

viding the only other double
clear on Car town Dang er
Mouse.
Hanley is aiming his 12year-old gelding at tomorrow’s €50,000 grand prix, but
experience has taught him
fate can demolish the best of
plans in such a fickle sport.
“I’m reluctant to make predictions, but Millstreet has always been lucky for me and
hopefully that will continue. I
won individual silver and
team bronze at the European
Pony Championships here in
1989, plus I won the grand prix
at the World Cup show in
2000.”
In the following international class, Britain’s Laura
Renwick repeated her win of

last year with Beluga. Despite
having a fence down, she beat
Waterford’s Francis Connors
on Uskerty Diamond Lady.
Millstreet is guaranteed to
maintain its reputation as a
show for top-quality competition over the weekend, with a
host of top Irish riders such as
Olympic bronze medallist
Cian O’Connor and former
world champion Dermott Lennon battling with the likes of
Britain’s Joe Whitaker and
Renwick. The Millstreet
Masters is the first of today’s
international classes, followed
by the Speed Derby, while the
National Discover final for
four-year-olds is sure to to be a
crowd-puller in the indoor
arena.

Tomorrow opens with an
opportunity to see some of the
country’s best young stock,
with the Millstreet Ruby final
for five-year-old horses, followed by the Boomerang final
for 6/7-year-olds.
While a large crowd is guaranteed for tomorrow’s grand
prix, there will also be much
interest in tomorrow’s All-Ireland Foal Championship, with
€30,000 in prizemoney.
Twenty-four animals — 12
in each of show jumping and
eventing categories — will
be judged by Ireland show
jumping manager Robert
Splaine.
Meanwhile, the Ireland
junior and young rider teams
yesterday won silver and

bronze medals, respectively,
at their European Championships in Austria.
The junior team of Philip
Carey, Susan Fitzpatrick,
Anna Carway and Cormac
Hanley took the silver medal,
following a jump of f with
Great Britain. The gold medal
went to Germany. Twenty one
nations took part.
Earlier, the young rider
team of Eoin McMahon, Michael G Duffy, Michael Duffy
and Jonathon Gordon took the
bronze medal following a
three way jump-off for the
silver medal.
Germany came out tops in
the jump-off, with Britain losing out. Belgium won gold in
the 14-nation contest.
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The second session of round
one of the Boylesports Irish
Greyhound Derby takes place
tonight at Shelbourne Park,
and the nap goes to the ideally
housed Fair Taxes in heat 16.
Francie Murray’s dog posted a superb 28.20 trial over 525
yards just last week, having
finished a fine second behind
Ballybough Mike over 550
yards on his most recent comp e t i t i ve o u t i n g , l a t e l a s t
month.
In defeat he posted a very

fast 29.68 and, with potential
for improvement, can be expected to dominate from start
to finish. Kennel-companion
Overcharge may be the one to
give him most to think about.
The exciting Secreto can
land the opening heat for
trainer Mossy O’Connor.
Although he hasn’t managed to strike at Shelbourne
Park thus far, he has shown
real pace in defeat in hot company, and remains full of potential.
Perhaps he is just that touch
short of early pace to really
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Race 1: Barnfield Hero (Maggie Me Mammy)
Race 2: Shaded Sky (Jiggy Move)
Race 3: Skywalker Turbo (Leos Coco)
Race 4: Laravoulta Libby (Haughtyvanpersie)
Race 5: Cooly Jane (Test Me)
Race 6: Ballyboy Flash (Ballydaly Choice)
Race 7: Jaytee Grace (Hesagodsend)
Race 8: Rastafari Vic (Oaklands Paddy)
Race 9: Knockboy Kathy (Dower Bud)
Race 10: Gwan Slab (The Other Ace)
7.46 – 525: Youokay, Free Rover, Maggie Me
Mammy, Rosebank Bolt, My Little Mix, Barnfield
Hero.
525: Pookies Kitty, Shaded Sky, Whiteys Sanda,
Rosetown Beauty, Jiggy Move, Sportsmans Zip.
525: Starcash Annie, Skywalker Turbo, Big Red,
Dromana Nidge, Leos Coco, Offshore Head.
525: Minor Bound, Outsider, Laravoulta Libby,
Rappa Jazzer, Haughtyvanpersie, Notorious Ben.
550: Test Me, Cooly Jane, Chinook Rumble, Glenbowen Diamon, Rosies Champ, Showmethemoney.
525: Wideawakejohn, Ballyboy Flash, Carrigoon
Rio, Liss Dolly, Ballydaly Choice, Come On Vic.
525: Greenfield Robin, Orlando Dazl, Droopys
Camden, Hesagodsend, Jaytee Grace, Whatasetup.
525: Rastafari Vic, Charlesfield Tom, Captain Kirk,
Kilara Flash, Triggers Master, Oaklands Paddy.
525: Midian Mink, Montana Knight, Burgess
Rumble, Knockboy Kathy, Dower Bud, Bold Five.
525: Gwan Slab, Tailteann Glory, Gulleen Billy,
Freds Choice, The Other Ace, Glenanore Ace.
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8.02 – 525: Rathbay Crash, Dive Bomber, Random
Pete, Clonora Kate, Micks Send, Lyons Castle.
570: Hollands Gold, Crohane Chief, Lisheen Ella,
Greenane Apollo, Jossestown Hawk, Bright Mila.
570: Fancy That Trap, Serene Ruso, Victorious Joe,
Run It Twice, Ascot Harry, Doner Tello.
570: Slaneyside Aloha, Sober Gael, Alright Blue,
Kish Chopin, Japan, Shellam Magpie.
525: Windmill Beauty, Dublinhill Maid, Emerald
Fire, Ascot Joey, Slaneyside Alvin, Wolf Pack.
525: Fionntra Strand, Foyle Huja, Knockroe Devil,
Circus Tiger, Amarillo Baby, Code Free.
330: Mutual Agreement, Silverhill Shay, Skidroes
Brother, Black Frankel, Student Princess, O Garney
Prince.
570: Leigh Fredie, Petite Rubenz, Whizzing Home,
Juggernaut Jim, Flomur Joey, Denross Andy.
525: Lemon Steff, Borna Glory, Killahan Persie, Star
Orchard, Trade Chloe, Swift Krupa.
525: Hidden Louise, Slaneyside Kitty, Emers
Poppy, Devilsbit Rumble, Dannys Zebo, Thurlesbeg Over.
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7.50 – 525: Razldazl Sid, Husky Milo, Whiteys
Sunset, Stripe Rory, Clinical, Odell Prince.
525: Pinewood Rogue, Youcancatchme, Seaview
Jasper, Lough Mags, Fairbrook Lilly, Dylans Girl.
325: Flag Symbol, Maglass Diva, Kuda Jackdaw,
Stripe Gaffer, Glynnscrossmajor, Rasta Ozzy.
325: Triangle Archie, Tan Brown, Rasta Paddy,
Manners Legend, Ballydaniel Ash, Vigorous Angie.
525: Leahs Impact, Master Willie, Whitefort Cha,
Clover Dawn, Mattys Pine, Odell Rossetta.
525: Kikis Beauty, Nans Rocky, Lord Swift, Orphan
Annie, Seaview Sandy, Archaton Champ.
525: Woodenstown Caro, Rathbally Tank, Glencarra Dynamo, Sion Me Blaze, Kacys Jacqui, Urban
Wood.
575: Minglers Story, Ballyhi Lady, Sparta Fantasy,
Airmount Lace, Myleens Luck, Avalon Bear.
575: Moonveen Rumble, Rockandrollfever, Jumbos
Mccaw, Mustang Milo, Alannahs Lady, Lord Ruso.
525: Woodenstown Bib, Dysert Noir, Hey Biddie,
Ardnacrusha Lady, Willmount Jewell, Piercestown
Lucy.
525: Whiteys Diamond, Butterbridge Pip, Piercestown Lisa, Kilgraney Aspen, Minglers Suarez, Slippery Hanna.
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7.42 – 550: Heathlawn Tiger, Vulturi, Boherash
Messiah, Secreto, Leave At Dawn, Maggies Lucy.
550: Knocktoo Garry, Urban Gossip, Sidarian Teejay, Blastoff Mccaw, Cable Bay, Ivy Hill Bart.
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make an impact on this year’s
Derby, but he looked a real
star in the making, at Tralee,
and will be very hard to beat
in this heat. The danger is
likely to come from Leave At
Dawn.
Ballydoyle Honey hasn’t
been gifted a very easy start in
heat 18, but her class can
shine through. Trainer Graham Holland is bound to have
left plenty to work on for the
coming weeks, but the tre-

550: Ballymac Ricky, Ardrahan Zindi, Paradise
Maverik, Blue Cafu, Hondo Messi, Jackal Frampton.
550: Fair Taxes, Overcharge, Millridge Crash, Highview Event, Black Tom, Ballyana Foxtrot.
550: Amazing Dude, Extra Spark, Dark Intentions,
Allen Wizard, Tyrur Mcdonald, Droopys Navas.
550: Padua Supreme, Deanridge Pennys, Ballydoyle Honey, Quinton Abu, Calzaghe Clampet,
Hovex. Prince.
550: Uncle Paul, Morning Music, Doubtful Venture,
Wee Barneys Son, Glanmire Prince, Clares
Wonder.
550: Samiya, Tyrur Supermac, Native Custom,
Laughil Duke, Ballybough Mondo, Save The Don.
550: Mucho Macho Man, Ravenswood Emily,
Rockybay Yank, Knight Invader, Material Man, Redwood Mick.
550: Cabra Miller, Time To Share, Salacres Francie,
Tyrur Tommy, Barefoot Artist, Farloe Rumble.
550: Whizzing Archie, Butterbridge Ace, Offshore
Bound, Ivy Hill Prince, Fordeflag, Highview Apollo.
550: Justice Matters, Lefanta Sky, Boherash Ozzie,
Riverside Pat, Borna Sounds, Alien Ticker.
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7.44 – 325: Jeffs Posh, Neas Choice, Mr Biscuits,
Kilcurra Archie, Rushpool Denzel, Baltovin Roxanne.
525: Weighbridge Boru, Henge Bound, Dungara
Boy, Knockbawn Flame, Ballyline Spark, Duns Outcast.
325: Knockane Madison, Ever So Jessie, Broad
Daylight, Jeffs Force, Clounamon King, Bearhaven
Bo.
525: Confident Zoro, Our Bally Boy, Risk It Thunder,
Rathronan Dazl, Aughacasla Moira, Obey The
Rules.
525: Highway Jedi, Saleen Pippa, Confident Puma,
Harping On, Over Grown, David Mixture.
750: Rockmount Joyce, Knockbawn Julie, Balyfidora Ellie, Slippy John, Hello The House, Paradise
Simona.
570: Knocknaboulpaddy, Payyaway Missy, Weighbridge Edel, Rustys Heart, Knockbawn Snowy,
Knockeen Crash.
525: Killinane Chief, Starring Storm, Steeple Rd
Teddy, Killinane King, Pennylane Gem, Run Buddy
Run.
525: Mossend Buzz, Smearla Federal, Hi Cassandra, Knockbawn Caviar, Dungara Well, Dromore
Judy.
525: Birthday Present, Buchanans Hope, Sallowglen Kerry, Skylar, Knocknaboulnonie, Daleroad Lark.
525: Rathronan Stone, Slipping Stella, Rusheen
Tommy, Hatfield Elvis, No More Stories, Fivestar
Brett.
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7.52 – 525: Lissatouk Maggie, Clydagh Annette,
Badgerfort Black, Tiermana Gin, Lingrawn Ranger,
View The Star.
350: Hail Marlyn, Tullys Angel, Rosscahill Racer,
Barbersfort Kate, Willrose Polly, Hollywood Lucy.
350: Ellusive Award, Now Its Kipper, Kilbannon
Ozil, Mine Twist, Cass, Scattery Fairy.
525: Truely Inagh, Razmataz Sky, Solamagundi,
Dromoher Hill, Sking Again, Badgerfort Jim.
525: Joes Touch, Hotshot Suarez, Lingrawn Dixie,
Bumblebee Diane, Simon Jaxxon, Another You.
350: Tyrur Pinky, Balistic Josie, Milton Rose, Shes
On Faya, Willrose Champ, Dynamic Podge.
350: Wood Viking, Dreams Of Inagh, Gunner Maisie, Firestorm Marina, Miss The Fantasy, Mon Loui.
525: Balrobuck Bondi, Ballyea Jack, Black Balloon,
No Cover Up, Mine Blitz, Knockdine Jacky.
550: Lissatouk Dolly, Trusky Miyake, Knockdine Impact, Highview Craft, Bumblebee Polly, Move Over
Ozzie.
550: Burnpark Cain, Bumblebee Kyne, View Action,
Tyrur Lord, Oranmore Josie, Danmar Jack.
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7.40 – 525: You Beauty, O Garney Daisey, Ohnonotagain, Rosa Belle, Knockanae Bound, Velvet
Viking.
350: Annamore Mark, Hayeses Set, Smooth Bran,
Shes Giddy, Maud In Cahoots, Grogeen Diamond.
525: Nostachio Nova, Singland Puma, Kantoher
Lad, Cut The Codding, Pinarello, Blackbird Way.
525: Artaius, Rabbits Lady, Husky Max, Palace
Queen, Gulleen Hero, Stallone Moses.

mendous bitch can prove too
strong for her rivals, headed
by Deanridge Pennys.
Farloe Rumble has been
drawn to wear the stripes in
the 22nd heat and, while that’s
something of an unknown for
the Owen McKenna-trained
runner, he gets the vote to get
his bid off to a winning start.
He impressed in his recent
course-and-distance trial,
posting 29.51, and has the pace
to develop into a serious contender for outright honours.
He is prefer red to Tyrur
Tommy.

525: Foxy Dream, Honeypound Cross, O Garney
Molly, Zarkava Banba, Wilfield Wonder, Scarriff
Solo.
525: Mahoonagh Sid, Orlando Oscar, Turbo Jet,
Macho El, Man Of Mayhem, Brickfield Roxy.
550: Coral Swallow, Montore Sally, Selinas Captain, Inagh Gent, Instagram, Singland Lark.
525: Glideaway King, Johns Gift, Stool Pidgeon,
Ballyhone Sworde, Stinging Bee, Beannacht Gorm.
525: Bling Bling Fran, Artemis Howl, Intenso, Scala
Vic, Billofknockbrack, Boherbradda Bill.
575: Banderas, Inslips Icon, Combo Sidney, Kyletaun Boy, Prince Of Peace, Cragghill Hero.
525: Zulu Express, Shaneboy Emily, Millroad
Henry, Deanos Rocky, Sintra, Inislosky Mossy.
525: Moanteen Beauty, Riverside Siesta, Malbay
Ally, Shaneboy Darragh, Clounanna Pam, Inislosky
Bumble.
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3.00 – 525: Rushpool Dave, Banemore Legend,
Maglass Cain, Apple Warship, Saleen Vic, Rattlesnake Sue.
500: Crown Traveller, Aulton Bound, Killagran Lad,
Bally Cross, Millridge Messie, Cashen Mickeyjoe.
325: Manhattan Jen, Makulu, Stride On Katie, Ballalley George, Cloudy Dawn, Millridge Nico.
525: Cashen Serengeti, Rossa Marango, Confident
Gitana, Ramona Girl, Killahan Spider, Dubai Lucky.
525: Melodys Dazzler, Homestead Falls, Chubbys
Coogee, Ravilello Sky, Ardrahan Izzy, Careys
Ranger.
525: Killeedy Dancer, Dooncaha Gavin, Ned In
Grealeys, Boxer Little, Short Mountain, Gracies
Princess.
550: Coolboy Cause, Headleys Wally, Teemore
Lass, Randy Farmer, Mullpoole Patsy, Dysert
Conor.
500: Millridge Lola, Haliska Pat, Pennylane Lodge,
Coolboy Bob, Blue Chief, Ardrahan Gigi.
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7.30 – 525: Cuteen Monarch, Sister No Mercy,
Boozed Official, Bay City Noah, Heavens Rumble,
Listen Joe.
525: An Charraig Abu, Powerstown Ebony, Sineads
Moll, Bubs Star, Circus Diva, Charity Flora.
525: Rendition, Knocknaboha Jump, Monty Hawk,
River Trek, Tiania For Gold, Maughera Royal.
525: Hi Busha Cusha, Murleys Cailin, Hold On
Tourhat, Crohane Chief, Kilkenny Bubbles, Curra
Star.
525: Zippys Turbo, Springwood Tresa, Lyons Liberty, Raceway Black, Free Machine, Cruise Causeway.
300: Turning Belle, Highview Light, Nattha, Movealong Luke, Liquoriceallsort, Tullig Point.
525: Our Dandie, Laptop Lady, Longview Herc,
Rock Of Kinloch, Coolbeggan Rebel, Cross Of
Copper.
550: Wriggle Wriggle, Baleoutmay, Gerpats Delta,
Shaneboy Mort, Ballybrien Paudi, Scotts Manky.
525: Beautys Whisper, Copper Lodge, Nitro Del, Allamane, Adams Emerald, Crunchie Tyler.
550: Charity Meibh, Linden Avenue, Mission King,
Freedom Legacy, Rosyinthegarden, Classy Bluebell.
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525: D. Ross’ (Dunmanway) Kilbarry Tiger
(Cashen Legend-Kilbarry Lady) (1) evens 1; Steragel Lee (2) 3-1 2; Godstar (3) 2-1 3. sh, 1½l. 28.85.
Tote.2.90, 2.10, 2.40; 9.40. Trio. 22.00.
525: C. Keaney’s (Cork) Captain Krunch (Droopys
Scolari-Ardera Diana) (6) 6-4 1; Paddock Chase (1)
2-1 2; Jessie Joe (4) 3-1 3. 4l, 4l. 28.66. Tote. 4.20,
2.00, 2.20; 16.00. Trio. 50.20. (Trd. K.Lynch).
330: Lap It Up Syndicate’s (Ladysbridge) On Gas
(Scolari Me Daddy-Lisquinlan Aussi) (1) 2-1 1;
Plucky Pals (5) 5-1 2; Lizzys Cocktail (2) 3-1 3. 2l.
2½l. 17.93. Tote.3.60, 1.60, 2.30; 21.60. Trio. 85.10.
(Agt.P. Sexton).
525: B. O’Brien’s (Castletownroche) Best Option
(Droopys Maldini-Alla Delight)
(5) 4-1 1; Ballycannon Hero (6) 3-1 2; Whiteys
Scarface (1) 4-6 3. 2l, 12l. 28.45. Tote. 6.10, 2.40,
2.80; 27.40. Trio. 254.90.
525: The Connolly’s Red Mills A4. Stakes. Heat 1.
C. Walsh’s (Dunmanway) Lahana Ally (Kinloch
Brae-Miss Golden) (6) 2-1 1; Jims Classy Pick (3) 31 2; Coppeen Impact (5) 4-1 3. sh, 2l. 29.02. Tote.
3.50, 1.40, 1.20; 7.80. Trio. 112.50.

McKenna can also take the
following heat with Offshore
Bound. Third, beaten just two
lengths, behind Laughil Duke
on his most recent outing, in
the Consolation Champion
Stakes final, the powerful son
of Head Bound and Inshaarla
has the pace to turn close, and
can power through late to reward supporters.
Ivy Hill Prince has plenty of
experience at the top level,
and looks the one to benefit if
the selection finds trouble.
Derby Selections
Heat 13: Secreto (Leave At Dawn)

Heat 2. B. McCarthy’s (Clonakilty) Joyous (Tyrur
Big Mike-Ominous Threat) (5) 6-4 1; Coolagown (2)
5-1 2; Parchments Smurf (1R) 6-4 3. 2½l, sh. 28.88.
Tote. 3.10, 1.60, 2.60; 19.20. Trio. 56.30.
Heat 3. Ms. S. O’Sullivan & D. Hannigan’s (Macroom) Beat The Boss (Razldazl Jayfkay-Buena Vista
Spot) (4R) 3-1 1; Tidy Tigress (1) 5-4 2; Seefin Aldo
(5) 2-1 3. 5½l, 1l. 28.61. Tote. 7.0,1.60, 1.20; 43.60.
Trio. 261.70.
Heat 4: Miss. C. Murphy’s (Rathcormac) Follow Us
(Scolari Me Daddy-Spade Hawk) (6) 4-1 1; Edencurra Mike (1) 6-4 2; Hursul Donie (4) 4-1 3. sh, ½l.
29.21. Tote. 4.70, 2.00, 1.70; 19.50. Trio. 131.20.
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525: R McGrath (Mallow) Wilson Street (Lenson
Bolt-Clash Harmony) (2) 2/1, Canvas Cookie (1) 6/
4, 7.75L 30:09, 5.30 1.60 2.20 5.60.
525: W Dalton (Youghal) Killduff Aoife (KingoSamurai Aoife) (3) 3/1, Bellere Sky (4) 5/2 1.25L
29:71, 3.50 1.40 2.30 16.20 15.70.
325: W Walsh (Cork) Black Tommy Joe (Ace hi
Rumble-Archers Doris) (6) 5/4, Stunning Tommy (1)
5/2 2.L 18:06, 1.90 5.50 1.90 19.50.
325: M O’Sullivan (Youghal) Ardera Mac (Arcchaton Pine-Castleboro Lark) (3) 3/1, Outonalimb (2) 2/
1, .50L 17:89, 6.00 3.00 2.10 35.10
525: W Dalton (Youghal) Canvas Audrey (Rayvin
Giovanni-Droopys Audrey) (3) 2/1, Harlequin Rebel
(1) 3/1, 7L 29:48, 2.80 2.30 1.40 35.20 49.80.
525: D Kelleher (Fermoy) Corrin Tiger (Mountleader Matt-Corrin Queen) (5) 3/1, Carrowkeal Lily
(2) 4/1 Hd 29:74, 9.20 4.70 3.30 9.60.
525: F Mullen (Waterford) Stunning Millie (Makeshift-Stunning Tina) (2) 7/2, Sandman Sammy (6) 5/
1 2.25L 29:85, 5.50 2.20 8.50.
525: V Walsh & J Walsh (Shanagarry) Shanagarry
Star (Ballymac Maeve-Bower Shelly) (3) 3/1, Tuckeys Timer (4) 3/1, 4.75L 29:35, 3.70 3.10 4.30 45.50
88.60.
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525: Blacksmith Donal 29.29: 525: Modleys Avenue
29.55; 525: Cill Dubh Misty 29.67; 730: Black
Caesar 41.31; 730: Good Approach 41.08; 550:
Novel Approach 30.59; 550: Glenbrien Comet
30.58; 525: Macs Snapper 29.21.
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325: Oak Scene 17.81; 525: Payyaway Sadie 29.05;
325: Kerrygold Duffer 17.53; 525: Trojan Tennant
29.03; 570: Confident Zada 30.93; 325: Kilfeacle
Tank 17.83; 525: Baltovin Leo 28.51.
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525: My Pal Barney 29.70; 525: Winning Scooby
29.63; 330: Parkstown Rumble 18.52; 525: Minnies
Rosanna 29.20; 525: Coleenbee Orla 29.66; 330:
Astons Yak 18.04; 525: Byebyeblackbird 29.39.
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325: Clonrooske Skip 18.12; 525: That’s My Mate
29.80; 525: Good And Proper 29.66; 525: Happy
Blossom 30.28; 325: Ridgemount Jojo 17.88; 575:
Cloncunny Rory 32.36.
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525: Answer Me This 29.22; 330: Beechgrove
Becky 18.57; 330: Willbex Niko 29.35; 525: Clairwell
Lion 29.35; 525: Castledown Hero 28.98; 330:
Groovy Bob 18.62; 330: Carn Jane 18.33.
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525: Barro Barney 29.52; 525: Brazilian Ditch 29.13;
525: Cooladerry Rock 29.28; 525: Random Storm
29.23; 525: Rag Bush 29.41; 525: Raggletaggle Rex
28.97; 525: Lacken Belle 29.36.
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525: Theodolite 29.91; 525: Starshineapello 29.62;
525: Hee Haws Romo 29.45; 525: Forest Boru
29.95; 525: Kilfrush Bound 29.30; 525: Gilroy Kate
29.41; 525: Cuil Tom 29.20; 525: Amanita Chic
29.01.
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525: Lingrawn Ranger 29.48; 350: Kilbannion Act
19.37; 525: Razmataz Brave 29.89; 550: Cragataska Flash 30.98.
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400: Jive Dancer 22.10; 350: Quarterland Kev
19.64; 400: Lemon Big Mike 21.73; 525: Fridays
Frankel 28.93; 525: Quarterland Ella 29.53; 400:
Four Aces 21.71.

Heat 14: Cable Bay (Sidarian Teejay)
Heat 15: Paradise Maverik (Ardrahan
Zindi)
Heat 16: Fair Taxes (Overcharge)
Heat 17: Amazing Dude (Dark Intentions)
Heat 18: Ballydoyle Honey (Deanridge
Pennys)
Heat 19: Clares Wonder (Morning
Music)
Heat 20: Laughil Duke (Ballybough
Mondo)
Heat 21: Redwood Mick (Mucho
Macho Man)
Heat 22: Farloe Rumble (Tyrur Tommy)
Heat 23: Offshore Bound (Ivy Hill
Prince)
Heat 24: Riverside Pat (Lefanta Sky)
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The classy Cooly Jane can
bounce back to winning
ways in tonight’s fifth race
at Curraheen Park. With a
slow starter on her inner,
the bitch should be able to
grab the rails slot early, and
that could prove the winning of the race.
She has the pace to steal a
march on her rivals around
the opening bends, and can
stay on well enough to see
off the likely late challenge
of Test Me.
The opening race is a real
cracker, with some very interesting sorts in opposition. As they’re all open to
improvement, it’s not a race
to be too dogmatic about,
but Barnfield Hero is potentially very smart.
He showed real promise
on debut, when finishing
well to take third placed behind 29.20 winner Castlehyde King and, having
found trouble then, he’s
clearly capable of more.
The change of seeding
should aid his cause, and he
gets the vote ahead of Maggie Me Mammy and Youkay.
The four second-round
heats of the Greyhound &
Pet World A1 525 dominate
the card, and fastest firstround winner Rastafari Vic
can make the most of his inside draw to take the second
heat for Jackie Roche.
Most impressive from the
same trap last weekend, his
previous form tells us he
can break even better, and
he will have to do so to hold
his position early. However,
he’s all class, and can make
all the running, at the expense of Oaklands Paddy.
At Dundalk, tomorrow
night, the Bar One Racing
Irish Sprint Cup takes place
and Trinity Forest can land
the spoils for Dave Kennedy.
A dog who showcased his
early pace in the Laurels, he
has made a seamless transition to sprinting, and has
been handed a good draw in
the decider. He has the pace
to lead along the inner, and
can come home in front,
with Catherines Drico feared most.
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Larry Ryan on Saturday
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The search for answers in the
wake of last Saturday’s high
drama has been exhaustive.
Yet one likely cause has been
overlooked.
As proud Gaelic football
men
ponder
Tiernan
McCann’s collapse under
modest tonsorial pressure and
mourn the lost art of
manliness, the prime
contagion suspect in cases like
this is, obviously, soccer.
More specifically, it is what
must still be called “The
P r e m i e r s h i p ” . E ve n t h e
manliest of Gaels is willing to
recognise the vigorous
masculinity of the Endsleigh
League.
We will come back to soccer.
But other factors have been
considered too, such as the
dangerously high regard the
modern young man appears to
have for his hair.
As Dante (not the Bayern
defender, who seems fond
enough of his own hair) put it,
when he examined the deadly
s i n o f p r i d e : “ l o ve o f s e l f
p e r ve r t e d t o h a t r e d a n d
contempt
for
one’s
neighbour.”
Maybe we saw some of that
in Croker, but perhaps we also
saw frustration.
When
former
GAA
president Liam O’Neill
removed the Novelty Act from
t h e S c ó r p r o g r a m m e t wo
years ago, he was warned of
the far-reaching implications
of his decision.
Tyrone’s rich heritage in
t h e N o ve l t y A c t - a n d i n
manliness - is showcased
proudly on YouTube, where
you can watch their last AllIreland winners in the discipline perform a fascinating
sketch set in a nursing home;
t h e e a rl y h i g h l i g h t a
competitive game of musical
chairs which comes to a
controversial end when one
patient receives a yellow card
for knocking another off his

walking frame. In many ways,
it is a sequence that could define where the Red Hands are
coming from, as much as it
redefines comedy. And now
we have seen what happens
when you deny these guys a
theatrical outlet.
But we will park that theory
for now, rather than get
bogged
down
in
the
notoriously low standard of
amateur dramatics in this
l a n d . I n s t e a d , we s h o u l d
return to the soccer.
The more manly and gallant
of Gaelic football men
mightn’t like it pointed out,
but
there
are
some
similarities in their attitudes
to the “scourge of diving” as
those that have long obtained
in “The Premiership”.
Even as they watched their
top, top, top men such as
Stevie G and Wayne Rooney
and Gareth Bale advance the
art of collapse to new levels of
sophistication, the Premiership lads have generally laid
most of the blame for the rise
of ‘simulation’ at the door of
Johnny Foreigner.
Gaelic football hasn’t yet
managed to integrate Johnny
Foreigner into a sufficient
cohort worth pointing the
finger at. But at least it has the
Nordies, who tend to be
blamed for most things,
including this.
They are well aware of this,
the Nordies, and it informs
some of the outrage over the
fall-out from the fall-down,
especially when they have
s e e n s o m e ve r y s o u t h e r n
collapses go unpunished this
summer.
Other reasonable people
have argued that you can’t
ban a man for eight weeks for
feigning injury when the
prescribed ban for feigning
injury is a yellow card.
All we want is consistency,
goes the familiar cry. But in
the case of simulation, are we
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Recalling the ferocity and outcomes of those late 80s battles,
you couldn’t but hold a fancy
for Galway tomorrow. Then
there was David Collins during the week telling us: “We
have to take it that we nearly
h at e T i p p e r a r y . ” N e a rl y ?
Those kind of half-measures
wouldn’t have washed in the
pomp of Sylvie and Lynskey
company. When they were finished grousing about Keady
and John Denton - though
they will never truly be finished - the Galway faithful had
some things to say about
simulation too. Nicky English
takes up the story, in his 1996
autobiography Beyond The
Tunnel. “Sylvie Linnane hit
me on the side of the head. I’m
not sure what he hit me with
.....but Sylvie did hit me. Now I
wasn’t mortally wounded or
anything..... but Sylvie was
the type of defender to dish out
a bit of punishment and I saw
this as an opportunity to subdue him a little. By going
down, I reckoned I’d get him
booked and warned about his
future conduct.” Sylvie got the
line and Nicky admitted he
“felt bad about it since”. Having watched the ‘88 final from
the Canal End, he had earned
the right to go down alright.
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Nick Kyrgios:
Making Gaelic footballers and
soccer players everywhere feel
better about themselves. Not
even in the more refined world of
tennis has sledging evolved
beyond ‘Your Girlfriend’ jibes.

sure consistency is the way to
go? Perhaps consistency has
had its chance.
This demand that all dives
be treated equally is probably
born of a basic mistrust of that
other familiar phrase:
“earned the right to go down”.
A behavioural study of
simulation in soccer,
published in 2011, found that
d i v i n g wa s , i n e s s e n c e , a
signal between a player and
an official that the player had
been fouled.
A humble communications
device in the war ag ainst
shirt-pullers and ankletappers.
In this regard, diving, in
some shape, has been with us
long before the Premiership
lads began to describe it as a
scourge sometime in the 90s.
The Dutch coined the
phrase schwalbe (German for
swallow)
for
Bernd

Hölzenbein’s tumble for a
penalty in the 1974 World Cup
final. But Bernd had arguably
earned the right to go down,
considering his surge into the
Dutch box was intercepted by
Wim Jansen’s loose lunge.
Interestingly, the NBA
crowd also blame the inﬂux of
Europeans - with their soccer
ways - for their own “ﬂopping
epidemic”.
But in 1963, Boston Celtics’
ve r y A m e r i c a n s h o o t i n g
guard Frank Ramsey wrote a
Spor ts Illustrated ar ticle
called ‘Smar t Moves by a
Master of Deception.” Some
key lines: “Drawing fouls
chiefly requires the ability to
provide good, heartwarming
drama and to direct it to the
right audience… Particularly
on defence, when everything
else fails, I fall down.” But in
tougher times around the
paint, Frank’s right to go

down was hard-earned too.
Nowadays, the NBA crowd
wring their hands about the
flopping but have no real
interest in seeing the league’s
best players sidelined, so they
impose
modest,
but
consistent, fines for obvious
theatrics.
Soccer, uneasy about
establishing a hierarchy of
divers, stick with the yellow
card.
In an enterprise like Gaelic
football, where a foul is very
much in the eye of the
beholder, more and more
players use a communication
device to alert the referee.
But, rather than attempt a
consistent, blanket approach,
perhaps we need to employ a
strategy we’re not unused to
in this country: target the
low-earners.
And especially go after the
novelty acts.

HELL IN A HANDCART
Jose Mourinho:
Another strong week on the
class and dignity front. Not sure
about sexist though; has always
seemed like an equal opportunities boor.
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